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be used, unless they had lain to dry for five years. Eri'olt.
.From Dr Pocock's description of a pyramid in
Egypt, constructed of unburnt bricks, .it appears that
the Egyptian bricks were nearly of the same shape
as our common bricks, but rather larger.
Some of
those he measured were l3~ inches long, 6! broad,
and 4. inches thick; and others 15 inches long, 7
broad, and 4% thick. The bricks used by the Romans were in general square; and M. Quatremere de.
Quincy observes, that in his researches among the
antique buildings of Rome, he found them 6f three
different sizes. The least were 7~ inches square, and
1{ thick; others 16f inches square, and from 18 to
.
ed 5 pounds 6~ onnces. The use of these bricks may .20 lines in thickness; and the larger ones 22 incl1es
square, by 21 or 22 lines thick. Among the cele.
be very important in the construction of powder
magazines and reverberating furnaces; as they are brated buildings of antiquity constructed of brick,
such bad conductors of heat, that one end may be were the tower of Babel, and the famous walls of
Babylon, reckoned by the Greeks among the wonders
marle red hot. while the other is held in the hand.
They may also be employed for buildings that re- of the world; the walls of Athens, the house of
Crresus at Sardis, and the walls of the tomb of Mauquire to be light; such as cooking places in ships,
solus. The paintings, which were brought from Laand floating batteries, the parapets of which would
ced::emon to Rome, to ornament the Comitium in the
be proof against red hot hullets. The turrets which
were raised on the ships of the ancients, says M. edileship of Varro and Murena, were cut from walls
.Fabbroni, were perhaps formed of these bricks; and of brick; and the Temple of Peace, the Pantheon,
perhaps they were employed in the celebrated ship,
and all the Thermre, were composed of this material.
sent by Hiero to Ptolcmy, which carried 50 mal1Y The Babylonian bricks, which are in the possession of
buildings, consisting of porticoes, baths. halls, &c. the East India company, aRd upon which Dr Hayes
arranged in mosaic, and ornamented with agates and has lately favoured the public with a dissertation, are
jasper.
inscribed with various figures and characters, and are
supposed by some to be a part of that brick work
Bricks appear. to be of the highest antiquity;
and, as we learn from sacred history, the making of upon which Pliny tells us, that the Babylonians
wrote the observations which they made of the stars
them was one of the oppressions to which the chilfor seven hundred and twenty years. See Fourcroy
.aren of Israel were subjected during their servitude
in Egypt.
The bricks of the ancients, however, so et GalloD, Art d7t Tuilier B1'iq'H-etwr; Jars on muJ.:ingBricks and Tiles j Rozier Introduction au.. Ohfar differed from ours, that they were mix;ed with
sCTiJationsSUI'la Phgsiq!!~, sur l' Histoirc NatureZle,
chopped straw in order to bind the clay together,
and instead of being burned were commonly dried in et sur le:; Arts j Bergman's Es:;ay.~; Nicholson's
.the sun. Vitruvius recommended, that they-should
Journal, vol. ii. p. 498.; Repertory gf Arts, vol. iii.
p. 84.; and Encyclopedic Metlwdique. (L.)
be exposed in the air for two years before they were
BRIDE.
See MARRIAGE.
used, as they could not be sufficiently dry in less time;
BRIDEGROOM.
See MARRIAGE,.
and by the laws of Utica, no bricks were allowed to

Brick. this suosta'nce, either baked or unbaked, float in
water; and a twentieth part of argil may be added
to their composition without taking away their property of swimming. The~e bricks resist water, unite
perfectly with lime, arc subject to no alteration from
heat or cold, and the baked differ from the unbaked
only in the sonorQUSquality which they have acqui.
red from the fire. Their strength is little inferior to
that of common bricks, but much greater in propor.
tion to their weight; for M. Fabbroni found, that a
floating brick, measuring 7 inches in length, 4~ in
breadth, and one inch eight lines in thickness, weighed only l4<t ounces; whereas, a common brick weigh-
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of art in which mankind
are more deeply interested than in what relates to
bridges. The ingenuity and hazard involved in constructing them; the numerous advantages derived
n-om them; their being from objects of utility, in
many instances, raised roto all the magnificence which
science and power can exalt them; justify us in treating the subject at considerable length, and endeavouring to exhibit under one article, most of the material
circumstances which are connected with it.
In order to accomplish this, we shall first, in a
cursory manner, trace the history of bridges; secondly, state the theory and principles upon which
the rules, which ought to guide the engineer, are
founded; and thirdly, explain what relates to the
practice of bridge building.

HISTORY OF BRIDGES.

Bridge.
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THE construction of perfect bridges, being a very Hiitory.
complex operation, cannot have taken place amongst
a rude and uninformed people; and in the course of
this discussion it will be seen, that this did not always
correspond with the progress of the other arts, even
in situations where the intercourse was great.
The most obvious and simple bridge is that form~d by single trees thrown across small streams, Qr, in
case of broader streams, byfasteni!)g the roots of a
tree on each bank~ and twisting together their branches in the middle of the stream. These must have
frequently occurred by chance, and they fall within
. the comprehension of the hunter;
accordingly. Mr

Park found even the latter mode practised.on,rivers
in tbe interior of Africa.
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The next step is not much more complex, for in
a space too great for the beforementioned operations,
few manual arts were required to form ropes of
rushes or leathern thongs, to stretch as many of them
-as were necessary between tJ'ees or posts on the opposite banks, and connect and co\'er them so as to
form a ~ight bridge. The following accounts given
-by Don Antonio de UI1oa, wiU.afford a distinct notion how these sort of bridges were constructed and
used in the mount3inous papts of South America.
See vol. ii. page 164. London, 4th edit. Bvo.
Over the river Desaguadero is still remaining the
"
bridge
of rushes, invented by Capac Yupanqui, the
fifth Ynca, for transporting his army to the other
side, in order to conquer the provinces of Collasuyo.
The Desaguadero is here between eighty and.a hundred yards in breadth, flowing.with a. very impetuous
current, under a smooth, and as it. were, a sleeping
surface. TheY nca, to overcome this difficulty, ordered,
four-very large cables to be made of a kind of grass
which covers the lofty heaths and mountains of that
country, and called by the Indians, Ichu; and these
cables were the foundation of the whole structure.
.Two -of these being laid across the water, fascines of
dryjuncia and tortara, species of rushes, were 'fasten,
ed together, and laid .across them. On these the two
'other cables were laid, and again covered with the
other fascines set;mely fastened, but smaller than the
first, and .arranged in such a manner as to forma level
-$urf3cE;;..and by this means he procured a safe passage to his army. This bridge, which is about five
yards in breadth, and one and a half above the surface
of the water, is carefully repaired, .01' rebuilt every
six Irionths, by the neighbouring provinces, in pur.
. suanceof a law made by that Ynca, and since often
confirmed by the kings of. Spain, on account of its
prodigious use; it being the channel of intercourse
between those,provinces separated by the Desagua.dero."
. .Again, in vol. i. page 430: "When the rivers are
too'.deep tiJbe forded, bridges are made at the most
frequei1tad places. Of these there are two kinds besides those,made of stone, which are very few: the
formel' of wood, which are most common ;- and the
Jatter of bujucos. With regard to the first, they
choose a place where the river is very narrow; arid has
on each side high rocks. They consist of only fOUl'
.long beams laid close together over the precipice,
and form a path about a yard and a half in breadth,
being .just sufficient' for a man to pass over on horse.
back; and custom. has rendered these bridges so na1:uraJ.to them, that they pass them without any apprehension. The second, or those formed 9f bujucos,
ate- only used where :the breadth of the river will not
..admit of any beams to be laid across. In;the con.stt.l1ctiou of these, several bujucos are twisted togetper, ..so as to form a kind of large cable of the
'length requireq. Six of these are carried from one
.side ofthe.riverto
the other, two of which are CODsid~ra:bJy hig~er than-the other four. On ,the latter
~re laid sticks. in a transverse direction, and over these
branchesbftrees
as. affooring ; the former are fastened to the fourwbich farm the bridge, and by that
means serve as rails for the security of the passenger,
who would-Qtherwise be in no, small danger from. the

continual oscillation. The bujuco bridges in this
country are only for men, the mules swim over the
-rivers; in order to which, when their loading is taken
off, they are drove into the water near ha]f a league
above the bridge, that they may reach the opposite
shore near it, the rapidity of the stream carrying
them so great a distance. In the mean time, the In~
dians carry over th~ loading on their shoulders. On
some rivers of P.eru there are bujuco bridges so large,
that droves of loaded mules. pass over them; particularly the river Apurimac, which is the thoroughfare
of all the commerce carried on between Lima, Cu.sco,
La Plata, and other parts to the .southward.
Some rivers, instead of a bujuco bridge, are passed" by means of a tarab-ita; ~s is the case with re.
gard t6 that of Alchipichi. This machine serves not
only to carry over persoos and loads, but also the
.beasts themselves; the rapidity of the stream, and
the monstrous stones continually rolling along it, ren.
.dering itimpl-acticable for them to swim over.
The tartabita is only a single rope made of bl1"
" or thongs of an ox's hide, and consisting of
juco,
several strands, and about six or eight inches in thick.
:ness. This rope is extended from olle side of the
river to the other, and fastened on each bank to
strong posts. On one side' is a kind of wheel, .or
.winch, to straighten .01' slacken the tarabita to the
degree required. From thetarabit\l h3ngs a kind of
leathern hammock, capable of holding a man ;.and is
suspended by a clue at eac-h end. A rope is also
fastened to either clue, and extended to each. side of
the river, for drawing the hammock to the side in.tended. A push at its first setting off, sends it
'quickly to the other side.
.
For

carrying

over the mules, two. tarabitasare

"
necessary,
one for each side of the river, and the rop~,s
'<Iremuch thicker and slacker. .On this rope is only
,one clue, which is of wood, and by which tp.e.beast
:is suspended, being secured with. girths round the
belly, neck, and legs. When this is performed, the
creature is shoved off, and immediately landed on th~
opposite side. Such as are accustomed to be carried
over in this manner, never make the least motion, and
even come of themselves to have the girts fastened
round them; but it is with great difficulty they are
at first brought to suffer the girts to be put round
their bodies, and when they find themselves suspend.
cd, .kick and fling, during their short passage, in a
most terrible manner. The river of Alchipichi may
well excite terror in a young traveller, being between
thirty and fortyfatho!Ds from shore to shore; and
its 'perpendicular height, above the surface of the
water; twenty-five fathoms."
. A third mode of bridge building is, by. construct.
ingpiers of stone at a distance to be reached by
single stones or beams of timber; if used in shallow
streams, and composed of rough.stones, laid without
mortar,.. it is likewise a very simple operation, and
such as would;readil y occur to a "ery rude people; but
if the stream was at all times deep and rapid, and the
piers composed of hewn stone laid with or even without mortar, th.e case was..very different; workm.en
must have previously been accustomed to quarrying,
hewing, and'transporting large stones, also building
them in a regular mannner; working in metals, and
.2
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. !!.ridge. preparin~ mortar, must have been known; and, from
what will be detailed under the head. of Practice, it
will be seen, that in preparing a proper foul1clation
for each pier, the union and experience of various arts
are required; and that the society, ill which works
of this sort, of any magnitude, wer~ accomplished,
was far advanced, and had the commmand of much
well. regulated labour. The bridge over the Euphrates at Babylon, appears to have been constructed
after this last manner; and there are many in diif.:rent
parts of China. ..
With respect to the fourth mode, obtained by con.
structing arches of stone between the piers. If we may
credit the accounts given by the Chinese, they constructed bridges in this manner, many centuries befpre
arches were known to the inhabitants of the western
world. Those connected with their inland navigation
are numerous.
Chinese
From the accounts generally given, it is not easy
bridges.
to .form distinct ideas of the dimensions or construction of the Chinese bridges, or to what extent they
merit the appellations bestowed by travellers, of being great and magnificent. Duhalde informs us, that
the stone bridges are commonly built like ours, on
"
large
piers of stone capable of resisting the rapidity
of the stream, and sustaining the weight of th.e arches,
wide enough. for the passage of large vessels. They
are exceedingly numerous, and the Emperor spares
no expence when the public good requires them to
be built.
, "Of these, there is one very remarkable at Foutchcou.fou, capital of Tou.kien.
The river over
which it is built is half a league in breadth; it is
sometimes divided into small arms, and sometimes se.
parated by small islands; these are united in joining
the islands by bridges, which make altogether eight
furlongs or Chinese Iys and 76 toises. The principal
of these has alone above one hundred arches built of
white stone, with bannisters on each side handsomely
carved, upon which, at the distance of. every ten feet,
are placed square pilasters, whose bases are very large,
resembling hollow barks.
excels an the rest is at Suen" But thatbuiltwhich
tchcou-fou,
over the point of aD a,rm of the sea,
without which the passage would be sometimes dangerous, even in. a boat. It. is. 2500 Chinese feet in
length and 20 m breadth ;It IS supported by 252
strong piers, 126 on each side. All the stones are of
Jhe same bigness, as weU those which are laid from
pier to pier, as those which are laid crosswise, insomuch that it is difficult to comprehend how stones
of such an enormous size should be placed in that
regular manner, er even raised on the high piers on
which they li~ Afterthis, there is nothmg of the
.kind worth mentioning."
'rhe
only conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing description of this work, which excels all the
rest, is, that two rows of large stones or piers, ( each
row consisting of 126,) have been set up across the.
shallow mouth of a river or arm of the sea; that,
I!long the top of these, otheJ: long stones have been
laid horizontally, like wooden beams; and lastly, that
long stones have been laid crosswise upon those lon-
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gitudinal beams, in the manner of joistg in Cal'pentry,
or more probably

close tugether,

composing

pacted bed or roadway, By dividing 2500, the total
length in Chinese feet, by 127, t~e number of openings, it gives nearly £0 feet between centre and centre
of the piers, so that after the thickness of the pier is
taken away from the 20 feet, a m9derate opening is
left for the lintel to cover. The dimensions crosswise, correspond with the description as to the stones
being of the same size, (at least as to length) ; for the
breadth of the bridge ISsaid to be 20 feet, and taking
away the thickness of the two longitudinal beams,
leaves the dimensions of the opening to be covered
.by the stones lying crosswise. It is therefore to'the
carrying from the quarry and raising stones of this
magnitude, that the praise of ingenuity must be attributed; there being nothing else in the mode of construction which has a claim to refined science, or great
progress in the mechanical arts. The danger to boat$
passing, must, no doubt, have arisen from the shal.
lowness of the water, and the frequency and violence
.
of the surfs.
From the following relation, extracted from th~
lIame work, there is reason to expect correct information. It is entitled, "An account of the Journey
of the Fathers Boures, Fontenay, Gorbillou Le
Compte, and Vesdelore, from the port of Ning PO'
to Pekin, with a very exact and particular dE:"scription
of all the places through which they passed, in the
provinces of Tche-kiang, Kiang.nan, Chan~tong, and
Pe.tcheli.
.
. ". It is in this agreeable place that the city of Chao
King has its situation. In the .streets are a great
r.umber of canals, which give occasion for such. a
great number of bridges. They are very high, and
have generally but one arch, which is so slightly
built towards the top, that carriages never pass over
them, which makes a great number of porters necessary. They pass over these bridges by a kind of .tairs,
of very easy ascent, and whose steps are not more
than three inches in thickness. There are other sorts
of bridges, made of stones 18 feet long, laid upon
piles in the manner of planks. There are many of
these .9ver the great canal very handscJmely built."
Again, "About four leagues from Hang-tcheou.
we crossed a village called Tan-si. It is built .on both
sides of the canal, on which are also two. quays, about
400 or 500 geometrical paces in length. They are formed of the same freestone which lines the sides of the
canal. There are stairs for the conveliiencyof every
house, which are much better built, and more uniform
than those in the city. In the midst of the village
is a fine bridge of seven large arches; that in the middle is 45 French feet wide; the rest diminish in Broportion to the descent of the bridge. There are two
or three great bridges of one arch.only.
We

crossed

a great

village

or country'

town,

" Ovan IGang King, of large extent. One part
called
communicates with the other by means of a briqge
of three great arches,

very curiously

built:

the middle

arch is 45 French feet wide and 20 feet high," .
Of these arches, which are here termed large and
great..we und the span to be only 45 feet; an extent

In Fig. 1. of Plate LXXX. we have represented the probable steps by which the arch was _l1vented.
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ErirlgC'. which, in Europe, would not b(hoDoured with those
appellations.
- heard of a bridge over a river named
We have also
Lafftany in China, which joins two mountains together, said to be of one arch 600 feet span, and 750 feet
in height; but having no distinct authority for this,
and its being so very unlike to those described in Duhalde's work, we mentioD it merely as a matter deserving of more enquiry.
But it is of real importance to notice the description given by Mr Barrow of the mode in which some
of the arches in China are constructed. "Eachotone
from five to te 11feet ill lcngth, is cut so as to form
the seg'ment of the arch, and in such cases there is no
key stone; ribs of wuod fittl'd to the convexity of
the arch, are bolted through the stones by iron bars
fixed into the solid part of the bridge; ~ometimesthey
are without" wood, and the curved stones are mortised
into long transvene blocks of stone."
In Egypt and India, from whence the ,western
world derived, the rudiments of many sciences and
'arts, the construction of the arch was totaIJy unknbwn ; for the" magnificent tern pIt's, of the latter,
find the splendid tombs of the former, were produced
by cutting matter away in the manner of sculpture.
There is no trace of the arch met with in the ancient
works of Persia or Phcenicia; and eVl"nthe Greeks,
who created a school of a,chitecture and sculptu,re,
and carried it to the utmost degree of perfection
C)f,which it was capable, have a very dOllbtful claim
to the knowledge of the arch. I t is certain they never
used it as an external featllre of their temples, much
less in, the construction of bridges over rivers; and it
'has'been observed, that the great Pericles, while b.~
adorned the city of Athem; with splendid edifices,
never constructed a stone bridge aver the small river
Cephisus, although upon the most frequented road
to that city. It is therefore to the Romans that,the
westl,'n ;world is indebted for this singularly useful
,
application of architecture.
There is nO certainty respecting the time when" the
Romans first used arches: If the Cloacae of Rome
were really constructed, in the time of the elder Tar~
quin, the use of arch~smust have then been weIl
~n.owri ; and from that prince's origin and connection,
It ISprobable that they would, be the labours of Tus.
can workmen.
It has been positivdy said by soine,
th~t the Romans received their knowledge of the arch
from the Tuscans, who were 'at that time much farther adval!ced in the arts than their Italian ueighbours. ~f thisTs admitte~, ,the ,first knowledge ,of
the arch ]S at least very -mtltn'ltely connected with
Greece," theTuscans being ackno'\vledged as a colony

of bronze supported by 42 columns.
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W,hatever doubtful circumstances att{'nd the claim
tatlle invention oEth/" arch,we know, :froII)the best'
historicalc-vidence, that the Romanst1.rst applied it
to works of general lIse, <fsin forming aqueducts for
converng ,water" to large Fities, constructing, hridges
~verrlVers, vault~ng magnl?cent temples, a,fldin erect109 monuments tOl'recordlng the' actiolls.of their
g:.reatest heroes.

,

at pn~sent ,Sancta 1\-laria.

,

,

"

feet, and from

the bottom

ofthe

river to the road" PLAn

way tile height i3 205 feet. For these koman bridgeS; LXXXn.
see Plate LXXXII.
.. Besides these ancient bridges which still exist, or
are correctly described, we have accounts of many
others; as that of Darius upon the ]3usphorus of
Thrace, Xe-rxes upon the HeIJespont, Pyrrhus upon
the Adriatic Gulf, Cresar upon the Rhine,. and'
Trajan upon the t>anllbe; but these were constructed for the temporary purposes of war. The descrip.
tions are vague, some of them improbable, and they
helong more to military ,than civil architecture.
.
The ancient aqueducts, whieh were magnificent, will
be described under the head of INLAND Navigation.
From the destruction of the Roman empir<::,to the
establishment of modern Europe, it is, 111vain there
toeIJquire for the progress, or expect the improveni.ent of bridge building. If! this, however, we ought
tbexcept the fine works of the MoorsiIl Spain, par,tieularly the bridge of Cordova over the Guadalqui. ! v'f
,
R
vir, built by Issim, the son an? suc~essor of ~bdue1 bI~~;:
Akman, .the first 01 the Moomh ,kings uf SpaIn.
buildingJII
When the arts began to revive. in "E~rope"it wa5 F.J!rope.
,

."

;W~ at present consider, only t?eir ~ridges. At.
.r adjacent to Rome, ,cautle\mentlOns eight bridges.
.
1. Pons..m:~lUs; bu~lt by the Emperor Adrian, and
Jj~med after h1m. 'It IS said to have once had a cover

:Bridg~.

7. Pons Horatius formerly SubIicins, built of stone"
by Huratim CoclL"s; rebUIlt by Emilius Lepidus; the
ruins are srilI seen in the Tlber.
8. Pons Milvius, whIch is about two miles out of
Rome u~on ~Iie Flaminian ,way.
.
. .:
PalladlO gIves a descnpnon of the brIdg~ ~f R]ml.
ni, built by the Romans also upon the FlamuJlan way,
which has five arches ;"Iikewise that of Vicenza upon
the Bachlighone, of three arches; and of one upon the
Rerone, of three arches.
And MartinellIs mentions a bridge n('ar Narni, on
the road from Rome to Loretto, built by Augustus.
It consisted of four, arches, the firsr 75 feet span and
H)2high: the spans of the others were 135, ll~, and
142 feet. This appears to be the most magmficent
brido-e the Romans constructed in Italy.
I;; the provinces -th~ Romans, 'built many ;bridg~s,
some very magnificent. We shall mstance two U1~pam!
both in the province of Estremadura.
Tha~ of Me,.
rida is upon the river Guadiana. Don ~ntonlO Ponz,
in his J7i(lge de Espana, says he fonnd Its length 130(}
paces; Vargas reckons 64 arches. In die ti~e of
Philip Ill. one' of the large arches towards themlddle
was destroyed by an inundation, on which account
tIlree or four adjoining were re?uili in 1610.
But perhaps the m.ost magmficentof all the Roman bridges, and. one of the noblest monuments of
antiquity, is, the bridge of Alcantara upon the Tagus,
at the town of that name. The town has pI:obab1y
taken its name from that structure, as the,word at.
canlara, in the Arabic, signifies' a bridge
It consists of six arches: its whule length is 670 Spanish

,
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2. A triumphal bridge, the ruins of which are now
seen in the Tiber. The emperors and consuls passed
over this bridge when they were decreed a triumph.
3. Pons Janiculensis, now Ponto Sixtus, it having
been rebuilt by Pope SixtllS IV. in H75.
4. Pons Cestius, at present St Bartholomew.
It
was rebuilt by the Emperor Valentinian. ,
5. Pons f:abricius, now Ponto Caspi.

'

ftoman
bridges.

It is now caUed

Angelo.
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Bridge. c11idJy towards rdigious structures that power and
J infllleLce were directed. Onc siu&,ular instance occurs of cntLusi:lRlTIbeing directed to the useful purposes hf impmvillg the passages over rivers. Gautier,
upon the ;lUthority of Magna AgI,jco]a of Ai:;:, says,
that 111)onthe declinl' of the second, and commelH:erilent of the third I'ace of kings, t~1Cstate fell into
anarchy; and that there was no security for travellers, particuhu'ly in passing riv('rs, where violent ex:actio:ls werc made by bauditti. To put a stop to
the5~ disorders, sundry pCI'Stins formed themselves
into fraternities, which became a religions order, under
the title of Brotlll'rsof the Bridge. The object of this
institUtion was to build bridges, establish ferry boats,
;,nd receivc travellers in their hospitals on the shores
of rivers. The first e.tilblishment \11<15
upon the DuI'3nCC,at a dangerous place named Manpas; but in
COlJseqm'J\ccof the accommodation arising from this
establiohment) the ."me place acquired the name of
Bonpas. He relates further, that St Iknezd, who
proposed and dirccll'd the building of the bridge of
I!ri~Feof Avignon, was ;1shl'pherd, am] that he was not twelve
A.vig-noll.years of age when repcittl:cl revelations from heaven
commanded him to quit his flock a"cl uJldertal:e this
cnterprize; that he arrivl'd at Avignon just at the
time the bishop was pf(':ac.hing to fortify the minds
of th\;. ]1c'oplc a~"jJl::t ,m ecii psc of the sun, which was
to Imppcu the same day. Bcnn::d rilisL~uhis voice in
the church, and said hc W:!iiwine to build a bridge.
His proposition was accepted by the peopl~ with applause, but rcjcctl:d with contempt by the magistrates) and by those who thought tlH::mselveswisest.
As it was ilt that time an act of piety to b'uild
bridges, and Avig-JlolI being then a popular republic,
the people prcvaih'd, and every onc contributcd to the
good work, some by mont.'y, and some by labour, all
under tht, direction of Benczet, aidt.'d'by the brothers.
',And he) by pcrflmniug a great Jlumber of miracles,
anifDatcd the :Le;;.lof l'V(:rybody. Upon the third pier
was erected a chapd to St Niclwlas, protector of those
who navigate rivers. This was dOt]()after the death of
Benezet) which happened in 1I ~H.. His tomb became
celebrated for pilgrimages, where many miracles were
performed. He had tah'!I care to establish a conventual house, and a hospit:!l, leaving the brothers to
continue the work of the bridgc.
This bridge, which was composed of 18 arches, was
begun in 1176, and completed ill 1101). In 1385, during the contentions of the Pope's, some of its arches
were destroyed; three others fell in 1G02, from the
neglect of repairing a fal1en arch. In1GiO, the frost
was so great, that the Rhone for several weeks bore the
heaviest carrlal"es: when the thaw followed, the ice
destroyed the .piers . but the third pier? with t~e chapel of St Nwholas, has stOod notwJthstand1l1g all
these accidents.
Our admirable bridge saint, not the least useful
of that once n~lmerous class of enthusiasts, in accomplishing, under such circumstances, so difficult) valuable, and magnificent a work as the bridge of Avignon, has perhaps quite as just a claim to the power:
of performing miracles as most of the saints of his
day; and ,it is not improbable, that from the influence of his tomb, and that of his mantle upon the survivwg brethren) that the still greater bridges of Ly-

~

ons of 20 arches, and 8t Esprit of 19, wer~ aC,com- Bridge.
pIished.
the e1eyation of those bndgcs arc
,
. Parts of
1Lxxxrn.
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Perronct statN, that in 1354,an arch of 1.50 Fr<?nch
feet, or 160 Elwlish feet span, was built at Verona;
and in J4.54<,on~ of 172 French feet, or 183.8 English span, and 66 French feet, or 70.6 Etlglish of .ris::
from the springincr, at Vie]Ic-Brioude Up~)!1the nver
Allier in France. '" The last mcntioned 1Sthe greatest span: we know of for a stone arch.
.
.
In Italy there are many fine ~ridges. The pecu- Bndges ,..
Italy.
liar situation of Venice has required a number far be-

~

yond what is to be found ill any other city. The. finest is the Rialto of 98} fec't span, and 23 feet me.
It was designed by the celehratl'u Michael. Angclo,
and erected between 1588 and 1591. Gautler states)
that the numbers in the different quarters of the city
are as follows, viz.
In the quarter of St Paul. . . 37
La Croix . . 35
Canal Regio. 75

Arsenal. . . 72
Isle du J uifs. 9
Derso Dura. 67
St Marc. . .4,4
339
In France, during the two la5t centuries, many Bridgesill
fine bridges have been erected. The Pont Royal France.
over the Seine at Paris, in 1685) from a design of
Mansard. It consists of five arches. The centre on'~
77 French, 01' 82.3 Eng]ish feet span; the breadth,
including parapets, 56 French, or 59.9 EngliiOh feet.
The bridge at mois, built from a design of the Sieur
Gabric1, consists of 11 arches; the centre one 86
French, or 91.10 Eng1ish feet span; the breadth over
the parapets, ,so French, or 53.5 English feet.
Perronet gives plans and descriptions of sundry
large bridges in France, constrllcted betwe~ the
years 1750 and 1772.
The first in point of time and magnitude is the Bridge at
new bridge upon the Loire, at Orleans. The an- Orleaus.
cient bridge, which consisted of 19 arches, was in so
bad a state, that it was found ,necessary to construct
a new OIJe; for which a design, made by M. Hupeau,
'
then first engineer of bridges, was preferred; and by
that time such was the progress made in bridge
!:>uilding, that, instead of 19 arches, as in the old edifice, this new design consisted of only nine. The
middle arch is 100 French, or 106.9. English feet
span, and the rise or versed sine ,28 French, or 29.11
English feet. The arches next the abutments are 92
French, or 98.3 English feet span, and rise 25 French,
or 26.8 English feet : the others are in proportiolJThe breadth, inchlding the parapets, 46 French', or
49.2 English feet. It was begun in 1750, and opened to the public in 1760. Nothing can exceed the
simp]ieityand elegance of this bridge, as will appear
by the e1evation, .one half of which is given in Plate PUTR
'
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0 f the same beautiful simplicity of character is the IJ .cl e a.t
design of the bridge upon the river Seine, at Mantes. ~:nfei.
It consists of three arches: the middle arch is 120
feet French, or 1~8.2 English feet span, and rise '36
French 01'.38.5 English feet; the t wo side arche.
6
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Bricige.,
. .
roy land Abbe
. y wag.1 _.:...
i:'
'
:Sridg~. are 108 French, or 115.4.. English feet span, and riEe date ISlikel y to be correl:t; IOI'
.
y
B
ID
un--v---J
f?unded i~ 71~, and the Ab b ey 0,f R Ems e ;. ) This Croylaud
~
32feet 6 inches French, or 34.9 English; the breadth,
bridge.
tlDgdonshlre, ID 974. (Bentham s
ssag
including the parapets, is 33 Fre1lch, or 35.3 English
b th
bridge has three distinct approache~, fo:me~
feet. It was also designed by M. Bupeau; begun
~iddiee ,
e
under his direction in 1757; and during that and se g ments of . a circle, which meetmg 1Dt
ar abutment:;;
. I
1758, l-aised to the level of the sixth course of arch compose pOinted arc hes, t helr' b ~ses
stones:' the work was then suspended on account of standing upon the points of an equi1at~ral trlfng e..
It is worthy of remark, that the brl~ge 0 A VlfJ'"
a war. It was recommenced in 1763 under thedirection of Perronet, (M. Hupeau having di~d in that non was begun under the direction of S::l~ntBenezet m Londoa
1176, and thatof London begun to be bUilt of st.one u~- bridge.
interval,) and was opened in 1765.
prIest, m
One of the finest of the French bridges, and the der the direction of Peter of Colchester, aBrothers
of
greatest work of Perronet, is that upon the Seine at the saIlie year (1176.) The ,French. "
Bridge'at NeuiIly. It consists of five arches, each 120 French, , the Bridge" accomplished theIr magnIficent and u?e.
),IIeuilly.
EnglIsh
or 128.2 English feet span, and 30 French, or 32 ful work in 12 years, the labours of theaccounted
English, feet rise; the breadth, including the para- priest occupied 33 years; but this may b~
pets, is 45 French, or 48 English feet. It was begun for, by considering the interruptions. whlch~ must be
in April i 768, and opened in Octobe\" ] 773; the experienced in a river, where the tide rIses tWIce every
masonry was completed in 1774: the roads, and other day from 13 to 18 feet. We may furt~r remar~,
operations connected with this bridge, wefe finished in that as the constructions of the brIdges of Sol Esp.rlt
1780. A great peculiarity in this bridge, well de- and Lyons immediately succeeded to that of A Vl~serving the attention of engineers employed in similar non, so the bridge at Newcastle.upon-Tyne was built
Roworks, is, that the wffits of the arches are shaped to of stone in Ig81, and that over the Medwayat
sui.?the contracted vein of water, as formed in the chester, consisting of 11 arches,much about the same
entrance and exit of pipes. This is accomplished, by time.
making the general,form of the body ofthe arch el.
ID' London bridge there are now 19 arches, and it
liJ?tical, with a rise of 30 French, or 32 English feet, is 45 feet in breadth. For many ages there were
or of the span'; but making the he~ders follow the houses along each side of it ; but these were remo"
segment of a circle, the versed sine of which is only ved, the middle pier was taken away? al1(l th<;: space,
13{- French, or ]4.5 English feet, or about t of the including the two adjac:nt arch~s, c;onverte~ l~to one
span, This, besides affording facility for the passage arch of 72 feet span, In 1758. 1 he remammg old
arches are very narrow, and the piers enermotlsly
of flood waters, gives a great appearance of lightness
to the whole fabric. The effect will be seen in the large, being from 15 to 25 feet in thickness above the
sterlings. The passage over the bridge is very comeievatiol),one half of which is given in PlateLXXXIV.
i~~~IV,
modious, but in other respects it is very inferior to the
In the bridges at Orleans, Mantes, and Neuilly,
before mentioned old French bridges.
See Plate PI..,AT2
we find the rise of the arches to be between t and
I,XXXIIT.
of the spa!) ; but rendered confident by success, -and . LXXXUI..,
.
Many
other
old
English
bridges
might
be
dew'idesirous of giving a variety to his works, Perronet,
;Bridgeat in the bridge over the Oise, at St Maxence, consist- bed, which,- in conformity with the turbulence of the
:Maxen!:e. i~g <![three arches, each 72 Fren'ch, or 76.10 Engtimes, were generally fortified with gateways.
It
lIsh feet span, makes the rise only 6 French, or 6.5 would be curious to trace their history, and delineate
English feet, or -iT part of the span; also, instead of their features; but as the limits of our present article
making 'the piers each a solid, right lined on the sides. will not admit of this, we shall pass on to those of
he divides each pier into two distinct parts, with an modern times, from which our readers will derive
open space between them, and composes each part of more useful information.
two columns united by a piece of plain wall. The
In 1636, the English PaIladio (Inigo Jones) gave LI!inwst
deviation from former works of a similar kind IS here a design for a bridge, which. was erected at Llanwst bndge.
certainly sUfficiently distinct; bu~ the propriety of this in Denbighshire.
It c.onsists of 3 arches, segments
mCUtire will be discussed under the head of Practice.
of.circIes ;' the middle one is 58 feet span, and rises
This bridge was begun in 1774; the operations were 17 feet, the piers are 10 feet thick, and the breadth of
suspended in 1775; they were recommenced in 1780;
the soffit of the middle arch is 14 feet. 'The arch
stones of the largest ai-ch being only 18 inches deep,
PLAT!)
and the centers were struck in 1785. S~ Plate
LXXXV. LXXXV~
the coveriug over them being little, and the apThe bridge built upon one of the arms of the Loire
proaches very steep, the bridge has a very light ap~i:.Saumur, from a design of M. de V oglio, and exe- pearance.
:i:!:r~t cuted
chiefly under the inspection of L. A. de CesThe bridge over the' river Thames at Westminster, We.tminsaTt, may also be e~assed amongst the' first of the being not ouly th~ greatest work of the kind in Eng- sterbridge.
French bridges. It consists of 1£ elliptical arches, land, but havmg, In what regards laying foundations
each 60 feet span, and 21 of rise; the piers are 1£ feet in deep ,water, and constructing centers for large
thick, ,an~ the ,breadth of the bridge, including the arches uPQn navigable rivers, formed a new school for
parapets, IS 42. French, or 44.9 English feet. It was bridge-building in this island, we shall give a-detailed
begun in.1756, and finished in 1710.
accouutof it.
From reports madeby Mr Labalye, (1"751)- it apBridges,in The lnogress of bridge. building in England seems
pea;s, tha~ ~rom 1734 to 17~8, the,time wasemployEngland. to have kept pace with the same art on the.continent. . The very singular bridge at Croyland in Lin- ed lD obt~lDm~ ac.ts.of parltament, and determining
c.lnshire" is said to have been built in 860.,
Thi~ the preClae 61tuatlolland plan (i)f,this great work.
,
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In 1738, the situation was Iinally determined to be a
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Bridge.
appearance than that of Westminst~r, It has been ~
doubted, whether the 'Slender detached Ionic columns
are a proper accompaniment, to such a work, ana
whether the divisions of the lengths of the rusticatea
headers of the arches are any improvement. His centers are evidently a copy of those liSedat Westminster.
The general style of this bridge bespeaks a mind
emboldened by the success of his predecessor, to advance, though very cautiously, a step further in the
practice of bridge-building.
It is a work of great
merit, and will not suffer by a comparison with any
other constructed in the same age. It was begun in
1760,- and completed in LO! years.
See Plate l>LA'I'1!
LXXXVi,
LXXXVI.
At the same time that this noble work was carrying on at Blackfriars, Clvery fine bridge was con.
structing upon the river Tay, at the town of Perth ~rldge at
ert.
in Scotland. It consists of nine arches; the middle
one is 77 feet span, the width across is 26 feet, and
the total length is 906 feet. It was d~signed and executed under the direction of Mr Smeaton, between
1760 and 1771. About the same time, and under thi':'
direction of the same gentleman, a bt'iclge of no inconsiderable magRitudewas built over the. river Tweed
at Coldstl"eam, consisting of 5 arches, the middle one
being 64 feet span; and also a bridge of seven arches Dridgeover
over the river North Esk, near Montrose.
the Esk.
Previous to fonning the plan of that magnificent
mjJar kind in England.
extension" of the city of Edinburgh, known by the
The works were carried OR with great dispatch
name of the New Town, it was necessary to form a'
and success; the centre of the last arch was struck
commodious communication with the central part of
on the 25th July 1747, and, on the 14th November,' the High Street of the Old Town.
This was ac-the roads and streets were finished. A circumstance,
complished by constructing a bridge over the deep North
however, took place, which prevented the bridge from vaUey called the North Loch. This bridge consists brj~ge at,
being, at that time, opened to the public. The work- of three arches, each about 72 feet span, and two. Edmburgl1.,
men empIo.yed to get gravel out of the bed of the ri- small arches each 20 feet span ; the height from the
ver to cover the roadway of the bridge, finding some present surface of the ground to the springing of the
very suitable neal" the third pi~r, on the western side arches on the piers, is 17 ft. 6 in.; the arches being
of the centre arch, they excavated considerably lowel-' semicircular, rise 36 feet, the archstones are 2ft. 9in.,
than the foundation, and too near it ; the gravel then and from the top of the archstonesto the top of the
run from under the platform, and the pier sunk so parapets, is 9ft. 9in., making the whole height, frommuch as to render it necessary to take down the two the surface ofthe ground to the top of the parapet
arches which rested upon it. The securing the foun- over the middle arch~ 65 feet; the breadth across,
dation, rebuilding the pier and two arches, and repla- the soffitofthe arches is 42ft. 3in. From the arches
cing the parapets, pavements, and roadway, was com- to the banks on each side of the valley, the spaces are'
pleted, and the bridge opened to the public on the occupied by coach houses, stables, &c. formed under,
18th Nov. 1750. This bridgt. consists of 13 large the roadway. The outline of the cornice and para~
and two small arches; their forms are semicircular;
pet, contrary to usu.al practice, is a curved line, bendthe middle one is 76 feet span, and the breadth over ing downward13. This, in viewing the elevation, gives,
PLATE
the appearance of the middle part of the' bridge haLXXXV!. the parapets 44 feet. See Plate LXXXVI.
ving sunk. Excepting the arehes, which, are fine'
About 10 years after the completion of Westminster bridge, another was begun to be erected be-' and well executed, no part of the design claims much
. tween it and London bridge, now well kno~n by commendation; and we cannot help J'egretting, that
Bl~ckff1ars
bndge. the name of Black friars. The design was made by the architect Mr- Mylne, has failed in rendering this
Robert Mylne. It consists of nine, arches of an el- structure a suitable feature to thesingularlr fine situ-liptical form; the middle one is 100 feet span, and ation which it occupies.
Several excellent stone bridges have lately been'Bridge"
the breadth across the bridge is 43 feet 6 inches. Mr
Mylne benefited by the example of Labalye, and, constructed upon the river Thames at Kew, Maiden- ov.erthe
built the piers in caissons.; but probably alarmed by head, Henley, and Oxford; and not inferior to these Thames &',
the sinking of one of the piers at Westminster, he' are the bridges over the river Severn in W orcester- the SeverIJ.,
Fiv.e of these were designed.
drove piles in the spaccs upon which the bot~oms of shire and Shropshire.
the caissons are placed. His arches being of wider and executed under the direction of Mr Gwynn" a,
span and of an eIJiptical form, his piers of proportionnative af Shrewsbury, and tWI>by 01lr countryman,
'
ally less thickness, and having less masonry over Mr Telford, the engineer., .

~

little way below New Palace Yard; the model made by
Wesrrnin- M. Labalye was approved of, and he was appointed
sterbridge. engineer. The intention at this time was to construct
the piers of stone, and place a wooden superstructure
upon them. This latter part was desigrred by MrJames
King, who contracted to complete it in 12 months
aftet' the piers were finished for £' 28,000.
It was not till after many explanations and disc1:lssions, that Mr Lab,tlye satisfied the commissioJlers,
appointed by parliament, of the facility, economy,
and security to be derived from laying the fouIlda~
tions of the piers in caissons or chests, instead of placing them upon piles in the ancient manner, cut off
about the level of low water; or using batterdeaux
or coffredams, formed around the foundations, and
pumping the water from the inside, as had been performed in more modern times. This beautifully simple mode was, howevt'r, adopted, and the first stone
of this great fabric was laid by the Earl of Pembroke on the 29th January 1739. During the S:lme
year; the commissioners directed Mr Labalye to prepare a design for a superstructure of stone, which
lie did, and it was approved of and adopted on the
S lst January 174.0: A liberal arran~ement having
been made with Mr King respecting his contract for
the wooden superstructure, he immediately designed,
for the stone arches, those excellent centres, which
have ever since served as a model for works of a si'

the top of the arches, this bt'idge has a much lighter
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The centre arch of the bridge in :Blenheim Park,
is 101ft. 6in. span.
.
In .1762, a. single arch was built upon the rIver
Tees, at vVinstone in Yorkshire,' from a design of Sir
Thomas Robinson, the span of which is 108 feet 9
inches.

,

J:ridgeover
A yery fine bridge has beenlate1y ere~ted at Ferry
the Uuse. Bridge, in the same county, upon the l'lver Ouse: It
consists of three arches, the centre one 65 fcet span,
the width within the parapets ~8 feet 6 inches,
In South 'Vales, the bridge over the river Taaf,
llridge
!!Iverthe
near Llantrissart, in Glamorgan shire, is justly cele.
TaaI,
brated, both on aGcount of its grcat span, and the
singular circumstances which .attended its construction. In 1746, vVilliam Edwards, a country mason,
undertook to build a bridge at that place. He built
one of three arches, and it was allowed to be well executed; but, being in a mountainous district, the
tprre!lts sometimes rise hastily to a height which
must appear incredible to the inhabitants of ffat
couiltries. One instance pf this sort \Iappened after
this brid<re had stood about two years and a half,
when the" torrent carried "long with jt trees, brushwood,hay,
and whatever of this kind lay in its
way: these were entangled in the arches, and, causin~ the water suddeqly to create a grt'at head, the
bridge was swept away. As Williarn Edwards had
g;iven security to maintain the bridge for seven years,
he immediately set.about rebuilding it ; but, in ordcI'
to avoid future injuries from simi1m'torrents, he constructed onc arch, the segment of a circle of which
rhe cord line was 140 feet, and the versed sine 35
feet.. The arch was finished, but had not recel\'ed
the parapets, whe~ the weight pressed in the haunches,
rai!ICd up the crown,

and destroyed

the arch.

-

This

was in 175i. But WiIJiam Edwards, possessed of
an uncommon- degree of fortitude, resolved to rebuild
dIe arch of the ~ame dimensions; and it appears he
tod:. his measures prudently; for we have been in.
formed, by that excellent and respectable engineer
Mr Jessop, who was then a clerkwitb Mr Smeaton,
that Mr Edwards consulted that emineht man with
respect to rebuilding this large arch. Mt' Jessop does
not recollect the advice which Mr Smeaton gave, but
the bridge: WC\S
,rebuilt jn 1755; the chord line and
versed aiI).eare the .sallteas before, alfd the width across
is,elevJ;nfeen ineaChhaJ.lnchor sparJdrel there are three
cylindricahrches quite across the bridge; the luwest
is.. nine feet, the. miftdle six feet, and. the uppermost
three fe!!t diameter. These, to avoid weight, are of
course left hollow ; and Mr Evans, a native;of Wales,
who W<lS
afterwards .ehief engineer to the Royal Canal
in Irdand, informed Mr Jessop, that, in addition to the
cylinders being left hollow, the spaces between them
were filled up withchat'coal.
From the steepness of
the ascent 'On each side, an!'l.the. narrowness across,
this bridge is more remarkable as an effort of art
than for the' accommodation it affords. .
]Bridg'e.in
Of late years;. the building of bridges has been carScotland. ried to a very great extent in Scotland. Upon the
.
.
river Tcyiot, immediately above i~s junctipn with the
~~ldfeoy~r Tweed, a very handsome stone bridge of three arches
e evlO.
has been constructed froro a d~sign, and under the
directiol1 ofMrElliot,an
architect resident iIJ'Kelso.
The middle arch is 65 feet span; and ri~es 17 feet;

the arches are segments of circles, and the width Over' Bridge.
the parapets

is 23 feet.

There

are coupled

columns

~

over the piers, which are quite insulated; and the
points of the piers are in th~ shape of Gothic arches.
It was begnn in 1794, and finished in 1795. About
4- years after the completion of this bridge, another,
.
very elegant one was constructed at Kelso, from a de- Bndge at
Kelse.
sign of Mr Renuie, an eminent enginecr. It is situated immedi:.\tely below the confluence of t11t Teviot
with the Tweed. It consists of 5 arches, eachof 73
feet span, and 21 feet rise; they are of an elliptical
form, and the road over them is level. Over each
pi("r, and upon each abutment, are two small columns,
and an entablatljre runs along the 'whole of the
bridge. The columns are not insulated., being i- columns only; the points of the piers are semicircular;
the width over the parapets 26 feet. It was. begun.
in 1799, and finished i.n 1803. The characters of
those two bridges being rather gentle than bold, accqrd well with the beautiful scener)' of the adjacent
banks of tliose t,wo fine rivers.
.
On the road from Berwick to Edinburgh, the Peas Pea,bridge
bridge erected over a deep dingle, is a bold wQrk. It'
consists of four arches; the largest span is 55 feet,
and the height of the bridge is 12'1 fee~- The archi.
tect was Mr David Henderson of Edinburgh.
.A large arch has been built at Aberdeen also over Bridgeat
a dingle, through which there runs. a small rill called Aberdeeu.
the Den Burn; it forms a part of an improved approach to the city from the southwards. The ma.
gistrates had, in the year 1801, begun to construct it
bridge of three small arches, and had laid the foundations of the abutments and piers for that purpose,
under the direction. of their then superintendant of
city works, Mr Fleteher, when Mr Telford the en.
gineer passing that way on the service of government,
v,'as desired by the magistrates to examine their in.
tended bridge. On considering the excellent granite
stone which was used, he prevailed with them to
ubandon the scheme of having three arches. At their
desire he gave a plan of one arch of 150 feet span,
being larger than any stone arch in Britain, and otherwise containing many singu1t1rfeatures calculated to
prove what could be performed with Aberdeen gra.
nite. But however desirous the magistrates were to
cxhibit the exceIlet;lcy of their favourite material, th~
expense of this plan mJ.lch exceeded their funds. Mr:
Telford afterwards made a simpler design; . but in order to save some masonry of the abutments which
had already been executed, they got their inspector
of the <:ity works to reduce the span to 130 feet. of
which dimensions it has been executed. The rise is
29 feet, and breadth across the soffit 43 feet, It is
still a magnificent arch, though of smaller span than
that of Mr Edwards over tbe Taaf. The difficulty
attending the construction of a largc arch here, was
much lessened by its being placed on dry land.
A 'much more. arduo~s task has been accomplished Bridgeat
upon the river Dee, at Tongueland, near Kirkcud- Tonguebright, where there is about 10 feet of water in the land.
lo~est ~tate ~f the ri:ver, above which the ordinary
sprIng tIdes rIse 16 feet, and where, .of course for a
lafgearch, a trussed center was.required. The design was given by Mr Telford; it is lIS feet span,
and the rise' .or versed sine 88 feet. The spacesqe.
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Bridge. tween the large arch and the rocky banks upon which
~
it abuts, instead of being filled by earthen embankments, are occupied by sm,111arches raised upon slender piers. The whole has a bold effect, especially
4uring the flux and re11ux of a high spring tide immediately uuder the bridge,whE'1I agitated by a stroJlg
westerly wind, and accompanied by a great laod flood,
tumbling down a rocky channd at some distance
l'
L~~~Vl!. above it. See Plate LXXXVII.
A large bridge has been lately built over the rivE'r
Bridge..t Spey, near Gordon castle, at Fochabers. Itconsists
Fochabers.
of four arches; the two middle ones are each 95 feet
.
span, and the breadth over the parapets is 21 fe~t 6
inches. There being an even number of archE's, a piet
is brought into the mtddle of the river, and the architecture of the facadE' is feeblE'i still the structure
doescredit to the architect and builder, Mr G. Burn.
The finE'stbridgt. ill Scotland is that which has just
been buiit by the Duke of Athol, over the river Tay,.
Bridge.lt at Dunkeld. There are five large arches and two smal.
»unkeld. ler land arches; the tniddle arch is 90 feet span, and.
rises 30 feet, the width over the parapets is 27 fE'et
6 inches. The facade has castellated turrets over the
piers and abutments; the outlines of the parapE'ts and
roadway is a curve only sufficient to calTYoff the water; the approaches to the bridge, the Duke has rendered very complete; and the whole forms a feature,
suitable to the magnificent scenei-y which surrounds
Dunkeld.
The design for this bridge was made by
Mr Telford, It was executed under his directions, and
finished in 1809.
From the foregoing statements, it is evident that the
progress of bridge building in Britain has of late
years. been great; but the effects, though considerabl~, have been distant and unconnected. Perhaps
however, the greates~ and most regular scheme for
opening the general intercourse through a great extent
of country, that has ever been voluntarily undertaken
by a free people, was that which originated in 1802.
Previous to this, the northern districts of Scotland,
although in sundry parts intersected by military roads,
were very impE'rfectly opened; for these had been
hastily constructed, and frequently ill fitted for the
purpo~es of civil hfe.
Jlapid pro. .In order, therefore, to-enr.ourage the 'Spirit of improvE'ment which h"d strongly manifested itself in
t~~s of
buiJIi~1gjn the II()rthern p~rt," of the island,. a boa~d of parliaScotland. mentary commlsslOnl-rs was establIshed, VIZ.
The It:ght Hon(;urable the Speaker of the House
of CommoJls,
The
Right Honourable the Chancellor of the Ex.
.
chequ\>r,

His Majesty'. Advocate for Scotland,
'.rhe Right Honourable William Dundass,
Sir Wilham Pulteney, Bart,
Isaac Hawkins Browne, Esq.
Nicholas VanSlttar:, 'Esq.
Charles Grant, Esq.
William Smith. Esq.
Char1€'s DU'lldas, Esq.
John RicRman, Esq, S~cretary,
James Hope, Esq. Commiosioner and Law ,Agent
in Scotland,
Thomas Telford, Engineer to the Board.
'this Board, upon the application of individuals) or
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bodies of men, pointing out communications in the Bridge.
Highlands of Scotland, of public utility, and under- ~
taking to defray a moiety of the e.xpense, causes surveys and estimates to be made, and, jf found to be
truly useful, advances the other moiety from the pub~
lic funds. In consequence of this, about sixty dif.
ferent roads have been surveyed, and Clgreat propor.
tion have eithel' been already completed, or are, now
(1812) in a state of forwardness.
Upon these roads
there are bridges of different sizes, to the number of
1486, and several of no inconsiderable magnitude, viz.
;Bonar bridge, of cast iron, 150 feet span, over an
.
arm of the sea.
Dnllkeld bridge, of 7 arches, viz. one of 90, two
84, two 74, two 22 feet. '
Conon bridge, of 5 arches, viz. one 65,two 55.
two 4.5 feet.
Ballater bridge, of 5 arches, viz. one of ,60, tWill
55, two 34 feet.
Lo,vat bridge, ef 5 arches, viz. one of 60, two 50,
two 40 feet.

Wick bridge, of 3 arches, viz. one of 60, two 4<8 feet.
Alford bridge, of 3 arches, viz. one of. 48, two 60

feet.

Potarch bridge, of 3 arches, viz: one of 70, two
45 feet.

~

Besides these, there are upwards of 60 bridges of
one arch each, from 30 to 60 feet span.
In Ireland, the city of Dub]in has several fine stone :Bridgesilll
bridges over the river Liffey, the- principal of which IreJan4.
are, 1. QUE'en'sbridge, built upon the scite of Arran
bridge, which had been erected in 1684, and destroy~
ed in 1763. It was designed by Colonel Vallency, ,
and was. finished in 1768.
It consists of three
arches; the middle 46 feet span, the others 35 feet
each; the piers are 7 feet thick, and the bt"eadth between the parapets is 35 feet. 2. Essex bridge,
which was originally founded in 1676, by Sir_Hum.
.phrey Jarvis, in the viceroyalty of Arthur Earl of
Essex; it being decayed" was taken down and rebuilt
in 1753, from a design and under the direction of Ml'
George Semple, who published a very full account
of the proceedings. It consists of five :itrches, one .,8
feet span, three of 45, and one of 37 feet;. the, thicK.-.
ness of the piers on ea,ch side of the centel' arch is .6
feet, the breadth between the parapets .48 feet. .3.
Sarah's'bridge, consisting of an arch of 110 feet span,
with a rise of 22 feet; the breadth between the iron
railing 37 feet. This was built by Mr Stegens, an
ex perieuced bridge builder from Dear Edin burgh, in
the year 1792. 4. Since that time Carlisle. bridge
has been rebuilt; it consists of three arches, the mid.
dIe 50 fe~t span, the others 40 feet each ;ihe thickness of the piers 10 feet, breadth. between the para...
pets 63 feet. ,
'
.
There is also a very,fine stone bridge over the river,
Lee, at Cork, built within these few year~, with a
draw bridge for ships at the notth.e:nd of it..
.

TiMBER BRIDGES.

THIS historical sketch respecting,bridges, has hither- Timbc$,
to beencollnned to those cODstl'uctedoL stone, but bridgelH
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Bridge. other materials have been successfully employed.
'-vBridges of great extent have been constructed of
.
wood..
With the exception of drawings made by Palladio
and others, from the descriptions given in C::esar's
Commentaries, of his bridge over the Rhine, we have
no satisfactory account of any ancient wooden bridge.
Of those of more modern times, there is one described by Palladio, said to be situated upon the Cismone,
at the foot of the Alps, between Trente and Bassane
JIIItaly. It is of very simple construction; the whole
,being suspended by the framing, which forms the
sides; the opening between the abutments is ] 09 feet.
Palladio also gives sundry designs for wooden bridges
formed in different ways, some of which are supported by the sides only; and one is in the form of
Gautier gives
i~~~VLII'an arch. See Plate LXXXVIII.
designs of his own, and one from Mathourin Jousse;
the last mentioned consists of one passage over it
for ,cavalry, and another for infantry, and is pro.
'tected by a roof. But the boldest and most inge.
;niously constructed wooden bridge on the European
continent, was that at Schauffhausen, in Switzer.

hnd.

,

,

We are informed that there was formerly a stone
Wooden
bridge at briage at Schauffhausen, that the Rhine' injured the
Schauffpiers, and that in the year 1754<three arches fell ;
haU5en.
that the depth of water immediately on the upper
side of the old piers being, during summer, from 18
to 20 feet, and from 28 to 30 feet below them, the
idea of rebuilding a stone bridge was abandoned, and
that the .old piers, excepting one near the middle,
:were taken away; that Ulric Gmbenman, a corn.
mon carpenter of Tueffen, produced a model for, a
wooden bridge, supporte~ only by the abutments on
the banks of the river; that after some hesitation on
the part of the committee of Schauffhausen, his ptOposalwas adopted, and that he completed this truly
extraordinary work in the year 1758. The total
length of the bridge was 564 feet, and its breadth
18 fee.t. It was eight feet a,ut of a straight line, and"
the angle pointed down the river; tbe distance from
the abutment next the town to the angle was 171
feet. and from the angle to the ()pposite shore 193
.feet. This magnificent and ingenious bridge was
PLATE
LXXXIX. ,dc:stroyed bytbeFrench
in April 1799. See Plates
-and XC. .LXXXIX. and XC.
.
At Ruiche.,' About the same time that U1ric Grubenman ~as
nau.
engag~atS.chauffhause n,.his broth~rJoh ~construct.
ed
a bridge Gf the same.. kmd at RUlchenau.
24<0feet
.
.
in length; and some years afterwards they jointly
At Baden. erected one,near Baden, 200 feet in length over the
.
. ,riv~ Limmat.
. We know of, no wooden bridges in Europe of an
~x.tent eqqal to those constructed by thebeforemen.
tioned ingenious men: But one upon, nearly the ,same
In North principles, and of 250 feet span, has been constructed
.-\rnerica. over the. Por,tsn;louth rivedn North America, by a
Mr Bludget... Yet.. thou,gh of inferior magnitu~e,
several upon principles equally simple and effectiv~
In Scotland. have been erected ~pon rivers in Scotland by James
;Burn, of H~ddingtoR, in East Lothi~.
The largest
IS over tbe nver Don, about seven miles from ~be city
of Aberdeen, upon the, roa4 which leads from that
place to Banff; the extent between the abutments is
~

Bridgt'.
109 feet g inches, and tbe breadth IS feet. The
frames which support the roadway are composed of <-.r-J
short pieces of timber, but instead of being elevated
above the level of the road way ip order that it may be
suspended from them. they here support it after t!1e
mannel" of stone vou8soirs. This bridge was erected p
in "1803.' See Plate LXXXVIII.
L;C~~VIIr
There is an elegant wooden bridge in the park at AtWotton.
W otton, a seat of the Marquis of Buckingham, constructed precisely upon the principle of one given by
Palladio. The span of it is 87 feet, the versed sine
13, and the breadth across 20 feet.
Small timber bridges. being, in all countries
abounding in wood, so obvious a means for crossing
streams, it is impossible to trace their origin and pro~ress; and those consisting of rows of piles driven
.mto the bed of a river, and supported by comm.on
trussing-s and bracings, being found in most countri~s~
and bemg familiar to every body, it is only neces~a.
ry, in what regards them, to refer to the Plates, arid
to what is said under the head of Practice.
IRON BRIDGES.

IN Britain, of late years, the application of iron Iron
having been great! y extended, and practical mechanics bridges;
having been also brought to much perfection, that
valuable metal nas. been used in tal.' construction of
large arches over rivers.
The first cast iron bridge was ~rected upon the
river Severn, about two miles below Coalbrook Dale, At Coaland between the villages of Madely and Broseley, in brook Dale.
the county of Salop. The ,form of the ribs or mtrados is nearly semicircular, the I!pan being 100 feet
6 Inches, and the rise from the level of the springi,i1g
plates to the soffit at the middle is 45 feet, tbe height
from the or.dinary low water.,to the springing plate
is about 10 feet, making the whole height from the
low water to the soffit 55 feet. This bridge was
constructed by Abraham Darby ; it was cast at the
Coalbrook Dale founderies, and erected in 1777. The
design, was bold and well executed; it formed a new
::erain bridge building. The banks of the river ad.
jacent to the bridge are exceedingly high and steep.
and composed of alluvial matter which slips over the
points of the coal strata. The effect of this opera...
tion not haying been sufficiently provided against,
. sol.1le years ago, the top part of one of the stone
abutments was pressed in a few inches, and of course
raised up the iron work about the middle of the arch.
Steps have been since taken to secure the western
abutment; but the other, by having valuable houses
built close up to it. is more entangled, and it may in
time suffer from that cause; but the iron work bas
not been the least a~ected,by the weather, or the intercourse over or under the bridge during 34< years. PLATE
See Plate XCI.
XCI.
. Th; next cast iron bridge .in point of time; was At BuildlikeWIse erected upon the river Severn, about three w~.
miles above tbI.' former. at the expence of the county
of Salop. Here the banks being low, Mr T~lfo~d,
as county surveyor, under whose direction i~ was
built, in~roduced ~he principle .of suspending the
readway by two liU'ge ribs, one on each side .of the
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Bridg-tl.hridge.
The span is 130 feet, [he versed sine of the 'Which arches cQnstrncted with stone seldom reached, Bridge.
)
ribs which bear the covering -plates ilf 17 feet, the that is to say, 100 feet span, e1ttending next. to 130,
'--'r'-Iron bridge
breadth across the soffit is 18 feet, and the height from an d from t.h ence,to 2 3.6 rle.et. . Former experience was of
600feet
ordinary low water to the soffit is 34< feet. The 'left far'behmd, and a prmC1plemtroduced, to th~ prac- sj)an pro.
Coal brook Dale Company performed both the ma- tical operation of which we can at present assIgn no posed over
,sonry and iron work by contract, and it was finished in limit; since a design stin bolder th.an any of the forego- the Thames
1796. The eastern bank of the river is composed of ing was projected" when a p.roposition was made. by
matter similar to that which injured the abutments of a committee of the House of Commons, for rebUlldtile former bridge; but here, the foundations being ing London bridge. Mr Telford presen:ted a pIan of
placed upon rock, and the masonry made of a wedge one arch of cast iron, the chord of whIch was .600
feet, and the versed' sine 65 feet. This plan met
FLAn
form behind, the whole has continued perfect during
XCI.
,15 years. See Plate X Cr.
with the approbation of the committee, .and was by
them f>ubmitted to the inv~stigationof twenty persons,
At Sunder. The third iron bridge, ia regard to time and proland.
gressive increase of magnitude, is that erected upon most eminent in Britain for'scientific knowledge or
practical skill. Their reports justified its 'being adoptthe river Wear, at Sunderland, in the county of Dured; but a :rapid &UcceS1>ion
of p0litical ,events, have
ham. It is likewise the segment of a circle, the chord
line ,being 236 feet, and the versed sine 34 feet: the
hitherto prevented it from being carried into effect.,
,
height from the surface of ordinary low water to the
Two very neat cast iron bridges, each consisting Ir<!1t
soffit is 100 feet. The merit of having this bridge,
of one arch of 100 feet, have been built over the river bridges
instead of the ferry over the river, is chiefly due to Avon, at Bristol, under the direction ofMr Jessop, at Brutal.
Rowland Burdon, Esq. The iron work was cast at the engineer; and one, 150 feet span, has been dethe founderies of Messrs Walkers, at Rotherham, in signed by~ and if>now building under the direction of,
Yorkshire, and was erected under the direction of MrTelford, over an ann of the sea, upon one of the PLA']'1!:
Mr Thomas 'i\7ilson. It was opened for general use Highland roads, in the county of Sutherland.
Slfe XCIV.
in August 1796, and forms a magnificent feature and Plate XCIV.
PLATES
a very convenient passage in that part of the country.
An iron bridge '85 feet span, has been built over At Boston.
XCI.
See Plates XCI, XCIII.
the river Witham, at Boston, in Lincolnshire, design- PLAn
xcur.
Xl:JV.
The progress of this new species of bridge build- ed by Mr ,Rennie. .See Plate XCIV,
('Y)
.ing was bold and rapid, setting out .from a ,point.l

~
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PART I.

'THEORY

OF BRIDGES.

T~ory of THE construdi6n' of a magnificent stone bridge'is
whose experience andski1Ihad
already qualified Thenl'ydf
Bridges. justly looked upon as one of the greatest performanthem to be initiated into the mysteries of the sub- :Bridget.
.
'\ v--I -ces of the masonic art: for if we compare the enor- lime degree.
"IOOtI'Sweight of a great arch, with the strength
It'does not appear, that a knowledge ofthis subwhich the cohesion of the firmest cement can 'give, ject could De acquired otherwis~ thanbyexperienctt.
we readily admit, that it is only by the nicest adjustThe mathematical-sciences were then little known';
ment and balancing of its parts, that they are hinderetl
and we may see from the construction df the bridges
'of,that age, 'that the priests; who were ,the' only aI''from instantly falling to pieces.
Though there, can be little doubt that -the Ro- 'chitects, have had in their eye ratherthe successive
'mans al}d latter Greeks had paid some attention to 'vaulting of a Gothic cathedral~ than 'to have origi:nal]y considered of the best way of forming'a permathis subject, from the beautiful specimens of their
architecture, wlrich e-xist even in O11rtimeg;yet in nent and convenient road. It V<lasonly about a cen:'
none of their authors, either practical or scientific, is tury ,ago, when Newton 'had opened the path of true
:the smal1est light afforded us'respecting the-principles ;mechanical science, 'that ,the construction of arches
;upon which theit- practice was regulated.
attracted the attention 'of mathematicians.' 'Since
The arohitects of the mrodle ages, who constructed
'that time, volumes have been written respecting
"those great. cathedrals that are still the ornament of ,the equilibrium ()f arches. It has been found one
the chief cities in Europe, and the delight dfthe
'cif the most delicate, as it is one of the 'most ifil'o
architettural antiquary, seem to have fondly indul- portant applications of mathematical science. Yet,
ged in the balancing of arches. They were without 'with an due deference to ,the eminent men, who
doubt directed by maJliims, which had been elicite4 have prosecuted this ~ubject, we are much inc1i~
f'l"om a varied and extensive practice ;-but, wha~ever ned to douot whether the greater part of their'spe,these were, they are to us unknown. None of these ,culations have been of ,arry 'value to the practical,
architects, though many of them were men of learn- bridge bU,ilder. He if! still left to be guided 'by '3.
ing"seem ever to have <ommitted to writing, either 'set Qf maxims derived 'from long experience,andas
the history.of any such 'erectiofl ,or the principles by yet little irnprovedby theory. . In truth, his works
which its constr.uctionwas
regulated.
Nay" this 'seldom fail, even where they .differ farthest from the
,knowledge seems rather to have been 'carefully kept
'dl'ductions of the theorist; and at all events, he 'find.
.fIecret, and regarded as a sort of mystery ;a craft,
that a much greater latitude is allowable than ;theory
which was only to be communicated -to the brethren; seems to warrant. He is.thereforesurelyexcusai1Fe
VOL. .IV.,]>,ART n.
3-Q'
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Ttleoty.. in,doubting of the justice of such theories, at least
~
until they are more consonant to. the appraved prac.
tice.
A new..
It .is Ollr intention, in the present article, to. point
~heory of aut anew mode of considering thi.&~ubject, to which,
0
are lles pro.. .
h great diffid ence, -werequest t he attentJon 0f t.h e
1JO~ea.W1t.
intelligeutpr.actitioner.
It may indeed still be deficient, if:not in some re&pects erraneous. But, it wiU,
we think, have this roerit, that. of being readily apprehended, and eWily applied, without requiring much
previou1! scietitific information. Indeed though we
highly value the sublime geometry, we are inclined
tQ think that the unnecessary parade of calculus in the
application ofscienc.:e to. the arts, has been one of the
chief causes of the dislike, which many able practical men of Ollr couJltry haveshewn to analytical
IDvestigation.
Nevertheless, as many ofonr readers are well qua.
Common .
th~~y, .of .lified.to :comprehend, and wiU naturally expect that
crq1Utin.ta.- we. should point out} the modes of inv,estigatian,
tion.
usually pursued in this interesting subject ; we shall
previously, and in as succinct a manner as possible,
endeavour to 13y before them the commonly received
theory of equilibration. From which, having cleared away the useless rubbish, if we can extract
any proper materials, we may, like reconomical build.crs, .make. gaod use of them in. our future structure.
Catenarj:m
The 4r6~ thing like a principle that we meet \yith is
c.urve
in the assertion of the eminent Dr Ho.oke, that the fi. ,
prop05ed
byDr
Hooke.

PL.'!',!!:.
LXXX.
fig.. 2.

gtire into which. a heavy chain 0.1'rope arranges itself,

when suspended at the two extremities, being the
curve co.mmonly called the catenaria, is, wheninverted, the proper form for an arch; the stones of which
are all of equal s~e and weight.
No>.1\t,as this idea, strictly just, has been very general!y ~~apted.,and affo.rd'SS01neuseful hints, it may be
well worth while to examine it. L«t A,B, Fig. 2. bea
string 'Or:festoon of heavy bodies, hanging by the
poi!1ts>A,:B, and.50~onnected, that they cannot sepa.rate although flexible. These bodies having arranged
themselves in the catenaria ACB, conceive this to be
tqrliled e~ctIy. upside down. The bodies A and.B
being firmly fixed, then each body in the arch ADB,
being ~cted on by gravity, and the push of its tw,o
~..ghbourswith. forces exactly equal and opposite to.
;h~; f()r;mer, must still retain its relative positioIl, and
~\1e:whole will formqan arch of equilibration.
'rhisarch;
however, would support only itsel£;
nay, a mere breath will derange it, and the whole will

fall down. But.if we snp.poseeach spherule.to . be
;M~e~ed.in.toacubical form) occupying all the space be.tw;e~nthe .do.tted lines, the stability will be more co.n,s.i~~le.
And ",5the thrust from each spherule to
iit~\ne!g41¥>~ris lOp ciirection parallel to tIle tangent
o~~.t:he'.ar(;Il .a~>the point of junction, it is obvious,
,~h;J.tih!;Jojnt~ of our cubical pieces must be perpeo;~cula.r> tq~h~" ,$0 .~ to,'Pl'ell'ent.jlr.ypo.s~ibiHty .of

"li4ing~

.

. 9':trar:9lli~~,wcoItIPP$~,d
9f.a $.~i~of: tr'\l~cated
(; ,11,4
~e 4g.e$;~ ~r<W
ri~, ,whil': .h
. ,~~dd~ t .he cuJ:"ye .ofth C} .ate
p¥s~s.t~.Q~gh-t4eIr
..ceptrf!S
;<U\d
.we
.
.
.
. are.
.
.
. 9isposed.,
.
.
.
wi.th ;Pav:jd.G~ego%
,~o'.infer, thatwhe1Ja~herarches
ilr~~RP.or~ed,: i~is .ofllybecause
.in .their ,thickDe~
f/O~e .caten.ar.ia is. mcluded.
.

.

. .

..

.We might pursue this;sqbject a great deal farther,

by investigating all the useful properties of the cate. i'heorr.
narian curve; but, in our opinion, this is at present ~
unnecessary. This ~urve is, indeed, the only one
proper for an arch consisting of stones of an equal
. weight, and touching in single points, but is not at all
adapted to the arch of a bridge, which, independent of
the varying loads that pass over it, mus~ be fiiled up at PLAU
the haunches, 50 as to form a convell1cnt road-way. LXXX.
In this case, Same farther modification becomes ne- Fig. 3.
cessary. The naullclLE ()f the archACB, bearing a
. much gre<lter depth of stuff than the crown, it must
be so contrived as to resist this additional pressure.
Every variation oftheline FGH, or extrados, will re.'
quire a new modification of the curve ACB, or intra.dos, and the contrary. Accordingly, M. de la Hire
POPulaF
has suggestetl
a good
popular 0mode of investigating
0
..
.
met <1 0f
t h IS St!bJect. L et It b e requIre d to d etermme t h e De hla dHire.
form of an arch of the span AB, and height CD,
proper for carrying oaroad-way of t.he . form FGH.
Mark off, upon a vertical wall, the pomts A, B,C', inverting the required figure: Suspend from A, B, a
uniform chain or rope, so that its middle may hang
a little below the point C', and dividing the span A B
mto any number of equal parts, and drawing the perpendiculars a D, cd, &c. suspend from the intersec.ticms e,fbits of chain eb,fd, &c. so trimmed, that
their ends may fall on the. line of road-way; and it
may be observed, that as those pieces, which hang
near the haunch. will bring it down, the crown C ,-"ill
thereby be raised into its proper position.
All will now do, provided that the sum of the
small pieces of chain has to the large one, A C'B, the
same ratio which the stuff to be filled into the haunches has to the whole weight of the <lNhstones; ,.t.l;le
depth of which must of course be . previously deter- .
mined. But, if this is.not the case, it will pe easy to
calculate how much must be added to, or subtracted
from, the small chains, in order to obtain this proportion. This being equally divided among the sID<\ll
chains, will give a road-way very nearly panulel to
the former. 'The curve will evidently be a perfect
curve of equilibration, and extremely near the One
wanted. And this whole process is so easy, that it
may be gone through in a short time by any intelligent masQn.
.
But. although this mechacical way of formi1'lg an Mathema.
equilibrated arch be founded upon principles su.fli- deal theory
ciently just, and be perhaps the simplest and best (IfeC).uiliway in which thepl'actical builder could form the bratlou.
original design of such an arch, yet as it affords no
general rules that may be applied to the construction
of arches, we proceed to consider the same subject in
a mathematical point of view.
And first, then, in the semicircular polygoD,.asit is
(;alled, :Fig. 4, where weights are hung on the thread Fig.4.
AC'C C"B, which bring it into the .positionACB, we
have at each angle three forces in equilibrio. Where-fore, b:Ythe principles of statics, they.are to oneanothe,r as the sines of the o.pposite <lngles;. that is, the
teItSion rC is t() the. tension l C,.as sinel OWisto sine
.,'CW, but the tension Jrom C to 1is the same as from
.C!.to r. . Also ~ne 1CW is the same as ainer' C'W'~
~ince fbese angle$ are supplementary, CW;C'W' be~1'IgPilr.a.Ileli Jperefore the tension?:, Cia to.the. ten.sio],}r' C', as sine r' C1W' to siner".CW~Dr "tIwtension'
o
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each jJaI'l of the chord is i/!'Versely as- tlte sine qf
its inclination to the vertical.
Again, we have as sin.dCl: sin j'C l:: t>ensionrC:
,
rCxsin.rCI..
out as l' Cis inversely as
tensIon d c=
sin.d€l;
,

dC ISas
5111e
r Cd ,t h ere f,ore tensIOn
'
'

PI,ATZ
LXXX,
Fig 5.

Pig.6.

Fig.7.

Fig. G.

sin.rCl

"---:-""'
sIn.rcdx
SIn.dCl.
Now, let there be an unlimited number of weights
hung from the chord, and indefinitely ilear each other,
our polygonal thread becomes a curve, Fig. 5. being
in fact the curve of equilibration adapted tothe weight
which depends from it. The angles red and led
become !,'Cd and l' Cd, wllichare supplementary, and
have equal sines, wherefore the product of these sines
is the square of either. Also, as the sine of r Cl or
l' C r' is as the curvatUre, or reciprocally as tne radius
of curvature, we have tension de, or ~veight on C,
inversely,as rad. CUI'V.X sin,' inclination to vertica!.
This tension, in the present case, is usually produced by the gravity of the superincum.bent materials,
and may be measured by the area contained between
two indefinitely near vertical lines, 'EF, f!j, Fig. 5 ;
but while the distance E e is constant, the area Fe will
diminish with thesineof EFe, as E e becon1esmore upright. To countervail this, we must enlarge the depth
EF in the same proportion as sine e EF diminishes.
And, therefore, we have EF inversely as rad. curv. X
sin.} e FE. Tlwt is, tIle lteiglll qfthesuperincumbell't
vwtter m/lst be inv(!'r~elyas tlte radius qf curvature,
'into the cube of the sine r:fthe inclination
qf the cllrve
.
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arch which splings at right angles ~ith the' hari:z;on- ,TheGl'r.
tal line' for the thrust of the arch should be reSisted ~
by a lat~ral pressure, and no vertical pressure can act
laterally on a vertical line.
We may also observe, that since ,the exttados 01'
upper outline descends firston each sIde of the crown,
and then ascends with an infinite arc, there is, for any
thickness of the crown; a point on each side where
the upper edge of the extrados ison a Ievel-wIth that
on the crown, Thtis, if BD=BO°, its si)1eis half the Fig. 6.
radius. Da is therefore=.g.of Dd, so that if V v=Da
'
be made --h of VC the radius, we have the point dat
tne same'level with V. Between this point, however;
and the CI"OWn,there' is a considerable depression,
which is increased if the crown be made still thinnei"l
On the other hand, if it ,be made thicker, the'hori.;..
zontal line drawn through the crown cuts the extra.
dos much nearer the middle of the arch. ' It'appear~;
therefore, that the circle is not well adapted for' the
purposes of a bridge, or a road, whereihe ro-adway
-must necessarily be nearly level; for DOpart of the
e~trados of the circular arch will coincide with th~
llOrizontalline. There is indeed a certain span, with'a
correspc;mding thickness at the crown, where the out.
line differs least from the horizlmtal; that is, an arch
of ab,e;ut 54< degrees, with a thickness at the crowl!
about ~ of the span. But that 'is far too great for

jira«tical purposes.

'

We may, however, extend the construction just
given, ev~n to those arches that' are fornied of 'pOl"
'tiolls of circles differing in curvature.
For theequito the vertical.
librating extrados being first constructed fo~ that
, This,
then, is the leading principle of the common:- portion of the arch in which the crown is, as far as
.
,Iy received theory of equilibration.
The mode in the verticaIline passing through the contact of the
'which we have derived it is concise, but we trust it neighbouring curves, the thickness of the crown must
,vill not be found the less clear, or the less easily ap- be supposed. to be enlarged, in proportion to the l}i'prehended,
mimltion of the radius- of curvature, or the contrary,
Let us proceed to apply the theory to some prac- and, with this, proceed as before along the succeed.
. This...wilI, indeed'-cau-seal1
ing branch ofthecurve.
tical cases.
If the arch be the segment ofa circle, then the radil:1s unsightly break in the extrados, for which we shall
of curvature is the same throughout, and the height
not at present. pretend to find any other remedy, than
will be inversely as the cube of the sine of inclination
using materials ofa different speCific gravity.
to the vertical. And from this we derive the folThose who wish to examine this subject farther,
lowing very simple construction, for describing the may consult Emerson's Fluxions, or Button's Prin.
equilibrating extrados of a circular arch, and which
ciples of Bridges.
'Ve shall only observehere.
the reader, who has examined this subject, will find that the extrados of the ellipse, and of the cycloid,
resemble that of the circle, having an infirrite arcon
much easi<.>r
than those commonly given.
At any point D, draw the verticalDd;andDF
from each side at the sprin&ing;' and indeed this, as has al.
ready been observed, IS a general rule for all thoie
'the centre C ; then laying off D a equal to the thickDess at the crown. draw the perpendiculars ab, bc, curves whicll spring at right angles to the horizon.
cd successively, Dd is the vertical. thickness at D,or
In the parabola, the extrados is another pa'ra1>oIaeX'.
actly the same, only removed a'little above the-other.
d is a point in the extrados.
For itisevideut, thatDa:Db::D
D:.D c: De: Dd,
In the hyperbola, the extrados' is another curve,
becauseof similar triangles; therefore D a: Dd:: rad~ which approach~s the interinr arch towards the springjng. None of these curves, therefore, can, wirh pro-sec.} aD b, or inversely' as radius fo eube sine a bD.
priety, beeniployed for the'archesof a bridge, though
Now D a is the thickness at crown, and Db'is therefore
there may be cases, where a single arch might-with
the thickness at, D. Figure 7 is' cOlJstruCted inthis
propriety be formedinto a conic section.
'wai, and may serve as' a specimeliof
the. equilibrating extrados for a srmiicircuJar crrch.By reversing
The catenaria, which has been much spoken of as
'this'operatiDn, we may find the thickness at the crown the best form fm-an arch, has an extra'd()s,the:,de~
,corresponding to a given thickness at ally other point.
pression of which, below its crown, at any point, is
And here we may observe, that as D approaches the to the depression of the curv.ein the same ,vertical
line, in. a constant ratio. This ratio is that of the
-eXtTemitvB of the semicircle, ,the line Dd rapidlrinconstant tension' at the vertex, to the same tension
'creases, ~ntiI at the pbirit B it is of an infinite length.
But indeed this mUst evidently be the case with every dipUnished by the thic~rie8s or vertical"pressure in
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. We subjain a Table, calcula~ed by Dr Buttan
If the vertical pressure be less than the
TIt.ary.
'--v-tension,theextradas fails belawthe horizantalline;. fraln this farmula, far an arch af 100, feet span and '-r-J
40 feet rise, the thickness of the crawn being taken
if greater, it w,iIlrise above it.
Mathematicians finding the circle and ather com- at 6 feet. It is nearly af the same dimensians as the
m(m curves. so little adapted to. the arch af a bridge,
middle arch of Blackf~iar's Bridge, and which may
which. has acharizantal roadway, have, it} the next answer for any arch where these dimensians are simi.
place,endeavaured to. salve the converse of the pro.. larly related to. each ather..
blem, a.nd give a rule far finding the intradas or figure
DC.
EC. DCor AE. EC.I DC. IEC.,
of the arch, which have the exteriarcurve a harizantal line. .
36 21.774
21 10.381
0 6.000
This prablem can cnly be resalved by calling the
37 22.91<8
22 10.858
2 6.035
fluxionary calculus to cur aid. It is a case af the
28 2-1<.190
23 11.368
4 6.144
more general ane to find the intradas, when the eX39 25.505
24 11.9Il
6 6.324
trados is given; and being the mast useful case of that
40 26.894<
25 12.489
8 6.580
problem, fartunately admits af a solutial1 compara41 28.364
26 13.106
10 6.914
tivelyeasy.
42 29.919
12 7.330
27 13.761
Method of . We have already seen, that the load I\C is inversely.
43 31.563
28 14.457
.finding the a.s.rad. curv. X sine 3 indination to. verticaL Ca.lling
13 7.571
1 D trado s
441 33.299
14 7.834
29 15.196
ther.efore, as usual, the abcissa VE=x, CE=IJ, vC=z,
wente
h
h
.,.
J'
45 35.135
8.120
15.980
15
30
extrados.is we have cf--x,fe::::.y, Cc=z; and since Cc: cf::
46 37.07.5
31 16.811
16 8.430
given.
rad.: sin. indin.. at C ; therefare the laad DC is inverse47 39.126
.
32 17.693
17 8.766
PLA:rE
93
48 41.293
33 18.627
18 9.168
ly as. rad. CUTV.X
But,' as IS wen kncwn, the
L:1:',XX..
Z3.
49 43.581
19 9.517
34 19.617
Vig.8.
.
50 46.000
20 9.934
35 20.665
z3
Tbeory: the crown.

.

The curve af Fig. 8. is accurately drawn to. these PLAT/t
dimensions, 31'1dmay give an idea af the farm of an LXXx..
equilibrated arch. It is not destitute of grace, and Fig. 8.
is abundantly roamy for craft.
.
Such, then, is the analytical theory of equilibra.tian: far a practical subject it daes, we confess, appear abstruse.
.
Thase who. have already studied the theory, will
observe, that we have greatly simplified the investi.
gatian. The canstruction we have given for circulararches we shall prabably find useful hereafter. We
cauld with pleasure have prasecuted the subject farther, not anly as it affords some gaod general views of
the equilibratian of arches, but exhibits also several
beautiful examples of the application of the higher cal,
culus. Yet we must repeat, with all due respect to the
learned and eminent men who have turned their attention to it, that we fear their speculations have been af
little value. In saying this, we do. not mean to surmise, that" their deductians are any way erroneaus;
they are legitimate consequences fram the principles
assumed. Bllt it appears to us, that the writers an
equilibratian, like many others who have hastily ap~
plied analysis to physics, have taken too narrow a
\ciewof their s1,lbject to c.amprehend all the variety
of practice. Setting out with one leading principle,
best adapted, perhaps, to. the application af calculus,
,~hey'neglect the numerous circumstances by which
It may he modified, and which are too. impartant to
be overlaoked in drawing practical inferencesJrom
s.uchan investigatian.
.
.
Tb.ei: princi.pal care respects.the figure af the 5affit, thmg WilICh the practical engineer knaws may
~
adffi1t afthe greatest variety. As to the thickness
.of ~chstones, side wall. and piers, the horizontal
!leC.tlaRor .ground plan of the bridge, the manuer of
filhn,g u~ Its .haunches, af forming the jcints, of con:"
nectIng It WIth the abutmeuts, wing wallt!, &c. w.e
are still;left in the dark.
The analytical writers have assumed one leading

B.RIDGE.
Theory. prjnciple~ that the arch is in every point kept in equi.
~
lib ration solely by the gravity of the superincumbent
column. of matter. Now, it is even doubtful whether
this principle be true. At any rate, they do not consi.
der the numerous modifications which it receives, from
the cohesion of that matter among itself; from the
mutual cohesion and friction of the arch stones ; from
the position of their joints; from the different specific
gravity which the arch and superincumbent matter
have, or which they may be made to have; from the
lateral, and in some cases hydrostatic pressure, propag-dted to the masonry throughout that matter;
and, in fine, from a number of other causes, which,
if pot singly, are, when combined, at least of as much
importance as the gravity of the vertical column of
matter alone.
.
Method of
Let us turn, therefore, to another mode of consiDe la Hire, dering this sub.ject, which has been adopted by De
~arent, Be- la Hire, Parent, Belidor, and many others on the
~~:~;~:d continent, and in our own country by the ingenious
Mr Atwood.
The latter has, from the known properties of the
wedge, and the elementary laws of mechanics, ex hilIited to us a geometrical construction for adjusting
the equilibration of arches of every form. The mathematical reader, who has not lost his relish for the
ancient geometry, will find there an elegant specimen of its application; for he completes hi&geometrical construction without once having recourse to
any other than the principles of elementary geometry
and trigonometry.
It had been well, indeed, if. he
had adhered longer to that mode of inv~stigation;
for, by applying the analytic form too early, he has
been led unawares to consider that only as an approximation to the values of the quantities sought
after, which, in fact, is. the expression for the values
of these quantities th'emselves. Nevertheless we owe
much. to Atwood :. he has shewn, that the advantages
of .equilibration are not confined. to any particular
curve; that the drift or horizon.tal thr.ust of an arch
may be easily found; and that an arch may have all
the advantages of equilibration, whatever its figure
may be, merely by adjusting. the joints of the archstones.
The stones, or sections of an arch, being. of a
wedge-like form, have their tendency to descend opposed by the pressure which their sides sustain from
the similar tendency of the adjoining sections. Should
this pressure be too small, the stone will descend;.
should the pressure be too great, the stone will be
forced upwards.
These pressures act in directions perpendicular to.
the touching surfaces; for, if the original direction
of any p.ressure should be oblique, it. may be resol.
ved into two forces, of which, while one is perpendicular to the surface, the oth~r is parallel to it, and,
of. course, neither increases. nOr diminishes the perpendicular pJ:essure.
.
The wedge A, Fig. 9, if unimpeded, would de..,
PLATE
LXXX.
scend in the di,ection vo, b:ut is prevented.by the. re..
Fig.9.
action..of Band JY,act.ing . in ,the directions PQand
KIJ, perpendicular lo tbe side:; AG, QD; and it i~
kuown, from the properties of the wedge, that if PQ".
or K'I be to the weight of the wedge A, as DOis to
DG.the wedge K.will remain at rest. If also the
wedge A be only at. liberty to slide dOWnGA,.con...
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sidered as a fixed abutment, then the force ?Q alone

will keep it in equilibrio. The force PQbeing per.

pendicular to DO, has no tendency to make A slide
either up or down on that line, but produce it towards N, making Nr4 equal to PQ; then this force acting obliquely at N, may be reduced to two others,
viz. MR.perpendicular to AG, expressing the perpendicular pressure on the abutment of A, and RN ex,
pressing the force or tendency it has to make A slide.
upwards along AG. Again, take the vertical line A a,
expressing the weight of A, and draw a Hat right
angles to AG; it is very evident, that AH,expresses
the tendency of A by. its weight to slide down GA.
All is opposite, and is equal to NR.
For, draw the perpendiculars Dd and Ap, then
the triangles Aa H, AGp, DGd are eVidently similar ;
and also the triangles ODd, OQN,MNR,as they have
always a common angle be-side8the right angle. Now
the force PQ, that is, MNis to the weight of A, that is
Aa, as ODto DGby supposition.

~

And Aa~ AH:: AG: AP:: DG: Dd.
Therefore, MN: AH :: OD: iJd-:: .MN: NIt.,
Or MNhas.the same ratio to AH,that it has to NR;.
that is, AH and NR are equal, or the tendency of A
to slide downwards by its weight, is balanced by the
tendency of MNto make it slide upwards: wherefore

the section A remainsat rest in equilibrio. .
Considering the whole arch as completed, with its
parts mutually balancing. each ather, the force PQ,
which is lJecessary. for. sustaining the wedge A, will
be supplied by the reaction of the adjacent wedge B.
Now~ let it be required .to ascertain the weig.ht of B
in proportion to A, so that they, being adjusted to
equipoise, may continue to be in equilibrio, when.
left free to slide along liB. Since MR is the pressure
produced by PQ in a direction perpen.dicular to AG,.
we must add to this H a, which is derivcd from the
wedge A ;therefore make Mnequal to Ha, p.r.oduce.
MR to Y, take YIZ equal to <Rn, draw zwai right.
angles to KB; yw is the force tending to make B.
slide up :aK: take therefore BlI: equal to YW, draw
the perpendicular H'.b meeting. the vertical B.6 in b; .
:ab will represent. the necessary weight of the ~edge
~ ; and the whole is so evident from the composition
of pressures,.2.s to require no further demonstration.
SlIch.is Atwood~sconsi:ruction; ,he has rendered the
demonstration much more prolix, by the unneccssary
introduction of trigonometry; and after shewing hqw
the weight of the sections C, D, &c. may be found
in the same way, he goes on to reduce these weights
and pressilres to analytical and numerical values. He
finds these in terms of the sines and tangents of the
successive angles of inclination; but in reducing these
to numbers, he has been led to the accumulation of
small errors in.that ,very operose way of proceeding,
to giveerron~ous results t'. and intoth~ singular IIJistake ofconcclv:ing, thatthe real expression of these.
v.alues was. only:.an. approximation: Had he recalculated the whole by more extended trig()llometrical
tables,. they. would- .have quickly undeceived him;
and they:would have shewn him, that what he was
thus searching so deeply for, was all the while lying
exposed at the surface ; that the apparent difficulties
Were eutire1y.of his own crea.tion, and.his. imagined
accuracy was error. This should. teach mathemati-
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Theory. dans to beware of thinking ea1culation the surest T e, and the line.so being dra\vnperpendiculartOTe, TheMy.
wiIi ~xhibit: the inclination of the lower abutment of ~
"-'v---'
mode of eliciting truth.
It should be the last thing
employed. Nothing is so simple, so perspicuous, as the section; ri T e is the angle of that section. And
the diagram. Its geometrical properties should be hcrcit matters nat where the point E be, that is, !tow
pursued as far as possible. They are not only clear, great the base of the section be, pro~jded the weigh~
they are palpable. AmI in such applications of ma- is equal to de. We also ~eethat whll~ the ~n~les re.
thematical theory, the whole being a creature of the main the same, and the weIghts proportIOnal, It ISof no
mind, it seldom admits of an approximating value in consequence what the curve passing through the lower
edges of the sections, or through their upper edges
anypart~
may be, they may even be straight lines. AccordLet us now ret~l!rnto the geometrical construction.
ing to this prin~iple, the architect is not c01!finedto
The weight of the section C, may be determined
in the same way as the foregoing. But surely more given forms 0/ intrados or extrados; he may take
simply thus: From c draw cs parallel to wz, that is whatever curve appears most beautiful or useful: and)
at I'ightangles to KO,and make it equal to 'WZ+ H' b; what is more, by the proper adjustment of the joints,
draw se at right angles to LO, meeting the vertical he may cast the ultimate pressure in an!} directio1&
cc in f;; then cc represents the weight of C. From 'Whichhe thinks most conducive to the strengtll qf the
b, draw DT parallel and equal to s c, draw T d per- edifice.
The reader will easily perceive, that the segments
pendicular to DO, meeting the vertical D d in d; Dd is
of the vertical line rapidly increase, as the perpendithe'weight of D, and so on successively.
Nay, instead of drawing DTparallel to s c, and T d culars to the line of abutment approach the vertical;
perpendicular to DO, we may at once draw from s, that is, as the abutments approach the horizontalline; and in that position, the last segment becoms d' perpendicular to DO, which will cut off fot'us
c d'=D d, the weight of the section D. It is of no irig infinite, it is impossible by mere weight alone to
cotJsequence, although ,the lines of abutment do not effect the adjustment of the sections.
Though the geometrical constrl1ction we 11avejust
all run to the same centre O.
And thus we obtain a general construction for all given is 50 simple, that it appears likely to answer
every practical purpose; yet it may be proper to exthe sections, which turns out abundantly simple, Fig.
!lig. 10.
10; for, upon any vertical line b' e, if cb be taken to press analytically, or rather arithmetically, the values
tepresent the given wejght of any section C, and CT bf the several quantities concerned in the investigation.
This is attended with no difficulty, as TV C being a
be'drawn at right angles to co, and bT at right
angles to BO,meeting the other in T: then T h repre- tight angled triangle, it is obvious that the weight ve
f!ents the pressure against the abutment OB,and TC the Ofthe same arch is the tangent of VTC, oro£ the incli.
nation of the lower abutment, when "V the horizontal
pressure against 0 c, and by drawing T d at right
~ngles to D<?, T e to EO, &c. we have the weights or force is radius; at the same time also, the pressure
the successive sections represented by cd, de, &c. and -re on the ahutmentis the secant of th~ same angle;
tne pressure
on their lower abutments represented by' and the weight cd of any section is the difference of
fJd, T'e, , &c.
the tangents of the inclinations of its upper and lower
We may carry the same mode of determination to abutments. In like :manner a v, the weight of half
the other side of C, and pass the vertex of the arch. the key-stone, is to TV the Mrizontal force as the
The divisions representing the weights of the sectionS' tangent of half the angle of that section is to thewill run upwards along the indefinite linec h'. The
radius; or, as radius is to the cotangent of the same
ptessures O!ltheabutme~ts will be de,termined as be- angle.
fore. Should the two sIdes of a sectIon be parallel,
We now proceed to shew t4e application of this Applicathe pel<pendiculars through T'upon them will ct>in- investigation to some practical cases, and the first we tion to tbe
cide"; such: a section therefore should have .'ridweight.
shaH consider, is that known by the common, though flat arch.
:Brit should the two lines of abutrherlt.. diverge to- aU:kward name of thefltttarclt; one with which every PLATE
:wards tbe lower side, the line expressing the weight' mason is perfectly familiar, though it be seldom no. L;KXXI.
Qfthat section will retul'n upon tl1ev'ertical, shewing ticed by writers on equilibration. AB b a is a struc- FIg. 1.
,

ture of this kind, adjusted' to this equilibrium, and
reiltingon the abutments Aa, Bh. Its construction is
'zoritally thTou gTi T exl1ibits the norizD1\ta1 pressure,
exceedingly simple ; nothing more is, necessary than
which is uniform through the same equilibi'atedarcb;
to'd'raw'aUthej()irits mM, iL, &c. to one centre C;
,:But it is evidently greater. the less 'h 'an'a eT aie
antlthe reason is,obvious; for D K,KL, &c. are the:'
iildin,ed to, eadiother~
Hie weigHt bC'\kirtg C01\sl:aiit~. differences,ef the Iiatural tangerits ofthe inclinations
th~t IS, the smaller the angle' of, the 'wedges (JrSec., oftne a:butments,the perpertdicularCD being radius';tions; It also increasesdirectly as the 'weight'of the' and the same thing is true in the lin~ da, and in every
SB'ctibnC,&c.
The line~ee:icpresses the 'Weight 6£ other parallel section-; The aUrface therefore A rn,
t~~'semi-arch or perpenilicularpressure' ori eadipier;
M I,that is, the bulks or weights ofthe stones, are in
b'c~tngthes.util of the 'weights of alI' tnesect1oris',in
the same ratiojan'd itis that whichisrequiredbyth:e
thesemi"ar~h~
abeve principles, Also, if we assume the line of its
'
'
Again.it is,o'b,viousthatthea:rigle's'bTc, 'or'c:Td, &:c. base to represent the ,weight of any stone in the arch,
are equal to thecmgles>of theseCti6tlsBot,coD;:
Scc; ror example:,Kn. for half the ke'ystol1e; then th~
If thereforet~e.wdght of~ny section !3 be ,given ::difj: ~rpendicular CD is.the.. horizontalthrlist, drift, or
and the requIsite angle ofth<it sectIon He 'requIred. . ~lioot of. the arch. By increasing DC, or diminis.hing
~ery thing-else bejl!g known,
we bate only to'jom
itphat IS; by drawing the joints. to a IO'IVer,,or a.
3
t~at such a section requires.' the reverse Of weight,

VIZ.a support from.below. .. The line Tv"drawnhori-

'.

"

".

.

,','
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Theory. hi§1;hercentre, we !}jay alter this thrust at plea~ure.
.~
.What if we should take C up to D? Some curious
ideas occur here, but being chiefly speculative, we
shall not now pursue them. They serve .to connect
,this case very neatly with the lintel and the Egyptian arch, (or that formed by flat courses of stones
gradu.uly overlapping each other, until the opening
be covered), in each of which the horizontal thrust
vanishes. We ought .uso to observe, that whatever
weight of stuff lies on.an arch of this k~tl, there is
~o change of design requisite, so long as the upper
surface or roadway is horizontal.
For being every
where of the Same height, the mass incumbent on
any stone will be proportional to its base, .viz. the
back of that stone; since we must concei ve the stuff
,to press vertically. Itis therefore the same as if the
,whole arch had undergone a change of specific gravity; every pressure will be increased in the. same
proportion,
pr,ATE
TIle. design of an equilibrated horizontal arch, or
LXXXI.
plat band, being thus easily for.med, it will not be
Fig.I.
.difficult to extend it to a curve of any form,a~b b'd'a',
Fig. I. is an arch {)f this kind. It is a circular eeg,merIt from the centre C, to which the joints of the
horizontal arch were directed;. the two key stones
have the same :weight and obliquity of abutment;
consequently the horizontal thrusts are the same.
The other arch stones being previously intended to
,have the same weight with those of the Hat ,arch, it
cis only necessary to draw the lines 1 I, 22.3 3,pa.rallel
to Kk, Ll, Mm, and so as to. produce this equality.
This being merely a simple .problem in .mensuration,
:w.eshall not occupy the reader's attention with the
~olution of it. In the Figure referred to, we ha'l'e
,divided the soffit AB of the ilat arch into. equal parts;
<\11.the atenes therefore of that as well as the curvili.
neal form, are of equal magnitude, and weight, the
aJlgles of the'arch stones only v.aryillg.Wemight
J.Xlakea table of these angles, to. any given .fo.rm.of
keystone, but it is really .unneeessary; for.we have
.(),nly to take the tangent of half the angle of the .key
stone, or more correctly, of the angle af inclination
to. the vertical of one abutment ohhe,keystone, from
a,t.a.bleaf natural tangents, and by adding to. ittwice
.the same number successively, we have .the natural
tangents of the inclinations of all the other abutments.
We believe, l!owever, that the pra.::tical builder. will
pref~r a ,gepmetrical cODstruction to this, and layoff
his joints 'by means of theeommon bevel.
Before we takeleave .ofthe straight or flat arch,
there is anather of its properties ,we would ,wish particularly to. be noticed. The reader must have already observed, that when CD expresses the horizontal
thrust,. or pressure of the vertex, (;K, CL, CM, &c.
express'the perpendicular pressuresaIJ the successive
jo.ints Kk, Li, Mm, &c. Now, it is obvIous, that Kk,
Ll, &c. areproportio.nal to. CK,CL; for AD, ad, are
parallel. Therefere the vertical ,sides of the arch bejngparallel, tll£pressure oneachjointc:fthejlat
arch
is al10ays proportional to the surface. if that joint,
,and the pressure on.each. square inch ef joint throug4~{)utthe arch is always the, same. It may readily be
.found too., by diviqing the horizantal thrust by the
'ar.ea of the ver,t.ical .section Dd. This is a ,most va.luab)e property, for it. seOUI:eSuniformity oLact~on
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i)l every part of the Jltfncture. Blit it is !jot to be Theot"
found in the arch aM; for there, the joints being ~
nearlye.Clual, the pressure an each increases as .we
~escend from the vertex, and may, at the low:er sec.
bons, be eventually so great as to overcome the co.
. hesion of the materials.
It may be objected to the straight arch, that the
acute angles, as Aam, AMm, ;Ire very apt to chip
away, and weaken the arch. Now this is certainly
true, but it has no connection with the doctrine of
equilibration. Thereis, however, a very ingenious
mode of remedying it; for if the upper and lower
extremities of each joint be drawn. to a centre, con,.
.siderably below the former, or even be formed intl;>
vertical lines, as at rn, n, it will materially stengtben
the acute corner.t without injuring theequilibratiou:.
We may conclude, therefol'l', that'a structure of this
kind possesses every requisite that can be 106kedfor
in an equilibrated arch. Is the flat arch, then, whic!~
admits, with such facility of the mast perfecteq!lilibration, one of the strongest pessible figures? W~
believe every practical man can give us a prompt
answer,to this question. But, before we t<lke any
farther notice af it, we shall proceed somewhat farther with the applications of tlur theory. The seg.
ment a~b was adjusted to equilibrium, with reference
to the flat arch, upon the principle that the weight
-of the archstanes was only to be provided for. .In
general an.arch of th~skind is filled, up at the illU1ks,
so as to form araadway as nearly as PQssiblehorizootaj..
We .must, in that case, w.heJ:if:o!Jsideringthe wejgb,t
of each archstone, not lose sight of the difference pf
.
pressure upon it, arising from the varying h£jght of
'the incumbent mass. Having, therefort", divided the p
back of th~ ~rch into sectionsd I, I 2, 9-$, Fig. 2, L~~~;.
each contal/JIDg.one, two, or more arch stones,' and Fig. 2.
having drawn the vertical lines from these di,!,isions.
to thdine o.f roadway, we calculate ~heweightof
the trapezoici {)f the stuff overe<lch section; .aqd,t4is
:to the weight of the sectian; and divide thetiingent
lifle.{)r flat arch according 1)'.
We may even give a can,strl1ction .fer, this. ,The
,stuff'ovei any section 2 3~ isproportiQuljl..to'.t'he Jra.
pezoid t 2 3 v,or ne,arly tv XS w ; fQrwene\i4 .take
,no netice .of the sman segment of the circle hetwee.p
2 and 3, but consider the ar<:h as'pelygQnal,jnwroF1t.
case t.he mean height is s1o.
:But I ~; 2 3. being equal, we have iv.or 2yas '
sine .of 23.!/ .(i. e.) as sine of the inclination of the
arch; wherefore, drawing the meanheigbt 1IIS,aJJd
producingC1lJ t.o meet the perpendicular8:J:,. take
the, :weights OVel"the sections to be represented on
the. horizontal line, by lines equal.to '(.(ox
respectively;
for Sf])is to. '1JJXnearlyae 28 is t.o 2 y, and tv, at the
vertex .of:thearch, is equal to 2 3; .al1dsince theweigb-t
..of thearchstone wilL be nearly constant, ax;d that
..onthe supposition that the .weight over eachsect:ion
is represented by the trapezmdal space included,be.
.tween it and the roadway, l,et.us assume the weight
,af the .keystone, as ,represented by the p.art:dP, ;aud

theotherl by similaradditions: If we.bavean ; arch
differing in gravity ,from the stuff which lo.ad&it~ we
can measure to a circle :within, or without tae. circle
.o£intl'ados PTuW..Draw:,therefQre,
the .~orizontal
line Pa,.andlayoE:Pa
ecpa1tQ-w.Pqfor.-the,h<l'I£.ke¥.
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Theol-Y, stone and its load, layoff also ab:.ln, bc:.ux, &c.
~
.and these divisions will represent the weight" of the
'Several sections, the superincumbent matter being ,in-eluded.
This method.is evidently only anappl"Oximation ;
we consider the principall~ad as arising from ~he mass
incumbent on each section, or at least tbat the weights
,of the sections are proportional to these masses. It
becomes pretty accurate, by taking w in the mean circle
drawn between the soffit and back of the arch; and
'we might render it still more accurate, by giving the
determination a fiuxionary form, but we write at present for tqe practical 'builder, to whom the calculus
is s"eldomknown; besi-des, as.the reader will see hereafter, we do not think the rigid determination of this
,matt"er as yet of much 'consequence.
Having thus discovered the weights ofthe sections,
and laid them off on the norizontal line, as if for a
flat arch, and having, either from the given form of
the keystone, or the horizontal thrust, drawn the
'-angles,of abutment which a fiat arch would require,
the'joint6 of the arch in question are to b: flrawnparallel to these, and through the extrem1tles of the
'proper sections, previously marked out, as above mentioned. If .there be intermediate joints, they may
either be drawn properly :related to the others, or
~eparately, discovered by a repetition of the con'PLATE 1;truction. For example, let C be the given centre
LXXX.
.forthe keystone; draw Ca, Cb, Cc, &c.; and through
;Fig.2.
.J draw the j()int 1R parallel to Ca, also 2T parallel
to Cb, and SW to Cc, &c.: the arch would then be
in equilibration.
Thus we find, that, hy the proper atiju.stment if
the joints to the Iveight if the section, we may.fbrm
equ~librided arclles, having sojJits if any figure that
.may be thought proper, and with any proportion of
.dead weight over them that circumstances may re.quire.' iLet us now'look at the converse of this problem; wher~ the inclinations of the joints being given,
.it is required .to discover the .mass or weight which
must be allotted to each sC!ction,i3o..as to preserve
'the whole in equilibrium.
Pursuing the mode already employed, it is evident,
'that awe layoff from one centre the angles to 'be
.formed by the ,successive joints,or abutments, with
-the verticaLline, a horizontallinedrawo
to cut them
will represent, by its successive segments, the weights
ef the several sections ; while, at the same time, ,the
perpendicular let falI.from the centre on this line will
exhibit the horizontal thrust. If the arch, therefore,
must throughout be ef equal thickness, we have only
to mark off upon the soffit, or rather upon the mean
curve; segments proportional to those' of the hori~
zontalline. 'If the upper and lower outline of the
arch be determined:, wernust divide it into trapezoids,
l1aving the same proportions ; then draw the. joint-s
-parallel to the lines expressing the .given angles of
.indilljltion. Such joints will run to several different
.centres, thereby shewing us, that their union in one
is ,not .atall necessar,y to the i3ecurity of the arch,
cevenshould that be a, portion of a circle.
The position of the joints is usually given in a dif'ferent way from that which. we have just considered.
.Incirculararcbes they are generally formed by pro..aucing. the .radii Jrorp the centre ; and in oth~rs' they

are commonly drawn perpendicular to the curve. Theorr'
Now, though we have just shewl1, that this is by.no ~.
means necessary to theeq uilibrium, yet, as it is in reality the most convenient in practice, it may be of im.
portanceto atteoa to the eftects likely to be produced by this modification.
. We sce, in Fig. 10. that the tangents on the ho- P LAT!:
nzonta I Ime rapl dly IIJcrease as we pass out war d , LXXX
and we should therefore incre~se, in the same pro- fig. 10:
portion, the weight of our sectIOns. We c~nnot increase the base as pn>posed above, for that IS necel!sarily given by the position of the joints, but, as we
are still able either to increase the height or the
breadth of the sections, we may consider the effect
of both these modes.
Let it be required, then, to equilibrate a circular
arch, where the stones being all of equal thickness,
with joints equally distant, and drawn all to one
centre, we are only at liberty to increase the width
of the roadway, or length of the horizontal courses.
Considering each course of arch stones as a prism
of a given base, a supposition sufficiently accurate,
it is evident, tbat its magnitude or weight increases
with the length only. But this weight mUEt, from
the principles already laid down, be as the difference
of the tangents of its abutments; the length therefore
,must be in that ratio. Accordingly we find the
breadth at different distances from the vertex in the
same way with the weights of the sections: the
.breadth at 45° must be double, and at 55° must be
.about triple of that at the crown, and will increase
still more rapidly afterwards. Proportions such as
these may answer well in the short flight of steps for a
flying staircase, but are quite unfit for our present purpose. When we recollect, however, that in a bridge,
the extraordinary expansion towards the haunches
is "materially corrected by the increased pressure of
the incumbent mass in that part, we are encouraged
to proceed a little farther, and consider the effect of
the second mode of effecting the equilibrium.
The pressure of matter upon each section has al- PLAT1J
ready been stated as proportional to tv X SW; but tv is Lxxxr.
the difference of the sines of the angular distances of Fig. g.
the successive abutments from the vertex, and srv is
the mean versed sine added to the ~iven thickness at
the crown, when the roadway is horizontal. We have
.

'

'

therefore the pressure as the difference of the sines X
{mean versed sine
thickness at vertex.)
But these

+

pressures are also, from the theory, as the difference
of the tangents of these angular distances. In the
present case, where the angles of abutment, arid,
consequently, where the difference of then' sines and
tangents are known, and where the mean versed sine
may also be readily formed, it will not be difficult to
a~ate t~e conditions.of equilibrium for an arch of any

dimensIOns.

.

In the common mode of building, we mllst give thi:
arch a s?fficiellt thickness at the keystone, to resist
the hO.flzoDtal thrust, ensure stabIlity', and bear the
.loads likely to come upon it. We must also cover thie
l'art with a certain thickness of grave], or other matter, so as to form a roadway. The varying pressure
of the wheels of ~ loaded carriage, when it is propo~ted through thIs stratum of gravel, will be so far
dIffused as not to .disturb the stone immediately
be. . ,
7

13 RID
Theory. low it, nor injure the bridge by splintering away
its corners. This thickness is made as small as pos~
sible, that the bridge may not be unnecessarily elevated, and the roadway is preserved nearly horizontal.
The other courses of arch stones too, do not often
differ' much in thickness from that at the crOWll.
B'lt although tlv~se things are pretty constant, there
is a cOllsidcrable degree of latitude in filling up the
space between the back of the arch and the roadW3Y, It may be done with substances varying in den.
sity, from the lightest charcoal or pumice, open shi.
'Veror chalk, to closely rammed clay, or even solid
masonry; and it is not uncommon to make, in various
ways, open spaces ill the masonry of the spandrel, covering them above, so as still to support the roadway.
It will therefore be proper for us to enquire, what
is the density requisite over every section of an arch,
where the thickness of the crown is given, the roadway horizontal, the arch of uniform thickness, and
the angles of abutment of the several sections <I-onstant,
that is, all drawn from the same centre; or, what is
the same thing, let us suppose the structure built up
to,the horizontal roadway with parallel sides, and
then enquire, what is the proportion between the
pressure borne by each section, in this way and the
pressure of equilibrium'; we shaH thereby discover

.2 Key
2

I

2

I

3'

7{- °

2i °

~1~I~rn~l~
0

12';; 0

17-}

22~ 0
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the ratio in which the density of the backing n1ust, Theory.
if needful, be diminished; and tbe quantity of ex- '-.;r--/
pansion necessary towards the springing of the arch,
that the advantages of equilibration may be preserv~d,
even in this state of things.
Before we give a more rig.id determination, we
should wish to shew the practical builder, that the
solution of this problem may be easily approximated
to, by the help of the trigonometrical tables. For
we may suppose the matter of the arch stones to be

.

the

same In specific

gravity

10
2n

with

that

which

lies

above it; and as there can be no impropriety in considering the arch as polygonal, from joint to joint,
our mean versed sine is only half the sum of those
at the two joints. The supposition is not strictly
accurate, bu t it is sufficiently near: greater strictness
would only serve to render the calculation more corn.
plicated, without making it more useful.
.The following Table exhibits, 'in the first line, the
suppDsed sections of the polygonal vault, taken 51)
asunder. The .second line is the angles of abutment"
or inclination of each joint to the. vertical. The
third, the ratio of weight in each section, taking as
the standard 87~~, or the length of the arch of 5° in.
1000ths of radius; of course this line is merely the
differences of the natura] tangents taken at every 5°..

°

32f

0

~n~ 0

42-}0

lIT

47{. 0

I

1~

r

57} 0

52~.0.

872 I 880 I 900 I 936 I 989 I 1063 I 1164 I 1302 I 1489 I 174<9 I 2119 f 2664 I
The excess of each section over the key section will therefore be
4
I 8 I 28 I 64 I 117 .1 ~I
292 1 430 I 617 I 877 J 1247I7'92L
.But we must consider, that a part of the thickness at the crown is roadway, and this not, like the
arch.stones, kept of uniform magnitude over each section, but must be diminished in the ratio of the

3

differencesof the sines of the abutments, or horizontal bases. These differencesare
5

.

872 I 869 I 859 , 842 I 819 I 790 I 755 I 714 I 668-'-6i7
I 561 i 499 [
Now suppose the roadway, and other constant superstructure, to be at the crown of equal w~ight with.
the arch-stones; a supposition not far from the truth, and from which any small variation is not of
great consequence; the weight of arch..stone and roadway will be a mean beween lines 3 and 5, 01'

68721'871

I 8~_1' 857-1-8~6T8&1

I 814 -,-7931770

I 745 I 716 I 686 ,

.
I And the excess of wei ht necessary on each section, will be
9
34
79 I 143
232
35°1 509 I 719 I 1004 I 1403 I 1978
71 0
Which is only about a fifth. more than the preceding. And this'must be provided for in the spandreJ,
j or over the flank of the' arch; the solidity of which will be found, by multiplying the numbers in
. .line 5 as bases, into the mean height
of the matter at each section. These mean heights, or versed sines, .
.
, are

-

.OO02~J .oo~~_u

4

9' .2

1.0;

.OI519J~34071.060371.093691.13

3971.180851.233061.292891.357211..4264~

I

when the roadway is horizontal.
And the effect of line 5, into line 8, which will express the end of
the prismatic section over each arch-stone, wili be
'
.

I

3.4 113.i

I 28.7 r-:49~1;-r-74.6 1 loLl I~Q:U

156.01 l80.6J 200.3 L 212.~_L

In which observe, that the unit of height is radius, the bases being expressed in the same notation as in
expressing the weights. . If a number in this line be divided by its corresponding num,ber in line.7, it
will express the thickness at the crown, in terms of the.radius, whichequilibra~es the matter ,over the
corresponding section, between the arch;;ld, horizontal roadway; when that stuff is filled solid, and of
equal density with the arch, of course these thicknesses are
. .
."
.
.254
.288
.180
.143 I .108 I~
.363
.3451.319
I
.39
I
.385
I
1
I~I
I
I

I

The pse of this will be understood by the 'follow. .very nearly to the Ilthk~y..
We see by th;slast
ing e~ample. Suppose the thickness at crown ..}.of table, that the flanks of the archoverthat key; or
tl1e~adiusof .'the circle, or .142857; whic.h an.swera at 50.0 on each side of' the arch,.must be :fiIled.sQ1\d.
VOL,.rv; P./).'RT,II.
~rR.
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fore prosecuting this farther~.let us assamethe thick- Theory:

Between' fhat amI tile crown they must be lightened,
by using lighter matter, or making vacant spaces in the
spandrel: and at a greater distance from the crown,
the flank, although solid, will be too light for a crown
of {; so that we must expand or increase the breadth

~

<If the arch,

in order

to presel'Ve

.

ness equal to }-. of the radIUs, or :f(; of the span ~
in a semicircIe ;; proportion not unusual, and of eas.y
calculacion; from thence, to find the density of the
matter in the spandrel, take the number.s of line 7,
divide by thvseof line 9, and multiply by the .given
thickness 1'0" that is, divide by 10; we have for the
d~nsity in the &pandrel, in that case,

the equilibration.

Every different thickness of crown will require a diEf-erent arrangement in this respect, ,Withoutthere1111

.26

I .261

.270'1 .289 I .313 I .346 I .394 I .1-601 .555 I .700.! :93 I (.13) I

i

about the

"the practical buj1der to form an idea of its effect.
Take the section at any. part, say 30° from the
crown, where the horizontal'distance is ,~.of radius;
gradually increase till about 60°, where-it must be.l,
or equal to that of the arch. After that, if no denser suppose the road to slope 1 in 10, for example,
material can be employed, the arch must be expanded which is great, the fall will have become T~ of rain breadth, having already arrived at the limit of den. dius, or .05; the versed sine .i~ .1339, accordingly
the height in the .spandrel is reduced to .0839, and
sity.
.
If we mah the thickness at the crown .'0 of radius, the density being increased, inversely as the height,
the densities will just be {- of the above numbers; the we have .552 in this case at Soo instead of .346,
point of solidity will be removed a little farther from other things being the same. Yet this density is too
the crown; and indeed whatever 'be the thickness, .great; for the solid matter in the roadway will b,e
At the
,the densities.will be proportional to the .above num- ,iooreased, 'being lengthened by sloping.
same time it admits of doubt, whether it may not be
bers, and may easilr~be had from them.
The above is fora horizontal roadway. There will made thinner, in the same proportion; for its oblique
This
.be some alteration requisite if the road be made to position gives a greater vertical thickness.
slope up the arch: the quantity of pressure that is will preserve the density ,It .552, and the whole
thus last, must be corrected by increasing the den. series will .be found, by deducting ""0 "of the sine
sity of the spandrel; and this will be more ,necessary from.the versed sine in co1. S, and proceeding with
towards the s'prif!gil~g. It will..J1ot be difficult fQr the remainders as with col. S, as follows:
Accordingly,

thetiensity

beginning at

crown, must be about J at 30° from it, and thence

,

.00381 ~1519

~

\T.~ 81.00024
,'0 of MS I .218

.~

00194,

And.the.effect

.00872

.01736

.00491-00217

1

1

.03407 .060g7 .09369 . 13397 .~OS~1.23306 .2928~) .35721 ~Q6.J,~
.4.,226 . .5000 .573" .61028 .7071 .7G60 .8192
+OO81:1.02611
.05143
.O88~)7.1234H..16968 j .222181.280()1 .31450
\
.02588.31020

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

of this height into the diff. of sines will be

1 -1.6 ,-::t:.3
And the density -2,2
1

-1.8
~1.9

+6.9
I

+ U5

I 22.2

I .645

Where we find the density in no case less than .},
'which is about 300 from the crown, and it increasl's
both ways, about t at 45° and at 19°, and solid
about 53° aad 16~0, the first 10° are marked ~egative; for.we should observe, that when we keep the
thickness. at the crown =:.~, the parallel to the road.
way cuts the curve {)f arch-stones. 'Ve ought in fact
to make the roadway of a proper thickness wnere
tbe arch approaches nearest to it, and relieve the
.crown by rounding the two inclined planes into each
.other. ,This will also tend to diminish the density
'necessary in the spandrel; for the height will be a
,little increased, while at the same time a greater pres'sure is derived from the solid roadway.
But we
chooseto allow the example to remain in this way,
that the reader may see that every necessary infor.
~ationcan be got,. even in this way of considering
.1t.
A smaller degree of slope, as J in 20, or 1 in 40,
will tend to diminish still farther the density neces.
sary in the spandrel, and approximate it to those
found. for th e horizontal line. We might calculate

63.4
j~.~.5Z._.~~~g
I

88.2 113.10 IS7.0
\

.577

/

.~3.1-

I

.73:~

157.4
1

.891

1

172'(~
1.15

1

other thicknesses of the crown or proportions between the key-stones and superincumbent roadway,
which, in the preceding enquiry, is taken at equa1ity;
but we forbear daing so, being satisfied with gi\'ing
the intelligent practitioner clear ideas of the subject.
He already knows thc:re arc pretty wide limits to his
practice; and, if the case be any way delicate, we
should think any person deserving the name of archi.
tect may, after what we have said, go' over the ne.
c~ssary calculations for himself.
The mathematical reader will perhaps say, that
we have taken a very awkward and unscientific mode
of resolving this problem; we arc not, however, inclined to admit that opinion. Our object has not
been to give a specimen of the application of calcui us; ?ut to shew the practical builder how a good
~on~eptIon may. be for;IDed of the rel~tive pressures
111dIfferent parts of.lllS arch, and tlllS by a process
p\lr~ly arithmetical, and which is level to every capacIty. ..We conceive that this is the way to make our
sp~cu~atlOnsreally useful, and perhaps it were well if
sCIentIfic men had this oftener in view. Neither
,'
:the densities
as well for these useful slopes, a. IQr have we, carried our results to many figures, li1.~
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1st, By the weight of the arch. stones ; here taken

Theory. S0me authors, who give five or six places of decimals;
o y-for we have considered that no commun modes of measm'ing either distances, angles, or weights, can pmceed to any thing near that nicety. Yet, that we
may !Jot rest satisfied with an approximation without
shewing what degree.of accuracy can be obtained, and
especially that we may render this mode of conceiving the subject more useful by a more complete solution of the problem, we proceed to the following
analytical investigation.
'Ve have already shewn that the weights of the
sections must be proportional to the differences of
the tangents of the succeSSIveangles of abutment.
This is to be provided for;

asconstant.

Theory..

'-v--'

2d, By the weight of matter f~rming the roadw~y,
&c.; here taken as of uniform thickness, and varymg,
in effect only as. the difference of the sines of the.
distances from the crown.
3d, By the matter in the spa?drel; w?ich may b.e
made to vary in density, and, IS e~ua~ I~ th; longttudinal section to the versed sme multtplied mto the.
difference of the sines.
;)
Take z, the angular distance from ,the vertex,
the density in the spand~el, a the thickness of the.
arch or keystone, r the thickness of the road, .&c. at..
the crown.

.The sections are = (a+r) flux. t.an.z=(a+1') (l+t"z)~
The road is =r X flux. sine Z=r z cos. z, wherefore
(a+r)(l + tan.' z)~=a'~ [,,1'the archstone
.
+1' cos. z~ Ei>r die road'
~ X cos. z ~X V sin. ~ for the spandrel.

+

that is a+r+t'z(a+r)=a+r
cos. z+ ~cos ;XV sinez
and t' z(a+r) +r V sine z=~
. cos. zX V sine z.
r
S' ,
r
tan.
(a + r )' + -or-- or
~= cos. X V' sm.
:- ( a+r ) + CQS.Z.
COS.3V sIne.
Cus.

sec. X- tan.'
V sine

( a + r ) +rxsec.z

being expressed in terms qf tiLe radius, the 1'esulting,
Which may be thus expresed :
In an arch o/unif(Jrm thickness, with a l101'izontal n1l1nbergives the densitg in the spalldrel, or proportion ~hich thesoJid matter III measuring transversely
roadrvay, given the thicknesses if the arch and road.
ll!ag; reqllired the densitg in ever/I pm.to/' the spand.
across the arch bears to the whole breadth at the.
crown.
l'ei, sO that the wllOle mag be preserved in equilibrio.
Accordingly, we have constructed the following:
To twice tlle log. tangent if the angular dista,nce.
fror,. the verte:r:, add. the. log.. secant, and subtract the short Table from this formula. The first line shews.
log. versed sine; take tl!ecorresponding nmnber, and the multiplier for, the thickness at the vertex. The
multiply by the thickness of crown; and.addto tltis the, second shews that of the roadway; .and is merely.
the table of natural secants.
secant multiplied by the thickness if roadway. Tll£se,

2.:~;57 2,~~7

2.0{~] 612.0~~09 2'l18~040

f.OO382)f.0f543 f:035276 ~.

~~\~

1

1

1

l~~~? 18.%:;13

1.5557241.7434.,47~
-

l

2.000 2.366202
'

1

1

42 2.~~93 3.3~~~ooI3.9~~~2-J4.;:S:4
[1"03378 'I:iM70 1.22Omh.30540~)1.4-14214
1

1

~.
~~~I~~
2.923804 3.863703 I 5.75877
.

~

'

1

164:~~46 I~~:'
11.47371

\

-.--

Inrin.

I

As an example of the use of this Table, let us take the thickness at the crown =-.fo of radius; and upon the
supposition that the roadway, &c. is as thick as the archstones at the crown, we have, by multiplyinga~
above directed, the following densities, viz. .
.25211

10°
.25858

15°
.26990

zOo
.28697

at 50°
.69634

55°
.93853

60°
1.30000

65°
2.00302

at

5°

25°
.31124

And if these densities be compared with those of
line 11th, the reader will satisfy himself as to the'
value of the approximation which is there employed.
It would not be difficult, upon principles ,similar
to the above, to establish a theorem for the elliptic,
parabolic, and other curves similar to that we have
now given fr the e;ircle. But this is of less general
usc; and the limits assigned to an article of this kind,

700
3.50051

30°
.34503

35°
.39200

75°
9.33374

40°
.45822
80°

2~.70234'

45°
.55356 .
85°
165.5432

prevent us from entering at'present upon an investi~
gation, through which, perhaps, few of our readers
would be inclined to follow us.
Another opportunity may be found of offering
this to the public notice.
But, inthe meantime, the reader must at once see,
that' by this mode of.. expressing tIle density in the
spandrel,the solution we have given applie~ ,to any:
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form of roadway. AU that is necessary, is to compare the densities in the Table above given for a
circular arch, with the relative height between the
back of the archstone and the bottom of the roadway
itl the given design; and this will, we are sure, be
more readily, and more satisfactorily done by the
common builder with his sector and compasses, than
by giving him equations for any number of figures
of extrados.
We have a;rived at a theory ,which is very nearly
consonant with what has become, among our modern
build(m, the most approved way of distributing the
weight over the haunches of an arch. It was customary, in the construction of bridges, to fill up the
haunch with solid matter, such as gravel, earth, or
the like, until.a roadway of a propel' slope was procured. "Vhere the arches were small, this might not
be' attended with any perceptible bad effect, provided
the arcl1stones were of a good depth. But the necessity of lightening the haunches, has been forced
upon the attention of builders, whenever large arches
have been attempted.
A more remarkable instance
of this we cannot ha\'e than in the bridge of Pontypridd, in Wales, built by \Villiam Edwards, a simple
country mason of Glamorganshire.
It is one of the
boldest arches in Britain, perhaps even in Europe,
bei~lg 140 feet span, and 35 feet rise;, a portion of a
circle of 87~ feet radius, a:1d the depth of archstones
is only 3 feet. .
'In each haunch there are three cylindricalopen.
ings run.ning through from side to side: the diameter
of the lowest is nine feet, of the next six feet, and of
the uppermost.three feet; and the width of the bridge
jsabout.elevenfeet.
To strengthen it horizontally, it
is made.'w:idest at the abutment, from whence it contracts.towards the..centre,. in the old and unartificial
way, by seven offsets, so. that the roadway is one
foot nine inches wider at the extremities than at the
middle; and is also very steep.
That this mode of lightening tbe haunches is ef.
fectual, we have undoubted pro,of in the case before
us. It is not ungraceft11, but were it thought so,
the tunnels might be concealed by the side walls,
Indeed thes~ tUllnelsmight even become useful, by
affording additional passage for the waters in dangerous floods, as 5e~msto have been intended in the anl>uTE.
cient bridge of Merida, the Pant St Esprit over the
LXXXIlI. RllO~, and, in many. other similar strtlctur~s b9th
ancient. andmo<km., Nevertheless we callnot approve
of this mode. It see\1ls to press unequally ou the
arch, and only at a number of detached points; and
though the widest tunnel may be placed just where
the greatest evacuation is ne~essary, yet this ill.agrees
with the gradual 4pproximation to solidity, which
we should iind in passing down the b.ack,of the arch..
To:m~ke',correct .workmamhip in these tunnels is
troublesome and expensive. The following mode,
which.ha,supw become. the customary, pr.acticeof <lur
mOst experienced bridge builders,. is.much pr~ferable.
Thin lcmgitudil1al wa,lls are bu.ilt over. the ,Rank.
Q.ft:he archp~r~lel to the. sides of the bl'idg~,and
about three or four feet asunder. Tbe spaces betwe~p,
arc ,cQve:r:edat top, with

thin flat stones,or

arched,ovel'

by poirttedor cil~c.ulararches.; or. they are <;overed.by
reg1.1larlyprojecting courses in the way of an Egyp6

tian arch; and in any case a platform is thus formed, Theor!.
upon which the gravel may be laid for a roadway.
In all probability, the first inventors of this mode
of buildincr, besides employing it with the view of
equilibrati~g the arch by: lightening t~e I?art over
the hauncheg, had also an Idea of steadymg 1t by the
lateral abutment. They appear to have considered
these spandrel Wand as a sort of hoops, that would
keep the parts of the arch together, and hinder any
stone from moving, by their great friction, inertia, and mutual abutment. Hence various ingenious
modes have been employed for locking them into
the back of the archstones, propagating the pressure
through, and securing them from sliding away at the
bases.
They indeed act in this way; nevertheless the
equilibration of the arch should be attended to, in
their construction, that every unnecessary strain may
be avoided. The thickness of these walls may be
varied indefinitely, and the vacant spaces made in
any proportion to the solid parts. The walls ought
to be near each other, that their e{fect. may be felt
over the whole arch, and perhaps they should spread
out towards the bottom; but this is not so very necessary, for the courses of archstoncs brea!. joint
with each other, and the inequality of pressure in
one course is immediately corrected by being propogated to the succeeding. We may determine readily
the thickness proper for these walls, by the help of
the Table last given, provided we know the thickness
of the arch, and of the roadway, (including the small
arcade below it,) and the breadth of the whole structure. For example, let the breadth of the soffitbe
20 feet, the thickness at crown 10 of the radius, and
the archstone alone -irs; being the same proportions
as for the numbers in the example to last Table~
Them from that example we find. the thickness of
all the masonry in the spandrel must, near the crown,
be t, or 5 feet; at 30° from the crown, it must be 7
feet; 'at 40°, 9 feet 4t inches; at 50°, 13 feet 11 inches;
and at 57° or 58°, the whole mdst be solid masonry,
Suppose, in the next place, that the side walls are
18 inches thick, and the spandrels 3 in number, of
course there will be four openiugs. The thickr1ess
of each wall must be at 50u from the crown .'3feet
"8 inches; at :Wo, 2 feet Il inches; at 30\ I foot
4. i.nc.hes; and diminishing from thence to half that
thickness. Perhaps eighteen inches is too thin fer
the side walls, but they may be thickeucd towards,
their .bases,. diminishing the thickness of the span..
drels 111proportion.
On the other hand, nine inches
appears too little for the 5pandrel wall, when :we
consider, that ,an arch is to be built on it; but the
height near the crown will' be so small, that a little
additional thickness there wili be of no moment;
nay, it will enable the arch the better to resist any
overload at the crown.
We ?,we now determin.ed a method of cODstructing Equilibra.
al1eq.1.uhkrated arch fOr$IXty degrees on each side ot tion of se.
t47verte¥-;, an;3-thi6tI1e~hod,so far froro having any micircnlar
~b.1!lgunusual, ISeven strIctly analogou$ to that which arches.
IS adopted.l!y.the, p~actic~i builder. Why then can:not wekc;eppace with hlln throughout, anct give' a
so~structlon, for theel1tire semicircle? No difficulty
l~ felt by the maso.l1'in that caae. He constructs.
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Theory. such arches every day. Nay, tbeyare not only the
v---' most common, but the most ancient of all arches.
But the reader must h,we ere now observed, that.our
theory is in this 'particular defective. The enormous
expansion of the roadway, or the infinite height of
superincl1ll1bent matter which it seems to require
when the joints are nearly horizontal, are altogether
preposterous and impracticable.
VIre are sure they
are unnecessary; for many semicirculal- arches have
existed from the time of the Romans, and are still in
goad'orde]-. \Vhat is more, the failure of such arches:
near the springing, where they differ farthest from
the theory, is a most. unusual, and, indeed, unheard
of phenomenon. Is our theory erroneous, then, or is
it only defective? There is no reason for distrusting
any of the consequences. we have hitherto deduced.
They are mathematically derived from an unquestionable principle, the action of gravity. Bu!we'have
not yet. considered all the causes of stability. ,The.,
lateral resistance of the masonry, or other 'm;ltte-rbe-,
hind the arch, acts powel1ully in preventing any motion among its parts,. and, independently of that, the
hiction of the arch stones, assisted by the cohesion
of the cement, affol'ds a great security to the structure; 'Ve hav~ even seen a semicircular ring of
stont'!s, abandoned.to itself without any backing, and
stand very well; long enough, at least, to admit of
the other ,york being leisurely apv.lied to it. Her.e"
was no lateral pl'essUl~; ,no' equilibration; why did
not the lower courses yield to the preSSUrepropagated from "hove, and slide 'off? It was only their fr iction that could retain them. It is greatly increased
.
by this very pressw'e. And it is unquestionable, that
a ring of polished blocks in that situation would not
have hung tog-ether for a moment. The force of
friction, there fOie, makes so important a part of our
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which, in the calieof equal ~ections, = the tangent Thtlory.
.xz. Draw T a for the ultimate pressure in the lower '--r--'
surface of L, and a b for the force to be resisted by
friction, in this case equal to .1343, or about.T\-, of
the pressure, and of course less than the friction,
which will at,least

be one-third

of the same.

.

Since L does not ,move upon the section M, they
are to be considered as one solid mass, and we pursue the pressure thro'ugh the section M. For this
purpose, layoff a c for th~ weight of M, draw the
perpendicular' T d, and the parallel c d to the joint
MO,cd is the force opposed to. friction in that joint.
and still is less than one-third of T d, the pressure be:ng, in the case of equal. sections, =.2796, or about
ft.
Lastly, layoff c e for the weight of the lowest
sec~ion N, and draw as before. It is evident, that ef,
the force opposed by frictiol'l here, is just equal to TV'
the horizontal thru~t,as might h;:we been concluded
without any investigation. Intl1e C;tSeof equal &ec-,
tions,its proportion to' "rf Ol~yc,the weight of the
semi. arch or perpendicular' pressure, is as .44Z.5, or
about ,;;, which is probably more than th~ friction
will oppose without otherassistiilJce.
If, therefore, the friction on the horizontal bed at
the springing be not ~qual to the thrust of the arch,
we mustincrea§eit,
as by, dqwellingit, for example,
into the lower stones;.orby ba,<;Miing
it, with otnet' maSonry, or by increasing thepre.~~~re.on that joint, with..
out altering the thmst of the arc!J.,which maybe done
by thickening, or loadIng the arch just overthc spring~
ing.And here the theoremsfbrtheextrados of equilibra.
tion come to our aid; for wc see, that any quantity of
matter may be laid over the springing cours!!,s,and far
from disturbing the. arch, itwilI tend t\>increase its
stability. Ind~ed' from wha,t We,hute just ~aid,.it
may, be re<isonably inferred, that the theorems fo,'
subject, that it deservesa separate enquiry. . Let, us' equilibration rather shew the relative. weights th~tmay
.
s~e how it may be estimated.
betaid on the different par-ts of an arch; without
'
When a mass of .matter is moved along other mat- tending any where to disturb it; than those which.
ter of the same kind, the resistance produced by .fric~ must be laid on. as, necessary to its existence. The
tion has been usually stated at t of the weight. That
force of friction actspowerfuUy either way in preof freestone, indeed, is supposed' to be greater than venting any derangemc>nt of the. stru<;ture, and will
~, perhaps it. is~. ADd in the ca~e to which we therefore permit us tomaIi;ewith, safety,grea,t deviaare going now .to apply it, there can be little doubt,
tions from the conditions of equilibrium.;
It may not be: improper to ,iI)quire, vi-hat are the On .t~e
that"aided by the inertia of the Slones, ,;1ndthe cohe'-'
sionof the cement, the friction is even much mor~. c~n~itions . for equilip.l'atj\lg an arch ,by meanl!,o[the ~~~l~~ra.
Butthiafotceis
inert; and we are at presentenquifriction of ~ts segments aloRo,-that IS.tosay, w.hat arches bv
ring, how far wc are benefited by it in prom0th)g the are the alterations practicable in t.heposition of the frictioll
.
litability of our structure,
It will, therefore, be pro. joints, or in the weights over the several sections, Ull" aloue.
per to underrate it, at least until we discover how fal' til the ten-dE\ncyof each sec:tiontoslide i~ just. b~lan"
we are warranted to' sayit must be bene/ici,,1.
ced by the friction at its Ipwo\' surface?
:.
Whether we inquire into the position of thejoint5,
Let LIvIN, Fig. S,exhibit thethree.sectiolJs (lOo
each) of an arch, which we may conceive equilibrated
or the weight that. maybe applied, the1;eare two ca.
ses; fOl:the friction, 1;Ieing an. inert force, will resist
above the sectiqn L, or 60~ from the crown. Draw
LT, expressing the direction and niagnitude, of the ul- the s.tone in sliding (;Jitherupwards or down'wards.
timate pressure, perpendicular to the upper surface of
I. Let it be required to determinethe position ofthe
L. In like manner TV is the horizontal thrust~aIJd VL joints in an arch, when each section is just prevented
the weight. of matter over L to thevertex. Draw the from slic!ing outwards by the friction at its lowel'
perpendi,cular T .yb; TL is the direction of toe I.1lti~ su:rface.
spring fro~:a hori~ont~l
m.atepressure when propagated to the lowersllrface
.'.Let the arch, Fig,4,
r~~~r
the frIct.1on actlIlg.m F'g
of L ; !J L is its tendency to make L slide upwards jom,t"as, N n, whel'i!;of..course,
J. 4.
V;N,is.
just
equal.
to.
the
.borizontal
thrust,
and
must
along tlw joj'nt.. Now: it IS evident, that, i~!J ,r..has
.
to !J T a less ratio t/1'"1' the friction has to the pres- therefore have to '.I;1i'or VN the weight of the semi~
arch, the ratio which Friction has to .the incumbent
sure, L will not mQve. Nay, w}lat is more, LwiR
itself have some weight. Take La to ,represent it, pressure, say t. 'l'N is the direCtion 'Of the absolute
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pressure at the abutmeutN 1~. Take NlVltheweight
of the section N, TM is the pressure on the joint of
M, and making MTm similar to N1'n', 111m wiiI also
represent the extreme friction in that joint, and T m
its 10:ld, and so on successively. Wherefore, if T m,
T l, &c. be found, the joints of the arch may be drawn
at right angles to these lines respectively, and every
stone will be exactly in the predicament of N, that
is, just keptby its friction from sliding away.
The positions of 1;m, Tt may be readi]y d.iscovered.;.
for the angle n"T >n must be equal-to NTM. If,
therefore, we make T n equal to 1')1, draw tt1t tangent
a ~v-and making a b=~:M, and joming Tb, :we have
aT b= .\TM. And, in this manner, taking a br b c,
&c. for the weights of the 'successive sections from
the scale, and drawil)g Jines from T, the joints may be
fortned perpendicular to tht~linesthus drawn.
Upou the same principles, 'We readily' find a construction f(jr the extreme weights of thesectiQns,
when the positions of-the abutments, &c. are given.
This is so evident, that' we shall not stop to point it
out.
But a moreconvenientcon~truct!on perhaps would
1:>e,to take the horiz0ntal thrust, or quantity of friction in the. vertical lineC d, Fig. 5. Layoff the
weight of the semi-arch d G, drawC a, make ex.
equal't() it, alsoirz; mark off the weight of the sectionsalong x.-z, and through the divisions draw lines
from the:centre; the joints required are parallel to:..
these-lines.

"

H. Let it be required, in the next place, to dGtermine the other limit to the position of the. joints, or
that in which- each section is just prevented from sEdingin; by the friction on its lGwer bed.
Here it is evident, that as the friction acts.precise.
l'yoP1>°site to its direction in. the for-mer.case, thejoints.ma-y- have,.on the. opposite side, exactly the
same degree ()fo1:Yliquityto the position of equilibrium.
Draw; therefore, the tangent v !I parallel to a c, cut it
with C '0 equal to a C, layoff the weights of the sections along v y,-and draw lines from C; these lines wIll
exhibit the positions of'the joints, which of course may.
be drawn par"Uel to them. We have mar:ked these.
two limits of-position in three joints ofthe half arclw
above the same figul'e~ assuming the friction at onethird, andtak:irig; the fitst section of 30° as equ"l tothe thrusf': and any-other- arch might hav.e been in.
troduced as well as the circular. Any of the lines.in
the triangle C da makes withthe corresponding line in.
C Y vi.or in. C %oX,an angle equal to a Cx, that is, whenthe friction is. one-thirdofthe pressure, equal to-18<;
26'; andwhen..the friction is- one-half, this an".le.
is 26°34'.
The position of al1yjoint, therefore, ~ay'
vary iri the fermer18P 26~, and in the latter case 26q.
34', on eithel'side of-the position. of equilibrium, before any sliding can take place among the sectiGns..
Nay, the friction of. polished freestone is even mo.re,
than one half, perhaps it is. two-thirds of. the. pres~ure, whie;h woulp giw 330 4'. And it is proper t()
ob'sei-ve, that this is nQt. confined to the annulus of
archstpn~sj but holds equaJly with whatever w~ight
the sections may be loaded.
We may observe then,
that iiJany arch, tIle position ojtltejoints maybeva.
ried about 20°, perhaps30°.ftom that of equilibrium,

before all Y deraruremenl
can w-ise frOJn the sliding
0
.' arch ~.tOlle8tile

if-
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This is a most important conclusion, and leads to
extensive practical consequences. . It affords a true
explanation of the facility with which arches are eve!'y
where constructed, even by the common country mason. The equilibration theory has shewn us, that by
adjusting the inclination of the joint to the weigh.t of
incumbent matter, we may swt an arch to any gIven
circumstances; and we here find in the friction ofthe
parts a powerful addition to its stahility. We trmt,
therefore, that the re3der now sees the propriety of
the observation, which we made ab()ve respecting
the iuutility of searching very minutely intotheex.act
position ofthese joints. It is in common cases scarce.
ly possible to go wrong. But it must be observed;
that the varIation of pusition above mentioned, is tobe reckoned from the posItion of equilibration, not
from the common joints radiating all from onecenlre,
or: perpendicular. to the curve, unless where such an
areh is equilibrated by the. superincumbent weight.
For in an annulus of archst0!1es, with radiating joints,
which is the most common mode of construction,
those towards the vertex can be dra wnonly a very little lowcr, and those towards .the springmg ouly a very
little higher than the original ceutre, though either
of them admits of a. considerable variation in the op-.
posite
direction.
.
For this, reason therefore we approve highly ofthe
pr-actice, which we believe is very general among arti.
ficers, we mC3n that of ba.cking up the arch \'.>1lhsolid masonry, for several courses above the springing.
For granting -that the friction. on the horizontal bed
be fully equal to. the thrust, yet as the tendency to.
slide otfis greatest there, it is well that it should be
effectually resisted. This is readily done by the solidbacking, which increases the mass of friction ; and'
in the case of a bridge of several arches, enables us toset the contrary thrusts of -adjoining arches in opposi~
tio!} to each other. The matel'ials, theref0re, in that
part, o\.lght to be. laid close up to the spring .courses,
and:also bonded into the iIlferior part of the abutment or pier; which will act as a sort of dowelling,
and does not preclude the employment of that means,
also. If great security is thought necessary, cement,'
being a compressible substance, ought to be sparingly employed in the vertical joints at the back of the
archstones.
The friction of the sections of .the arch, as. it permits a considerable var:iation to take place in the positio\1of-the joints, willl11so admit a considerable devia.tion from the load, which is necessary for equilibrium over any point of the curve.
It would not be diffic\.llt to investigate the extent:
to which,this .var~ationof.weight mig(1t be carried.
Bttt we shall at present only remind the reader, that
3:S'we find.a .varia.t.ionof 20°- practicable in the p08itlon of the JoJnts" he may: conclude, that each sectionwill admit of its load being. altered 'to that- which
would suit a point in. the curve 20° on either side of
~.
.
But in speaking of. this .alteration . of weight, it>.
~u~t becobserved, that w~ consider it only so far as it
15hkelyto cause the S~CtlO!)Sof the- arch to slide on

.
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is sometimes made 'to ttmeJy this change of figure, Th~ory.
by driving down the key stones. And though it -...is far better to render ~uch expedient unnecessary
structive with that which would arise by the sli- by careful workmanship, yet this method is not to
ding of the sections. Suppose this deviation to con- be despised. It seems to have been the common
An overdriven
sist in overloading the crown, a case vel)' likely to practice of the ancient architects.
'occur, for even the variable pressure of a loaded wag- 'key,stone, or console, as it is termed, is one of the
most usual ornaments of the archivolt. Neverthe'gon bears, in some cases, a very sensible proportion
to the weight at the vertex of the arch, this overload less, even when this' expedient is thought necessary.
will be equivalent to a greater thickness of crown, it should be employed with great caution. Wedges
of small taper have great power. And the. horizon"
and of course will sensibly increase the horizontal
thrust, while the total weight of the arch, or vertical tal thrust should be in no case increased, without ve.
pressure, is much the same as before. This is a still ry weighty reasons.
Suppose the .arch to descend somewhat at th~
stronger reason for backing up the spring courses
crown, the stones there will hang by their upper
with masonry; for unless the stones, where their
edges, even when there is nO apparent opening on
joints become nearly horizontal, be sufficiently steady,
they m,ay, by the increasing thrust, be pushed along the lower side of the joint. They will be pretty
their beds; for they are already near the limit of close for a good way on each side, so far indeed.
steadiness from friction: a very short slide will open as the equilibrating superstructure extends, or to
the joints towards the crown. The same thing will about 60°.
And it will then be tolerably weli
also be produced by the compression of the cement equilibrated, even though the superstructure should
in the arch. The vertical sections will descend. They
not be yet applied. For the arch being then at th~
already tend strongly to do so. The separation of crown, the theoretic extrados will run further down
the sections on' each side of the vertex is equivalent to on-the b-ack of the cl!rvA)ere it turns up again; and,
drawing their joints to a lower point than before. of course, will for a ,good way not differ much from
,This will again increase the horizontal thrust.
the back of the archstones. But beyond this point~
We have seen, that these joints are already too low or about 60° from the crown, things are not likely to
for equilibration in a common circular arch. The
be so 'steady. We do not say, the lower sections will
motion of the lower sections, therefore, if once be- slide: their friction is likely to prevent that. Bu~
gun, will go. on increasing, until the arch falls to the best workmanship cannot prevent them from
pieces. But what is perhaps of more importance, as rocking a little. At least, the sum of the motions
. of
~he joints towards the crown will now open below, each joint will at length come to be something. TIle
and the sections, not being in entire contact,. will haunches will slip away a little, just where the equihang by their upper corners only, these may chip and lIbration ceases. The circular arch will become
'crumble away, thereby forming them into more acute
somewhat elliptic. The join1:s about that point wilt
wedges, and giving us a new cause of destruction.
open behind; and if the case be dangerous, the
.For though the cohesion of the matter of the archstones will chip away below. Something of this
stone may effectually resist the tangential pressur~, kind, indeed, goes on in the building of every arch.
whendistrib:uted.'over a joint of considerablesuperfi- As the courses approach the crown, their thrust
cies; yet when the whole of that pressure is con- makes the lower ones recede a little from the centre.
iiensed into a small compass, or a mere point, and' But as the process is gradual, and the finishing
that near the edge, and acting perhaps in a very un- courses are adapted to the E;hape of the opehing
favourable direction, since the friction permits it to which receives them, perha~ the only bad effect is
'act with great obliquity, its destructive t~ndency the derangement of toe crystals oflime, which haY~
may be irresistible.
already begun to form, while the cement fixes in the
Suppose a motion of this kind aotually going op lower joints of the arch. With good workmanship,
,in an arch, as is generally the case when the centre the amount of the final derangement is so small, that
or scaffolding is taken from below it, How is it to no joint is 'opened beyond the limit at which repulbe prevented? We answer not easily: For though
sion acts, especially in such greatpressures;
80 that
every 'stone maybe still considered as butting pretty
the motion be exceeding slow, or ,almost imperceptible, yet the quantity of matter is so enormous, that fairly' on its.neighbouts.
its momentum is great,. Nothing, therefore, but the
Havi'1g 'how exhibited the effects that maybe exmost solid work could resist it. Accoi-diagly, in pected fmm the 1rictibnof the parrs of anarch, one
striking the centres of an arch, the whole is not 'thing ooly remains to be consideredi.n this department
taken away at once. It is not likely that any arch (jf OUI"mbjed, \vhich is, the laterlll'pressure likely to
'could withstand that treatmei1t; but tb:ecentre is arise on the back of the arch;"from the materials emgradually let down, stopping now and then until 'ployed loraise the structure to the horizonta:J line.
the work settles. It. does S'Ofirst at the springH thitmaterials employed h~rebe only a $olid,mass of On t;lemaing and haunches,an:d the Ci"own of the arch is mason~y, iris not easy to see, ever:ythingbeiqg steady, ter.ialsfor
the last part ,that. departs from the centre. It ap- how it can act in any other way than in the vertical ftlhng up
pears, therefore, .t]1at every arch 'is a segment of 'a direction.
If, however, ~ moti~n takes place in the ~~~:aUl"
,greater circle, after it is finished, than before. Alarch;' the mass of matenals tymg nearly over the
is ,not very .different from
lowance should be made for this in the design, springing, when.thearch
cand in calculating the weights necessary f{)reqUia semicircle, will have such an enormol!S 'friction, if
Jibriunl' from the hori,zo:ntalthmst. .An .attempt well ~bl1ilt and 'bonded together, as would appear e.
:2

be thm, and of course flexible, 3. deviation
---V-' arch
from equilibrium may produce an effect equally de-
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qual to the resistance .of any pressure that is lrkely
te be eppased ta it. And when the arch is a segment, much smaller. than a semicircle, the rules we
have already given for its equilibratien must be consideted. But, instead of solid courses of masonry,
the hauuc:hes of arches are often filled up with caarse
gravel er shiver, and sometimes with mere earth er
sand. Materials of this descriptiell dees by no means
act by mere dead weight. It has a tendency ta slide
down t.owards a harizental p.osition; and, .ofcourse,
possesses, In same slight degrE'e, the quaquaversum
pressure of a fluid. This may act an .our arch in a man.
ner altogether new, and produce strains fer whicb
hitherto. we have made no provisi.on. We shall first
cansider the back .of the arch as fillE'dup with a fluid
substance, as water. The pressure in every part
will be in a directian pel:pendicular te the curve, aud
will be propartional to the depth. A pressure per.
pendicular to the curve .will be eq.uivale1Jt, in effect;
toa vertical pressm:e, which exceeds it.in the ratie
.of the secant .of the inclinatiente the vertical. Of
'Conrse, the p;ressUTeat the sIJrillging, when all is
equilibrated, must be equal te the horizontal thrust
~n a semicircular arch. Take the thickness of matter
.
1
'
at the crown =- of radius, the. weight of one dern

~ree =k, then the herizental thrust will be 57.}-1c,
and the height of fluid necessary for this will be 57::r
times the thickness at verte.x,pravided the specific
gravity .of the fluid be the same with that .of the
arch. But if not, let f= the gravity of the {fuid,
.
571 S R
andS= that .of the arch at vertex, then ~will
jrn
.
.
.
"..
",e t h e h. elg h t reqUIre.d Snppose the arch made of
brick, whic!)..is abeut deuble the specific gravity of
,,:,at~r,; and.',:,e have, fer water filling up the flanks,
tIll Just. coverIng the crown. of the at'ch, a depth at
the springing nearly equal to the radius; and, of
<lOUrse, the

thickness

atcrewn

sheidd

be ..bout

tioD among ~hemsel~es,it will require a much greater Theory.
pressure actmg henzentally, to make the matter rise ~
than in the case of a fluid. We must net, however, b;
too cenfident. Materials of this kind are compressible;
and we have already seen, that very'slight shifts are
attended with dangero.us consequences. At the same
time, we need not be much afraid of a trivial dyparture
from exact .equilibratien ; for it is not likely that ma.
terials. of this kind will act with the pewerful effort
of hydr.ostatical pressure.
But there is anether case, where matter of this
kind is likely te be ~ttended with more pernicious
.effects tha:n even a flUId .of equal density 'would ,be.
We mean, when the back of the arch is gorged up
with water [I.'em la11dRood!>, if tbe backing be open
gravel, 'or shIver, we have superadded to its weiaht
that of the whole quantity of water admitted i~to
the structure.
This, even if it acts equally on both
sides, must ,b~ a dangerous exper~ment onal1Y arch;
but where 1t 1Sconfined to one s1de, as is generally
the case, and bdween lofty side walls, the effects are
likely to be serieus indeed. Accerdingly, the builder
fermsgutters
in 'the side wall to let off the water
ere it collect.
pra~tice which is in general highly
.useful; ,but whlch,~D the case of' sand, clay, or
meuld,.Is .ofsmall servIce. The water enters into such
matter by its capillary attractien; and fills it to the
upper .surface in spite 'of .our.gutters.
It of course
expands it, "nd this with a force which wc cannot
measu:-e..but which wc are s~rejs very great. Here
the fnct1onof the parts, whtch was so .usefutin . the
former .iJJstance, prevell extremely hurtful.
For as
the matter cannet easily rise; and pr.obably the adhesion of: its :particles is increased by the wate]', the
expandIng t~rce become~ an ~normeus' hydrostatical
pressure act1ng.pe,rpendlcularly 9n the side walls and
.e~.radoso£ eur'i1;15h,-and,.which in aU"proHability

~

they

m R,

?r-ri-;r .ofthe span, when in equiJibration ~t the springIng. We take no notice .of the effect .of the arch in
assi~tin~.this.. Water; therefore, is much teo light
for eq,ulubr,,:tIng an arch at the springing, in any

m;ty' IlOJ;SU,StO)1D.,'

.

..'

.

.We do not'me.an. to pm'sile the the.ory Qf the pressures exerted by thesese~iauids. any!urther -atpresent. We !eok upon their use 10 this case as radi.

ci!ly bad, and w.ouldrecemmend its discontinuance.

If ,the reader wishes for more infermatian on the :subject; he .w-illfil1~it~he!l we .come t<;>
speak ofretaining
m9d~ratethlckn~ss of crown. . It might, however,
walls. In the meantIme we may remark, that the dan~e:so.etn}J1~yed.' T~7:quantity requisite is always
tin(te, ~vef!at the,v,ertlcal spr~bg caurses ;anq by ,ger-Qus.,con,sequenc!:sC)fthis mode .ef backing are, in
expand~ng the arch, 0\ atherwlseemployingits
hy- 'somcdegree,. pre~e~t~d br rat}1ming the layers ,Of
drostatl~al. properties, :the requisite weight of fluid matter; especlal1y If It COnsistsof mould or the like.;
0:, bypuddling
them se as to form. a ma&5imper~o?ld wIth.out doubt he .obtained in any case. But VIOUS
to water.. .And here we sheuld observe. that
1tIS unnecessary to pursue this speculatien farther
than merely' t~ eb.serve, ~~at itsweight"en the arCh, as this ramming will produce an.extraordinaryiateral
where .a,VaTlatlOnISr~qU1SW.~,
might be adjusted, by pressure, we mRst attend te equilibration, as we rise
~long the" arch, anD,secure the side walls, by thickenattendmg te ~he modes of altering the density which
we .have n6t!ced,:whenspeakil1g.
of filling up the I~g j;hem.be~.ow;or curving thelI.1horizontally or ve!;.arch .by !J.asonry ala ne.
tlcally.
The thickness of the .archstonesis an importan.t On the
1.'h.eugh
the
action'
ef's~nd,
gravel,
or
mould,
in
.
'Ituatrenssuch; as this, be net exactly the s\i.!newith departmjmt of the theory o£ arches', .It is natural thickness
that. we should endeav.QQ,r to mak;e tb.ern as s11\3Il. as of the arcathat of'water, m. folIe'wing the ~aws of hydrostatical
pressure pet t.hese materi~ls resemble water, aDd may pesslble. That wil1qiminish the expCDse.ofthe struc- stoues.
in the arch, and .increa:re.
be,cencelvt;dto he!d the mIddle place betweel) the t1JJia .ture;, Jessenthepressures.
the. sefurity at; th.e springing. .BuUhere is an evi.
'Iod the sohd b.acklng.; I~.5eme respects they ?re,IllOr.e gent .l~Ir1,lt
.
te. this diipil)~tic,'JQ; .for th'O:ugh we take
advaDt.age9IIs.t~a,l) th.e flUId. Theyaresti.1fer,sot9
~J2e.ak,atfo1'41n'g'a)ateral ablltineqt .tu the arcfI, if~t . evel:y,pal.Ds t,o. render the joi!Jts dose, the. stones.Jm..Y'
COW;i;l~ length t0. b.e ~osm<!Uas to. crush by" the.
~ likel! te r.leld.;. a.r.d: as the Earts hav\:".a ~~rt'at fri~. thi:us~.of tl;le,an:b,. Tl!is i.s,}lId~ed, a curiau§'bianch
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BRI DGE.
Theory. of enquiry. It dependsintimatelyupon the corpuscular
~

actions of the particles of stone; a subject on which, we
regret to say, that our information has been hitherto
very scanty. The writers of this article have, at pre.
sent, a series of experiments in some forwardness, which
will throw much light on this, as well aBon many other
departments of architecture. Meanwhile, that we may
not disappoint too reader by leaving the subject un~
touched, w.eshall endeavour to draw some information
respecting it, from the present state of our knowledge.
and the dimensions of structures already existing.
The question evidently depends on the amount of
the tangential pressure. At the crown this is the
horizontal thrust. We shall suppose all the joints
to be duly drawn to equilibration, the sections fairly
abutting on each other, and no weakness arising from
acute angles.
Stone, it is said, will carry from 250,000 to
850,000 Th avoirdupois per foot square, and brick
300,OOOTh. They have been made practically to

carry

.a-

of this, and even more. The pillar in the

~entre of the Chapter House at Elgin carries upwards of 40,OOOThon the square foot, and there was
formerly a heavy lead roof on it. It is a red saud
stone, and has borne this pressure for centuries.
We shall therefore take 50,000 Ib per foot as a
-load, which may be safely laid on every square foot
in the arch. A cubic foot of stone weighs aboutl60Th
per foot; and brick weighs less. Suppose, therefore, the arch to be one foot thick at the crown, and
the keystone one cubic foot, it will bear a horizontal
thruat of 50,000 ID, that is, 312~ times its weight.
But, 50,000: 160 :: R: Tang. 11' 0" 3''', which will
be the angle of the key-stone in that case. So that
. an

arch of 312j; feet r~ius, or a semicircularilrch of

625 feet span, might bear to have a k«y-stoneof
a
foot aeep, without risking its being crushed more
than in structures which aave already stood for many
:years. And this may be called the limit of stone
arch building; for if we double the depth of the stone,
we will thereby double the weight also, and its ratio
to the horizontal thrust will still be the same. Indeed this limit does not much exceed what has been
actually executed. A considerable portion of the
bridge of Neuilly is an arch of 250 feet radius; and
Gautier mentions a platband in the church of the
Jesuits at Nismes, the camber of which, after settling, would n:ake it a portion of an arch of 280 feet
radius. The length or span is 26j; French feet, the rise
only 4 inehes, and therefore the diameter of its circle
would be 560 English feet.
This singularly bold platband was made under the
conduct of Pere Mourgues, after the design of Cubisol, an able architect. The stones are 1 foot thick,
their depth is 2 feet towards the key, and 2 feet 4
inches at each end. It had a camber gi ven it of about
6 or 7 inches, and descended near 3 inches on striking
the centres. ( Gautier. )
We see, that the horizontal pressure does not determine the vertical thickness of the arch-stone. But
3S we pass down the arch, it is plain that the butting
surfaces must increase, in proportion to the increasing
~angential pressure.
At sixty degrees from the vertex1 granting that
\'OL. I'Y. PART Il.

the arch is equilibrated, the depth of the arch-stones Theory.
must be doubled; and though the equilibration be
r--'
carried no farther, yet, at the springing or horizontal
joint, a small increase will still be necessal'}'. The
ratio. will soon be found. To the square of the
weight of the semi-arch, add the square of the horizontal thrust, the square root ~f .the s~m is the pre~sure at the springing.
If we dIvide this by the ~OI'.
zontal thrust, it will give the thickness at the sprInging, compared with that which is necessary at the
crown. Or if we divide it by 312f, it will give the
smallest depth of joint which should be used at the
springing.
The thrust and weight are supposed to
be given in solid feet. If given in pounds, divide the
above quotient by 160, or divide at Qnce by 50,000.
Example.
Required the thickness of the lower
joints for a semicircular arch, when the weight of a
section of a foot in breadth from the crown of the
arch to the springing is 60,OOOtO, and the horizontal
thrust is 20,000 to,. which answers nearly to a 60
feet arch, 4 feet thick at the crown. .
60
20
50,OOO)63,250(
60
20
1,265 feet,.
3600
400 or I foot 3f inches nearly; of
400
cours!.' the vertical section, or
4.000(63.25
key stone, might be only
36
;gggg=f of a foot, or 4f
inches, if ~twere necessary SG
123)400
to reduce It.
369
-310 &c.
For another example, take a 50 feet arch, having
5 feet thickness at crown. The semi-arch may be
found sufficiently near, by multiplying the half span
into the half height to the road, viz. 25 X 15=375.
Asd the horizontal thrust 5 X 25= 125 fec:t of stone,
375'=140600,
125'=13625,. their sum is 156250.
the square root of which, divided by 312i, gives
1.265, or I foot 3 inches; and here again the verti.
cal section mi g ht be 125 , or 4~ inches only"
312i
If we calculate upon the same principles, the depth
of arch stone at the spring course of a semi-circle of
100 feet span, 10 feet thick at crown, we shall
find it to be 5 feet, and at the crown the depth may
be 19 inches. In the .great arches of the bridge of
Neuilly, the thickness at the crown is about 4 feet 8
inches, the. span 128.2 feet,~and height 32. The h.°rizontal thrust is great, the crown being drawn wIth
a radius of 150 feet; consequently this arch would.
require.a depth at springing of about 4 feet. :But
when the centre was struck, the crown of this arch
descended 23 inches, which has rendered it a portiOR
of a much larger circle, and has gre~tly increased
the horizontal thrust.
After all,. the pressure at"
the ~ringing. is scarcely .grea~e~ than in the hst
example, and the depth of J0111tthere need not
have exceeded 5 feet. It is nearlithree times that,.
and even at the

crown

the thickness

is

t

greater

than the increased thrust would require. We trust,
therefore, that, in spite of the great risk this singular
arch has run, it may yet long remain a monument of
the skiU and boldness of the able architect who de.
signed it.
3s
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It may be proper to observe, that the French ar~
chitects Pert'onet and SoufRot, made an experi~
ment on the strength of the stone of which it was
composed. They founq, that a cubic foot of it, which
,weighs 152 tb, required 240,000 It). to crush it. In
,the above~nvestigation we have onlytakeo it ~t 50,000.
. The thIckness at the crown of the arch, canlJot,
.witb propriety, be reduced 50 much as we have supposed in the above ~xamples. This part of the
structure is liable to pe strained transversely. And
it has been found, that wheu stone, or other matter,
is bearing a great pres~ure longitudinally, its strength
against a tl"ansverse strain is thereby much diminished.
,But, independent of that, there is another cause for
preserving the crown of a greater thi..:kness. The
,varying pressure of carriages would be apt"to pro.
duce some motion among small stones; this would
chip away their angles, and accelerate the destruction
of the building.
But there is seldom any necd for
,this..reduction. In most cases, it would ouly be additionallabour.

descend. Our principal care then must be, that the Theory.
pier does not overset, by turning on the farther joint ~
E of its base, as a fulcrum. Take a in the horizon- i~~~G .
tal joint, Aa as the centr.e of pressure. Draw a V Fj~. 6.
to represent the weight o~ the semi-arch, and VT the
horizontal thrust; then T a is the ultimate pressure:
and if, when produced, it faUs within the base of the
pier, it is perfectly obvious that it can never overtura
it. And this is altogether independeut of ihe weight
of the pier; for if that werc a mass of ice, immersed
to the springing in water, the case would be exactly
,

the same.

But the pier itself has a con,siderable stability, arising
from its own weight; and evcQ tlwugh the direction
of the ultimate pressure of the arch alone pass out of
the base, the tendency to overturn the pier may be
balanced by its weight. This weight may be supposed concentrated in the centre of gl'avity of the
pier, and of course to act in the vertical line which
bisects it.
Its cffect will b~ nearly found by laying off in that
line from tbe point q, where the direction of the ulti.
mate pressure of the aj"ch intersC'cts it, qr=to the
OF PIERS.
weight of the pier, and taking qs=the ultimate presQ~ Piers.
THE piers and abutments of a bridge must be so sure=aT, aud completing the paraIJe1ogram, the dia.
gonal drawn from q will represent the direction and
constructed, ,that each arch may stand independent
of its neighbours.
Forthough, by the mutual abut- magnitude of the united pressure of the arch and pier.
ment of ar<;h against arch, the whole may rest upon This is not strictly accurate; it would be so if a and q
coincided, which is the casewithasingle arch standing
very slender piers, if onl:e the structure is erected;
yet, as they must be formed singly, and are exposed on a piUar: but in general, the ultimate pressure is.
to many accidents, it will be, best to contrive them, still more favourable than this. Its direction at any
that the destruction of one arch may not involve' in it p<>intis in the tangent of a curve, which approaches
the vertical as we descend, since the proportion aritbat of the whole.
sing from the weight of the pier increases with its
Some of the writers, on the principles of bridges,
ill treating this department of their subject, have beight.
In order to find analytical expressions for these
"found it necessary, by the help of the higher calcu1us, to find the centre of gravity of the semi-arch. forces, let the horizontal thrust of the arch =t. The
~rhe solution of the problem, we are convinced, so weight of the half arch =a, and that of the pier
=p, the height of the pier to the springing of the'
far as it is useful in pl"actice, lies much nearer the
surface.
arch =It, the breadth at the base =0.
The ,r~ader has already frequently seen,that the
1. Then the horizontal thrust actin-g in AG~
ultimate pressure may, in every case, be reduced to .tends, to overturn the pier, and its force round the
,two others, viz. the weight of the semi.arch above, fulcrum E will be represented by multiplying it by,
and the horizontal thrust.
In the equilibrated arch, the perpendicular distance AD= viz. h X t.
this presstire is directed perpendicularly to the joints
2., The weight of the pier acts in the direction BC,.
,of the sections; and these being usually drawn at and its effect will be represented by multiplying it by
:right angles to the curve, the pressure is in the direc- the leverage CE, viz. p X .}b.
tion of the tangent to the arch. Hence, we have
3. 1;'he arch acts with the leverage EK, which is:
.often called it the tangential pressure. Upon this Dot equal to the breadth of the pier, by the part
principle, however, when the cunre springs at right
KD;::AU,
say.} of the depth of the j.oint at the
angles to the hbrizon, an infinite pressure is required
springing. This will never exceed one.fourth of the
'In the vertical d!rection,-a supposition which cannot breadth,when two different rings of arch.stOnes rise
have place il'l practice. We must accordingly call in from the same pier, unless the pier widen below..
the assistance of friction in that case; a force which C,ul EK, therefore =+b.
.
may be set in opposition to the horizontal thrust, and We have no\v ltt=}h p+tba;
whence~
which, 'increasing with the superincumbent weight,
ht
4ht
and consequently,.
1st,
0=
--"ery fortunately keeps pace also with what it is in-i-p+t a- 2p+ 3 Cl'
tended to oppose'.
To
find
the least bn:adth of tbe pier at its base,
Granting, then, that the friction is so contrived,
upollt.he principles already explained, that there is divide the horizontal thrust by half the pier added.
half arch. Multiply the
no danger of any slide at the hori2;outal or springing to three foul1.hs 'ofthe
joint; it will be readily admitted, that no slide is height 'of the pie!"by the q u.otient.,
1
b(~p+{,a) t Ilat
. IS~
.
1ikclyto take place inany horizontal course below
2d,11=;---[--,
!lbat; till \\'C'arrive at the foundation; for the disturb1ag f9rce 15constant, but the friction increases as we. The height-of a pier to "the,springing,having <1
4:
,

'

=

,

,

'
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Tlleory.
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or the weight of the pier cannot be less than the
excess of the horizontal thrust multiplied by twice
the height of the pier, and dividl'cl by the base,
above one and a half times the semi-arch.
In the above determination it may be observed,
that we consider the weight of the pier as independent of its base. Now, though it may be said with
propriety, that the weight of the pier cannot be
knolvn until wc know its thickness, which is the
very thing sought, yet a little consideration will
shew, that we may give different magnitlldes to piers
\vhich h,n'e equal bases, and that, either by altering
the outline of their sides, the density of their structure, the gravity of their materia]s, or the weight of
solid matter over them, we may therefore, when the
ba8c is given, apply thc weight necessary to keep
the pier in equiJibrio, provided this does not require
the pier to be any more than a solid mass up to the
roadway. Should the base a~sllmed admit of the pier
being much less than the solid parallelopiped, we
may diminish it in various ways; as, 1st, By opening
arches over the pier, where, in case of floods, we
will procure an addition to the water-way; a practice very usual in. the ancient structures: or, 2d, By
,tapering the pier towards the springing of the arches,
or by, making each pier only a row of pillars in the
line of the stream, arching them together at top; a
mode which may perhaps be objectionable in a waterway, but which would have a very 8triking and light
effect in laud arches. Something of this kind has
been done by Perronet at the Pont 8t Maxence.
When piers indeed are to he exceedingly high, as
in the columns which are sometimes employed in supporting a lofty "'que-duct, the best way is to make
them hollow, and give them stability, by enlarging
the base. They will, in that case, press less on the
foundations, be less expensive, and they may be
greatly stiffened by hooping.
Indeed it is not usual to make piers solid all the
way up to the road; the spandrel-waIls are carried
back so far as to unite with those of the neighbouring arch, are locked together by a cross wall just
Over the middle of the pier, having also walls longitudinally, and the whole arched or flagged over from
ipandrel to spandrel just under the roadways.
Nevertheless, as the case of solidity will enable us
to assign a limit to the breadth of piers, which it
may be proper to be acquainted with, we shall proceed in that investigation.
The weight of the pier in that case will be as the
rectangle under its height and thickness, expressing
the. weight of arch and pier by the cubic feet of
stone. The pier indeed wiIlbe somewhat more; for
the sterIings or breakwaters; at each end, will add
60mething to its stability; and this will be still further increased in proportioD to the horizontal push,
if the whole bridge be wider at the foundation than
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at top, as is very common. ~xcluding these colla- Theoryteral advantages, we shall consider the whole as rec- '-.r--'
tanguIar, and then the stability may be found in the

given base and weigl1t, is fonnd' by adding the half
pier to three fourths of the arch, multiplying by the
breadth of the base, and dividing by the horizontal
thrust.
_Hf-+ba_2h.t
3d ,p-{,-b---bl'-raj

longitudinal section. We have already b :=.~t_,
~p+ta
and in the case of a parallelogram 1P=+h(lt.+c), c
being,the: height from springing to the roadway. By
substItutIOn there arises.} b' (ll

+ c)

Clb==ltt ;

+ i- we have
and, by resolvjng this quadratic equation,
h-j2/it

3!!.__ '_--~
+ 4-("+C~:(lI+C)

(
)
(
or t 1IUS, u == j 2 +c)ht+.rar-~a
"--lz+c
-

ll+c

1,

1.

.

r

as a lor-

mula fOl"the thickness of solId piers to support equilibrated arches; and it must be observed, that if the
arch be understood to' act otherwise than at t the
thickness of the pier, this coefficient may be altered
accordingly.
As an example of the use of the above, take an Explana- .
arch of 100 feet span, six feet thick at the crown tinn of the
and semicircular. The horizontal thrust is 6 X 50 formul~.
=300 cubic feet; and let us take the weight of the.
half arch as =1200 at a medium, r.ince, on account of
the open 5pandrel, it may be considerably varied. Suppose the arch sprung at 18 feet high, then k+c:=.74.
211 t
,=,,18. 300 -146 ,
-

ll+c -

3.1200'
also

4.741

74

-

Sa

==

(4(h+c) .)" =147.93,

and .v146+B7~93:=.17.14,
from which subtract

=12.17, we have 4.97'4(1~;C)
or 5 feet nearly, for the thickness of the pier,
which is not one-twentieth of the span. In an ex~
ample nearly the same as this, 13 feet ,has been
given by an eminent mathematician for the thickness
of the pier; but the reason is, that the stability
which the pier derives from the superincumbentarch,
has n.ot been taken into consideration; an oversight
the more extraordinary, since it is evident, that unless
this weight did bear completely on the pier, it could
have no tendency whatever to overturn it.
Suppose that c in the above formula is =0, or,
what is the same thing, that the pier is can-ied ne
higher than the springing,
3a
3a'
we have b=
2t
4Jz l
4k
And in an arch of the above dimensions,
Sa
3X1200

j +

2t=600,

411= 4X 18 =50, whenBquare~
=~500
.vSIOO-50=55.68-50=5.68nearlr,
or about
a seventh part more than the former. We see therefore bow little the stability may depend on the mere
weight of the pier.

We may have a proof of the accuracy of this ,determination, by "Comparingit with the formula urst
'

given for the thickn~ss of piers, viz. b;=~
kt ,
:}p+ J a'
or the overturning force, wiu be 300 X 18~5400.
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Theory. The piel' in the first case, taking it at 5 feet, will be
!) X 74 =370, and {..p
+:la will be 185+ 900 or
1085; multiply this l1y 5, we have 5425, a little
more only than the overturning force, as the thickJless was taken at 5 feet, which is a little in excess.
The reader, if he chooses to go through the calculation for himself, will find 4.97 agree exactly.
In the second case, the pier =5.68 nearly, X 18
=102.24., and its half =51.12, which added to 900,
and multiplied by 5.68, gives 5402.3. A trifle in
exce~s, because 5.68, like the former, is only an approximate number.
The weight of the pier in this case making so
small a part of the whole resisting force, we may
l'eadily believe, that its total immersion in water
would make no great addition to the requisite thickness. Stone, when so immersed, loses about j of its
weight, being in specific gravity about 2} times that
{)f water; and, in the above example, were the whole
pier under water, it ought to be about a fiftieth part
thicker.
We have hitherto supposed the arch equilibrated,
at least as far as is conveniently practicable, in which
..ase the horizontal thrust is represented by the rectangle under the radius and thickness at crown.
:But if the equilibration of the arch has not been attended to, we must consider whether any uncommon
weight about the shoulders may not produce, by the
help of friction, a thrust in the arch fully equivalent
to what would arise from a greater thickness at the
crown; and our calculations are to be regulated accordingly.
On. the other hand, we have &,iven the arch a
weight in the above example which is nearly that of
soli~jty. But in general the arch weighs much less.
Tbe most common case, where the stability of the
pier is any W9Ydoubtful, is' when it carries no more
than the ring of arch-stones, and before it is assisted
by the weight of the superincumbent backing.
The
weight keeping the pier steady, is now much dimi.
nished; while the horizontal thrust is unaltered;
for, if not propagated by weight, it is by means of
the friction of the sections propagated to the pier,
so as to act against it in the same manner as if completed.
.
Now, as it is by no means likely that the arch
will be made thinner at,the spring.courses than at
the crown, while any additional thickness of the
former is always in favour of the piers, we shall proceed tlpon the supposition, that a. regular annulus,
or ring of stones, is laid on them everywhere of equal
thickness. Suppose this thickness, as before, to be 6
feet. In.that case the semi.arch of the above dimensions

--r-

measures 499.5, or 500 feet, and

,.sa..;..,

~1500

- 471-,;,.1600+: 4.18 " \

~

(~~)'

1500-

4.18-32.13-20.83,

or Ilk feet for the breadth of the pier. But itis
by 110means' likely that the arch would have 6 feet
thickness of crown in these circumstances; 2, or'at
most 3 feet, would, in all probability be thought
rufticient' for-a depth of keystone; and a ring .of
3

arch-stones 2 feet deep will require a pier of 9 feet TheGry.'
only. If we build up the pier behind the springing ~
for about 6 feet, this thickness may be reduced to
8 feet; and it will be absolutely necessary to do so
in a ca5e of this kind, to prevent the lower sections
,
of the arch from sliding away.
The above example is taken for a semicircular
.arch; and thuugh the reader must see, that the
thickness of the pier is in .no certain .proportion to
the span, it is nevertheless obvious, that those
writers who derive it from that, have hitherto erred
considerably in excess. It is usually stated at i f01'
semicircles; but we .see, that in the most unfavourable circumstances,

it need not exceed

i

of the span,

and may often be made much less. This, however,
we state with limitation, referring to the height of
pier above given; for were the pier much higher, it
must be made thicker; if the pier be infinitely high,
the weight of the arch sinks into insignificance, and
the thickness, =¥ 2 t, which in the above arch 6
feet thick is =24{. feet nearly, and in general, if
the~bickness

)

at crown

2
21"
n = T) ;,

thickness = s

- n!.of radius, then ¥2t=

that is, takingsthespan,m=2n,

the

j

.!..; whence this rule for the
m
thickness of a pier of infinite height. Find what
part the thickness at crown: is of the span, extract
the square root, and multiply it by the span for the
thickness; or thus, multiply the diameter by the
thickness at crown, and extract the ~quare root.
One of the loftiest bridges with which we are acquainted is that of Alcantara, over. the Tagus, in
Spain. It is stated by Don Antonio Ponz, in his
TT,age d' Espana, to consist of six arches,: ~he two
largest 110 feet in span, the water atthe lowest is.
42 feet deep; from the surface of which, to the beginning of the springing of the middle arches, 87 ;
and from thence to the upper surface, 76; which,
with the 4 feet and a half of parapet, make the
whole 205 feet and a half, (more eorrectly, 209}).
Ti\king then the thickness at crown as equivalent to
16 feet, and the diameter 110, thethickneS<! for an
infinite height should be 42 feet. They are 38 in
thickness, and 129 feet high. Let us now try this
thickness by the geReral formula given in the earlier
part of this Section.
The lower or immersed part 42 feet high, and 3S.
broad,' is 1596;

but of this

f

are to be deducted

on

account of the immersion, leavin~ for that part958~
The pier from thence to thespnnging
is 87 by 38,
or 3306. We must suppose such a pier built up be.
tween the arches to.at least t of the height, or about
20 feet; but on account of a set off which appears
in the design, we shall suppose the breadth still 38
on, an average, which makes 760, and the whole pier

5024, and its half is 2512.

To this add

%

of the

semi.arch; say % X 55 X 16=660, and we have.3172.

By this num.ber let us divide the product p£ the horizontal thrusJ and height of pier, that is, 16 xM
X 129= 113520, and we find about 36 feet, very near-
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TheOry. tbe a~tuaI breadth.

Are we to look up?n this near

coincidence as the effect of chauce, of SCience,or the
---v-'
.habit
of the builder? We rather think of the first.

When the arch is a segment less than a semicircle,
a greater thickness of pier becomes necessary. For
the span continuing the same, we must either make
the arch a part of a circle of greater radius, which
would increase the horizontal thrust, or we must, in
order to obviate that, diminish the thickness at the
crown. In either case the weight of the arch is diminished, and with it the assistance which it gives
to the stability of the pier.
Take a segment of 100 feet span and the versed
$ine 40, and suppose the pier 18 feet high, and the
arch 6 feet thick in the crown, as in last example.
The radius of this arch will be 51.25, and the thrust
207.5. The weight of this arch will be less than
the former..let us take it at 110.0, and if the calculation be compl('ted, as in the first example, the thickness of pier will be found. ':=5.35 feet.
But supp~se the piel' carried. no highe: t1ian the
spring and rmg of archstones, SIX feet thick, firmly
bonded into it. The half arch will be 443 cubic feet;
the thrust will remain as before; and from,the formula
we have for the thickness of
2t+:~
\'- ~~,
the pier 13.35 feet.
And for a ring of stones 2 feet thick, we have
9.35 feet only;.
.
As another example, take a segment of 100 feet
span with a rise of only 25 feet, or, in other words,
an arch of 12Q degrees, let the height of the pier
and vertical thickness be as before. The radius will
be 65! feet, alld the thrust, where the crown .is 6
feet thick, will be 393, taking the half arch at 775;
we have for the pier 7.46, and a similar increase be'comes necessary in the other cases.
.
If the versed sine of the same arch be reduced to
10 feet, the radius is then 130 feet, and thrust :=780.
the arch being taken as every where 6.feet, we find
very nearly 40 feet as the thickness of pier: it will
be exactly 40 feet if a horizontal arch with joints
drawn to a radius of 130 feet be introduced in its
stead.' The enormous thickness of pier 'which becomes necessary for these fiat segments, precludes, in
a great meaSUre, the possibility of employing them in
practice; and indeed we do know, that a horizontal arch of 100 feet must be, in a gre-at measure, a
visionary structure.
There is an interesting subject of enquiry, which
might not be unappropriatelynoticed here, we mean the
lowest versed sine that can be used for arches in pro~
portion to the span. We conceive this, however, as.
in a great measure a practical question.W e have already given some idea ,of the greatest possible arch
of stone or brick; a segment of that circle may, of
course, be employed in any situation, but the piers
(if the arch be of considerable span and height to the
springing) must be made very great. Indeed the
investigation depends intimately On the thickness .of
piers. We ought to know the dimensions, of the
largest pier that can. be trusted, and t!Jis, we cpn.
ceive, depends chiefly on the care of the mason;' for
b:=j
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stone, and especially cement, is a compressible Bub- Theory.
stance; and when an arch is very flat, a very small '-.r--'
yielding at the springing produces an enormous de.
pression 'at the crown, insomuch that there may be
reason to dread, lest the arch pass down below the
horizontal line, and fall to pieces before the stability
of the abutments can be acted upon. A compression
in the joints is equivalent to a yielding at the abutments, and appears equally difficult of remedy.
In great horizontal thrusts, where the segment is
flat, the immersion of the pier in water comes to have
an important effect. On the weight of the pier, in
those caees, the stability chiefly oepends, artd a deduction from that of two fifths must be compensated
by enlarging the thickness. For example, in the arch
of 100 feet span, with 25 feet rise, and piers 20 feet
high, the ring of stones of 3 feet at the ,crown may
beset 011 a pier of 14 feet broad, takIng the half
arch at 180 feet. But if the pier be set in water to
the springing,

it will lose

T of

its weight;

and its

breadth must be increased nearly to 16i feet ere it
has the same degree of stability as before. The
truth is, that. in this case the stability derived from
the pier itself is nearly as much as. that derived from
the arch, (conceiving this always concentrated in the
middle of the half of the pier,) a diminution of T
from the pier, therefore is T of the whole, and must
be provided for by an increase of breadth, not just
equal to r; for we must ,Qbserve, that the stability
derived from the arch is also increased thereby.
But indeed 'the immersioa of the pier, ifit be \'Cry
tall, that is, if the depth of water be great in propor"
tion to the span, will demand attention, although the
arch should not be very flat. In such a <rase, the
stability arising from the pier is often as great as
that which is derived from the weight of the arch.
It. can seldom be greater, and consequently can seldom requil'C an addition of more ~han one fifth of
that breadth, which would be s~fficient were there
J!.oimmersion.
We might easily give a theorem for this in, rectangular piers; but it is .hardly worth while; the
effect of any addition is easily determined in the first
formula; whie:b we think, on the whole, although
only tentative, the most convenient rule for the prac~
titioner.
But although the total immersion, even of a lofty
pier, will seldom require any gr.eat alteration in the
thickness, there is yet another circumstance which
well deserves attention. Bridges are often built, especially in a tide-way, with the arches springing below:
the high waters; we have in that case a diminution
fyom the weight of the arch itself, but unless the
keystone be under water, the. horizontal thrust is un~

changed; . we must, accordingly,in our calculation.

make the same diminution for .thCj.tpart of the arch
which is thus immersed, as we' dUdin the above example for the piers. The result will oblige us still
;more to increase the. thickness Qfpier.
On the whole. we may conclude from this investi.
gation respecting the piers, that the increase. of
breadth which may...be, and usually is given to the
pi~r, '.ls of much less importance, on account of the
weight that is thereby gained, th~n by its increasing'
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s1'o
'lI'h<!ory. the length of that arm of the lever, whereby, the
weight of the whole resists the effect of the hOrizon.
tal thrust oversetting it.
Instead, therefore, of building up the pier with
perpendicuJar sides~ we should think it more advisable to. begin the foundation of the pier on a base
much .wider. than .usual, and from thence, by regular
recesses, or .otherwise, gradually to diminish it, until, at
the springing of the arch, i~does not ex;ceedthe dep.th
of the two archstones, wlllle the out]llle of the pIer
may be. a curve of any shape th<:t i. most pleasing.
Many advantages would, in our opinioll, be obtained
by thisc~mstruction : the water way will be enlarged;
the pier eql1aHy strong; the stability equally great,
nay, much great~r than usual; and the chalice of the
foundatiom being burt in 100ds will be greatly diQi.nish~d : .and all this with a smaller quantity of mat~rials.
Before we take leave of the stability of piers, it
wilt be ,'proper to request the reada's attention a
little longer to a case which we have hitherto but
slightl::y.noticed, we mean when the waters come to encroach on the crown of the arch. In this event, the.
stability arising from the arch ,is diminished by the
loss of weight in all that part which is immersed.
The horizontal force acts .as before; it will be propagated tbroJJgh the immersed arch stones. The
weight of the pier is diminished by the immersion.
Altthis
must be compensated by an increase of
breadth in the pier.
, Suppose the waters to rise to the key-stone, the
horizolltal thrust is stilI unaltered, and is propagated
as before; the intermediate arch stones, however,
lose two.fifths of their weight, and, suppoeing them
jointed to equilibration, they will all have a tendency
to rise3nd slide up. This is particularly the case with
theJowerstones of an arch with radial joints, for we
know that these :havesuch a tendency independent
of this. :What therefore is there to. pl'event them?
Their mutual friction, and the back or lateral pressure only.. Their friction, however, is now much diminished,and so is the weight
of the backing, 011
.

-v-

expected. The side walls, orpat-apet, may be so Theory.
formed as not to admit the water to enter, at least~
not wi;h sufficient rapidity. The arch itself, we are
sure will not, for it is all laid in mortar. Now, in
the ~veJlt of the a;ch being forme? with OPC?work
in the..haunches, it will not, we thl11k, be gomg too
far to say, that there may ~e, a point to which, if
the waters arrive, the whole weJght of the .arch may
be balanced by the hydrostatic pressure upon. the in-trados; and in that case, it would be shoved. off in
one mass by the pressure of the ~tream.
This is by no means ev~n an lmpr?bable supposi.
tiOD, for the key-stone Itself .wIll beg-m to. move
whenever the. waters rise one and a half times .jti
thickness above the solid matter at the crown; .and it
will readily be granted, that ,every other sec.tion.is'
prc8sing strongly upwards by that time. It may, indeed, be alleged, that the pressure of dead weight
over them would keep them down long after .that,
and this we do not deny; hut the derangementwhidl'
it is likelywiIl have taken place among the lower
stones, by such a pressure acting from the points of
the wedges, will, in all probability, be such as tQ
render the destruction of the arch inevitable.
.
For example, take a stone of a foo~ sq,uare, and
4 feet. deep in thesoffit, .near the spl1ngmg oLan
arch of 40 feet rise; suppose the arch full, this,stone
is pressed back with the weight of 40 {:ubic'.'feet of
water; that is, a force of four times its own weight,
and as a similar force, th9ugh, gradually lessening,
acts upon every other stone to the crown of the arch;
it is, we think, very obvious, that their united effect
is likely to be of much more conseq\1ence than the
thrust of the '!!rchstones.
But we may find another opportunityJor rendering these motions'somewhat mOre. precis.e, by sub~
jecting the forces to calculation,.' when ~e .~o~e'to
treat OfCULV,ERTS;under INLANDNavzgatZ()1Z,the
chief case where such a process is likely to occur';- a1)4
which, from that circumstance, require some peculiar
maxims of construction.

account of the immersion.

PLATE
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Fig.5.

In drawing the limit of position for the joints to
be equilibratedby,friction,
therefore, in Fig. .5. we
ought to diminish the lengths on the line, the key
section o.nlyexcepted; and' observe .the effect on the
positii>nofthe joints ; the general effect will be, to
make these joints. approach nearer to the vertical, or,
in other words, to draw them to lower :centres ;' and,
if we are so inclined to admit of the arches being
.Hatter segments, this observation is of .use,and should
be? attended to in the formation of culverts, &c.

OF THE FALL. UNDER BRIDGES.

The'piers of a bridge form an obstacle in the way Of the faH
.
of the waters, and' willc,anse them to rise abov:e the. un.der
bridge:.
~eneralleveI.' The same body of water which flows
in the open channel must be conveyed through the
openings of the .bridge,. T he. narrower that pa.ssage"
iit, the swifter must be the. current. And this additional swiftness is only to be produced by a descent
from a greater height.
Consequently, the water
w:b.,ich are ~ften glutted.
will acc.umulate above the obstruction, until it runs
.
Sl,lppose, now, the waters to 'rise even higher than off as fast as it comes, or until the velocity iri the
the keystone, the weig.ht of the keystone itseIf,becontracted water-way be to that in the open channel,
i.ng diminished, the arch will be in the very same pre- reciprocally as the relative sections of the stream.
<iko,1mentasif it were formed entire] y 0 f materials of
Granting that the velocities of the running water
a smaner specific gravity than before, and its chief are such as would be produced by falling from a eel'''
danger will arise .from the transverse action of the tainheight above the stream, a principle which is at
.stream tending to overset it.
anyrate sufficientIyjustfor our purpose, it follows
. This wilI be the case 'when the'water, having :free that the faIl, or accumulation produced by the ob.
lUgress through the materials, or through the .gut~ stacle, will be measured by the difference between
ters of th~ bridge. rises as fa:at in the interior of the the heights which would be requisite for p.roducing
building as without. Butthi;
is not alwa,ys to be the twO velocities, viz. of the 1'iver in general, "nd
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'Cheory. of the current just under
~
faU a feet in a second of
of 2 a feet per second,
squares of the velocities;
duce the velocity v, we
2

the bridge. But if a body
time, it acquires a velocity
and the heights are as the
wherefore, in order to promust sup'pose a fall from a

..

v'
expressmg v In feet, and neglector v
height = 4a
16-10
inO"that small fraction, whereby the fall of a heavy
b~dy in one second exceeds 16 feet.
But when water is forced from a larger channel,
through a smaller passage, it is observed, tbat the
stream through this passage is contracted., This,contraction has been variously stated. It is probable;. that
the ratio of the diameter of the contracted stream to
that of the passage, is that of 4 t05, or ,;8 to I; ac~
cording to Bo&sut, Michelotti, and Venturi.
~uat gives - 6 to 9, or .66~ to 1.
And Newton 21 to 25, or .81 to 1.
Conse,quently, if c express the breadth of the water-way between the piel's, 1-c is the water. way
contracted;
take b the breadth of the channel,
50
#,c: b :: v;
v the velocity in the contraction;
4c
and to produce this velocity, we need a height, or
o
56 LI
fall, of
;- 64, and the difE:rencebetween that

4C

l

'and the former, or that which produces the original
5bv '
v'
,

velocity v, will be

the fall sought; or
4.8. c j - 8'

The rz'se of Water'produced
Velocily.
Per sec. P. hour.
Ft. In. Miles.

:3
{or 6
tor

J,

~

+

{.f or f

n.lA-

111.
~~.

~

DC$criptiolb of'Ril'er.
'-' -~he bottom

X.

,

I

Obstructions.
+.

I'

Dull
Gliding
Smooth

,

,

,

/

~::::sr-

f

'

dinary
and rapids

To;~e:~:~:~

J

.0017
.O?g~

.42
.8~

.02/6 1.6?

3.33

.1104

.1207 4.09 .1305 4.00/ .14.-62 4..3911.1773 ~!o.5 .248~' 5.
1

,/

,

.

.2146 54 5 .2320 5.4<5 .26oo,5.8j

.3152 6.

1

'

./

I,

.0008 .34 .0009 .35 .0010 .36 .0012 .37
.003'1,.6,
.0036 .69 .0041 .73 .00,:109 .75
~ .0145 1039 .0162 1.46 .0197 1.5
.0134 1.361
.0536 2.731 .05802.68 .065° 2 .93 ..0788 3.

Ouse and mud
Soft clay
Sand

{ordinary} ~~bv~~:\nd

4/yFloods
6iT

Theory.

will also Pe a theorem for it, which ~
l
may be thus expressed.
Add onefourth to tltebreadtJ~ rfthe'rroer, anddi.
vide tlte sum by tile mater-way under the arches; from
tlte square if the quotient subtract unity; 'and multiply
the remainder by the squareoj'ane eighth part ofth",
mean velocity if the- stream.fir the fall in feet.
Upon this principle, the following Table is con.
structed,
It is not so complete as could be wished,
for a g-reat deal depends on the depth of the river;
the effect of which is not so easily ascertained, afld
the due consideration of it would extend'our investigations much further than the present subject would
warrant. We may find another opportunity to com.
municate some further researches on this' matter;
and, in the mean time, what we give here will, we
think, be of no small value to the engineer and
practical bridge-builder.
We have given aseparate
column for the usual designation of the stream, and,
for the' nature of the bottom, which will just bear
the velocities expressed in the first column, that the
use bf the Titble may be extended and facilitated.
For, by this means, a look at the bottom will determine the state and velocity of the river" without the
necessity of measuring it~ We next give tbe head
or fall produced by various obstructions, and the ve..
locity thereby acquired, from whence we are enabled,.
to form an idea of the action likely to take place upon the bottom.

U
ns
U
-911
7r
!I .
t
The current,
which Just be~rs _-=He.ad_of wat~~ and:~cit!
produced at the obstruction in feet.
lIsually termed such velocities, Head. vel'
a ead' Vel. Head. Vel. a ead. vel He od. V...

,

VI.

(54cb 2-1 )v8:

by Obstructions to the Current, as square ended Piers, or abrupt ProJections."

Uniformtenors Gfavel

2*

511

.44..166.66

Bo~~~~~~eand
'soft schistus
Stratified
rocks

II~~:~:ted

.3353 6.82

.36~5 6.94 .406~

7.3"" .4925 7.5

.6900 8.33

1

.4828 8.18 .5320 8.33
1.341

13.64,1.45

13.9

.5840 8.78
1.625

.7092 9.

14.6)11.97

15.

'9936 10.
\2.76

)

16.3
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The rise of Wata pY'oducBd by Obstructions to the Current, &c.-Conti1/llcd.

"'-v--'
Vewci~1J.

The bottom,
Pet-sec. P. hour. The current,
wbich just bears
Ft. In. Miles. usually termed, such velocities,

-i

or 3'
j. or 6

1.
H.
III
I ""'rr
V'
.

~
f

Dull
Gliding

Ouse and mud
Soft clay

H orf Sm?oth
Sand
l~- Umform tenors Gravel

.

Q
r;;rl

V.

~.

VI.

4ytr

x.

6-h

Obstructions. ,

llescriptioll qf Rivers.

0 r d'r::ary
F resues
:-.,

-

}

Pebbles
Shivers and
Ch'109 I e

i-

11

f

}

11

:t.

IJ.

f

Head of water, and velocity produced at the obstructIOn In feet.
VCI.
Head Vel.
He~d.

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

.00~4 .468 .005 .87 .010 .83 .023
.0098 .937 .mw 1.75 .039 1.66 .094
.0393 1.875 .082 2.5
.158 3.33 .375
.1572 3.75 .328 5.
.632 6.66 1.500
.3537 5.62 .738 7.5 1.4£210.
3.375
I

1.75 .096 2.5
2.5
.386 5.:
5.
1.54610.
LO.
6.184
13.914

2.528

6.00

25.

.9825, 9.37 2.050

3.950

9.375

38,

1.4148 11.24 2.952

5.688

.6288 7.5

1.31210.

ExtraOr_

Boulders and
dinary
soft schistus
Floods
Stratified
rocks
!;-andrapids
Torrents and Indurated
-cataracts
rocks

-{

11

,8.20

3.930

We have already admitted, ,that this Table is in.complete, yet it will, in -all probability, answer many
.useful purposes. The science of hydrauJics is as yet
so empirical, that we ('an seldom predict with certaintywhat will be the result of a .proposed.combina.tion. It -isprobable.tha.t the fill. or head, and con.sequently-the velocity acquired, is always .stated 000
high, at least in the earlier part of the Table. For
.the contraction of one fifth of the breadth, is nearly
as much as is observed in a narrow pipe. We have,
indeed, made no allowance,for the contraction or diminution of effect which mayoe supposed to arise
from the friction and other causes in the original bed
of the river. Or, what is the same thing, the additional head which is requisite to overcome this friction, over and above that which is due to the aSSURled velocity.of the stream. And again, the friction
-increasing under the piers, Jrom the increased velocity
of the stream, will require also an additional head of

15,8

13.5

,

56.

37.5

piers of 8 feet thick each, a centre arch of 35 feet,
and two side arches of 20 feet span each. It is only
proposed to lay the foundations two feet below the
bed, and to spring the centre arch 2 feet above the
.usual waters, giving it a rise of one-third of the span.
Let us inquire whether such a structure is likely to
-be durable.
From the Table it appears, that the obstruction
being one-fourth, and velocity 3 feet, the head will
be .2484, or about 3 inches, and is therefore not
likely to encroach on the crown. But the velocity
under the bridge will be 5 feet per second, and, of
.

course, would require boulder &tonesor rock to

.withstandit; the gravel bed will therefore be \:nt np
under the btidge, and to a depth which; although
not easily predicted, 'is likely to be that which will
'make the area of the section cif thecnrrent, allowing'for contraction, as great as where the river is free.
"For this will restore the original velocity, and pre.
water to overcome it. . This, in -smallvelocities,-ana -vent farther damage, provided the pebbly stratum
with small obstructions, is a vet:y great part of the -Jrolds to that depth-; for should the strata below be
whole rise. Its proportion diminishes in the latter :,harder or coarser the damage will be less, and if softpart of our Table. So that, in all useful cases, it is er the.contrary.
likely to.be nearly counterbalanced by the great rate
-Suppose, again, the depth of the ri~r, in its usual
-of contraction we assume.
tenors, to be 3 feet at the left, and 4<feet at the
- In .oraer that the Table should be complete, we right pier. Nothing is more common than such a
must divide it into two parts, one referring to the ve- difference of depth; and it is to be observed, that,
l6city, and the other to the difference of 'level of the whatever may be the cause <if the inequality, the
river's surface, for a space equal to 'the breadth of erection of the bridge does little or nothing to rethe bridge. T-he deptn, too, is a material consideration move it. We may therefore suppose the inequality
in discovering the acguired velocity. But we do not of depth as likely to continue,whate"er other changes
-see the importance of these min'litire, for the requisite are produced.
data ue not to be obtained with similar exactness.
At left Pier. At right pjer.
As an example of the purposes to which~this Ta.
3.
4<.
ble may be applied, It! us suppose that a bridge is to Original depth in feet. .
1.
1.33
be built o:ver a ri:ver of 100 feet wide, the usual ve. Increase for obstruction, t "
locity of which is 3 feel per seco'nd, and, of course,
4.
5.33
the bed is in all likelihood composed chiefly of round And for ~o~traction on the
1.. .
1.33
* prmcIple
above
pebbles. Let these pebbles and gravel be supposed
"
"'"
to extend to the depth of 3 feet, aiJd under that a New depth being as required
stratum of fine firm clay. Let it be proposed to
give the bridge a water-way of 75 feet, that is to say, Deduct
original
depth. .. 3.
4.
two abutments projecting ~ feet each, anI! two Depth cut by the river, in feet 2.
2.()6

}
-;
velocIty.
. . . . . . . . } .. . . . 6.66
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Theory.
The depth cut in. the uniform stratum will not, Let us statethe generaldepth-. . . . . . . =6 . Theo~y.
3.75
~
indeed, be qui~e.so. great as this; for the matter ex:- Add for obstruction f or
cavated will be thrown tIp as a bar across the river
9.75
below t.he -bridge, anrl will add to the depth by For contraction or . . . . .. . . . . . . .
2.44heightening the.surface of the water.
*
12.19
The leftpier,
then, which is only founded two
This gives the depth under the bridge when
.
feet under the bed, may stand well enough,. but the
the general velocity is restored, viz. 5 feet.
right pier is in manifest danger, being undermined
Add T to bring it to tenorvelocity. . . .
8.09
.
nearly eight inches. It must therefore be laid deepIt will cut in the pebbles till the depth is ".. 20.28
er. It ~ill not be sa~e, however, in proceeding
9
deeper wIth the foundatIOn, to expose the smallest Butthereisonly. . . . . . . . . .~. . .
"
part of the clay; for that will move off with a less So that it cuts below the h~d
velocity of current than the gravel or pebbles, and But as there is only 3 feet of pebbles, it passes to the
the 'pier will be still further endangered. Our Table
clay; and as this will not bear more than Tof the
I!hews us, that it will not bear one. third of the velo.. common velocity, the river will cut in it until the
'city of this stream, and, consequently, runs the risk
de.-pth be 60.84, which is far below any security that
of being excavated to a great depth indeed. The
can be given to the structure, without a total change
only safety is in the gravel rolling into the hole thus
of the foundation.
formed, and ultimately stopping it, not, however,
. We assumed, for the breadth of the actual water.
without leaving tbe pier in a dangerous situation.
'Way in the above Table, a 'rate of contraction, which
S\lppose further, that the river is liable to floods, is much the same as tbat observed in the diameter of
and that, from observations of its higher marks, it is a jet from an orifice in a thin plate. This may be
thought that the channel may be in that case 200 going too far, but.we think it advisable to keep the
.feet wide and 6 feet deep, and the progress of the
builder on the safe side of the limits of practicability.
freshes about 3i miles per -hour. What will be the
Square ended piers, and abrupt projections, -arelikely
consequence of such an accident happening aftel' the
to produce as great a degree of contraction, especial.
..
bridge is built over it? '
1y when the river runs in floods, the only case that is
If we take the deptll of the river at 6 feet on an particularly deserving of attention. .
average, the WareT"Way uuder the bridge is only i,
But the discharge through the archeswiIl be maand 'it is probable that the diminution of. depth to- terially improved, by forming the piers with pointed
wards.the shores will. be made tIp by a greater depth
5terlings, and otherwise adapting the.-mto the figure
in the channel, suppose 9 feet: This would encroach
of tbe stream. In rivers; where the arches are wide
on the crown, and place the bridge. in ,a still more in' comparison of the depth of water, the contraction
Yet. adhering to the sup- does not appear to amount to a fourth of the above,
dangerouspred.icament.
" of :h w.e find, that for a 01: one twentieth of the whole water-way. And in
position of an -obstruction
velocity of, 5 Feet (3,4, miles), the head is 3.950; or this, we are confirmed by the experiments of Eytelwein and Bossut. The former of whom states the
about 4 fret, and the acquired velocity_16+~feetpeT
second. This will produce an absolute cataract, and contraction, in such a case as this, to be from 8.02
. .
will 5weep out stones, gravel, and clay, to such a to 7~7, or nearly '1:s'
..deptb, if contjnued~ven for a short time, as will un.
We have, therefore, calculated the following Table
doubtedly destroy the structure.
A pavement, or upon the p~nciple of a contraction of *;
and conceive, .that when circumstances are most favourable,
even an inverted \ITch"will.be an,ineffectual preventa.
tive, in a <;a~e1ik~ thjs. But that we may see the
allowing for the additional friction caused by the obstruction, &c. it wiJI be found to come exceedingly
result more distinctly,
near the truth.
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The Rise of Water produced by Obstructions to the Current, whenformed to dimin£sb.Contraction, as
Piers with pointed Sterlings, <S-c.
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The Rise of Water produced by Oh$truction8 t<Jthe Current, ctc.-C<Jntinued.
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By the help of this "fable, we m~y fleethe effects
likely ta be produced in rivers ~y'the usual acci.
1st, The Bridge in common, Waters.
dents to which they are liable. The velecities above
ten feet produce inundations that' sweep away every,
Original
depth. . . . . . . . 3 . . ." . 4
kind .of structure.
These in tb:~' latter part of tl1e
Obstructiant .,'.
. . 1. . . . . 1.33'
'J:'a'ble are given 'as fair results,p,f the theory, but, in
45.3
fact" they, are impracticable. >"
In, Westminster Bridge, ~~e piers form ab9ut one.
Contraction -/0'
01
:!ixth of the water. way ; it:f:fevelocity is between "2
and 3, feet, .01' more acc9'~ately 2t feit; the head,
4.2
5.6
therefore, wIll be betwee,u';036 and .082, more accu..
Originaldepth. . . . . . ," 3
4
""
rately .045~,or aboutJ#'an
inch; which is exactly,
, Depth cut by the river
tl,Je,gr.eat~st fall obser~d 91 Labelye.
-. . . . 1.2..,. . 1.6,At,L?ndon Briq~~the apparent:~v.ater-wayi~on.
ly cne.fcurth of th~;}jreadth of the m'er, but 18much.. Sa that, the piers are safe in comman waters.
reduct'd by the d#p shot piles, which have been dti-.
ven into the bed:;t6 protect the foundations.' The ve2d, The Bridge in Floods.
locity of th~ stI'eam ;'lbovethe bridge is 3 feet 2 inche~
w~ich, by this Table, would give a head of 2.6 feet,
Generaldepth. . . ; . . . . . . . .. 6
and by the former one 4 feet. 'iVe cannot, suppose
:Add fQt olrstruction,{,or '. .. . ..,
3.'75,
tlIese piles to ~ake .off less than Jone.fifth of the wa.,
ter-way, whJch wDuld make the head. 4'91 by this
9.75
Table. But probably the contraction is greater than
Contraction -io . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.487
th~s Table, suppo~s, col1}ingnearer that assumed in,
the farmer, (whicn' would ha:ve given us a head ()f
D ep thwhe n general velocity restored,
almast 6 feet,) since a fall of 4 feet 9 inches was ob.
9.137
viz, 5 feetpersecond. . . . . . .
.erred, aoout the year. 1730; and theexca-vaticn had
Add"'f
to
bting
it
to
tedOt'
velocity
6.092
be(;omeso v,ery.dangeroilSi as tD suggest the mea.
snre.-QJ!:;J.ltqng .out .one,of the piers of the bridge,
The pebbly stratum will be cut until
aijd, throwing
tyvoarche.s.
into Ol1e~
15 23
,the depth is
The falla~; Blackfriars wiII be somewhat less.l.lu.tthereisonly..
.
.
u" . ... 9~
th~nafWestWinste~, but will notexceeaone
incp.~
In t)le same' ~xample, as before tried, this Table afThere will be cut below thebe'it . . .. 6.23:
fQrds the foV;owing results :,
'
N.ow, since the pebbles extend only. to three feet~
th~ ,waters .pas:> t? thE clay, which bears only'one'tli1rd of thIs velocity, and would therefore require a.
~pthof 45.69, or 36.69 ,below the, bed:, The bridg~
,tnerefore ,cannat. sta-ad.in ',.sucb.fioods ,as.this. Sop,p.os!Otq~n, that it be proposed to n,akea total change
of fo~n~ati<ilcu,as,;~y paving all acrDss the rlv;r.ar
,
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B RID G E.
Theory. ueaJ produced is 2.6725, and velocity 14 feet per
second, which would require a bottom as firm as so"--v"-'
lid rock. 'With good workmanship, however, the
pavement wquld stand a considerable time, especially
if the joints were so carefully closed that water could
not readily penetrate, and work ant the finer mate.
rials in which the pavement was bedded: For, al.
though the water passes through the ar~h with this
great rapidity, yet the general river being in a diffe.
rent train, and running with a much smaller velocity,
will not bring al{)\}gwith it much heavier materials
than the gravel and pebbles of the bed, and these
will not be very injurious to the artificial bed at the
brid ge : For we are of opinion, that it is by no means
the action of the water, but rather the attrition, or
battering and rubbing of the boulders tones, gravel,
and sand, brought down by it, that renders the hard.
est rock liable .to be cut up by the force of a swift
running stream. It is, nevertheless, extremely diffic'ult so to secure a pavement, or inverted. arch, in a
river, that the water will not ultimately carry it
away, even when the river does not run foul in its
freshes. The great velocity which has bee a communicated to the river? cannot be supposed instantaneously to change upon passing the obstruction.
Instead of that, we see a swift current shooting along
in the line of the arches for a great way below the
bridge, while powerful eddies run up in the line of
the piers, casting up at length banks or shoals behind
them, which tend, in their turn, to strengthen and
prolong the original Curl"ent and eddy. Whatever
pains, therefore, we take to secure the pavement or
mverted arch, thi!;strongcurrent mustcut upalld carry
away the materials of the bed behind them; an operation which, if once begun, must constantly go on
with increasing force. The water will have a fall
Over the lower-end of the pavement, and will gradually
wash out the foundation of the outer course of
stones, which being immersed in water, will not be
difficult to move. A few stones dropping out will
add to the pOWer of the stream, by roughening the
bottom. Course will loosen after course, until the
whole presents only a loose mass, ready to be to'm
"Upand swept away by the first ensuing flood in the
riveT.
We cl>uld wish that what we. have said here may
induce persons properly qualifIed to turn -their at~
tention to the subject. We arc convim:ed it is one
()f the most important departments of the art of
bridge. building. Mathematicians have bestowed much
time and pains on the equilibl'ation of archee,-a
matter about which the common bridge. builder seldom seems very solicitous. '>IVehave seen that, in
reality, the usual speculations of that kind have hither~
to led to no one useful practical result. Nay, .if the
deductions of the theory were to be followed too implicitly, they may lead, as in the case 0.£the catenaria,
and even the fiat arch, to. the proposing of weakness instead of strength, and cl'aziness instead of ~tability.
But the security of the...found-ation is that about
which the. practical man is, with reason, most solicitous. He knows that it demands his greatest care.
:An error in that is irremediable, and thei'e it is that
his work generally fails. Give the ancientmechani..
dan only. a place to stand on, and hewould. have moved
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the world; give the modern engineer oR1y a sure Theory.
foundation, he will raise a structure as durable as the "-v--'
materials of which it is composed.
OF

THE STERLINGS

OR EXTREMITIES

.oF THE PEERS.

The reader must before this have seen, that there Of the
would' be a great impropriety in forming the ends of sterling!.
our piers into planes at right angles to the stream;
the water which is thereby shot off abruptly to each
side, obstructs the general current by contracting the
section, makes an increase of velocity necessary, which
at the same time increases the action on the bottom,
and hastens the downfall of the structure.
'rhe bridge. builder, therefore, has in all ages en.
deavoured to obviate or diminish this contraction, b1
building projecting sterIings, or breakwaters, toward$
the stream, with the intention, as it were, of splitting
the current, and cGnveying the waters more quietly
under the arches. Those which point down the
stream in rivel"Swithout reflux, were at first perhaps
built only for the sake of uniformity; for although
probably little less important than the other, they do
not, as they are genef"ally formed, seem calculated to
serve any good purpose.
The form of the sterling has given rise to some
discussion, and bridge builders do IJot yet seem agreed
on what is the best.
For the most part, they
'have been formed into an isosceles right angled tri~ngle in the horizontal plan, having the right angle
facing. the stream; from a notion, perhaps pretty
general among workmen, that this is of all angles the
strongest, The projecting edge rises perpendicularly
till above the surface of the water, and the spring of
the arch; what is higher being merely matter of orlJament, need not be mentioned here. At other times,
the plans of these cutwaters or sterlings have been PLATE
formed into two arches, of 600 each, described from LXXXI.
the two angles of the pier, into a semicircle, or semi~ FIg. 7.
ellipse, on the conjugate; or into other and probably
fanciful figures, as in Fig.}7. Nor are these different
methods without their advocates. Thtls it is said
.for the right angle, that it divides tbe stream best, and
a more acute angle would be too weak; that the semicircle and semiellipse, are best calculated to resist the
shock of a loaded barge, or the like; and the Gothic
intersecting arches, combine in some degree the advantages of both. But it is evident, we think, that
if there be any form, which really deserves a prefer.
ence over -ail others, it must be that which isadaptl'd
to the figure of the contracted stream; and which
delivers the water in such a manner, . as totally to fill
the breadth of the archway. Unfortunately, however, our n9tions of the motions of fluids, are yet so
far from being precise, that it is a matter of no small
difficulty to discover what figure is best adapted to
the purpose in view..
That we may have the dearer conception of this
matter; let us attend a little to the way in which a
fluid in motion may be supposed to act upon any
obstacle.
.
The partiCle moving in the direction EF (Fig. 8) PLATE
would strike the pier with the whole of its for.ce, if ~;xxxr.
the end of the pier was in the line AC, and th~ num- 'lg. 8.
berof these particles will be as AD ; but when the
end is formedjntothetriangle ABC,. thee./fect of
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end AB, CD of the pier~ ancI ~hetner the- first I~- Theory..
mina of particles act by Impulsl~n or .not,-for thts -.r--!
is not a place for metaphysIcal dlSCUSslOlI,-let ano.
PLATE
ther and another succeed, until at length they conp
LXXXI.
stitute a plate or film a? B~, 0: cd DC, ,Possessed of
Fig.7.
the properties of a flUid. fhls ~.J~ wrl~ have had
its direct motion destroyed by collIsIOn wIth the flat
end of the pier. It cannot flow back, for it is stopped
by the adjoinmg and followlllg waters. Let us ~uppose it, for a moment, to be statIOnary. The ,:ccund
film now comes on, and being hindered from passmg
up to the pier by the first film, a? BA, c~n p.roduce
nothing like impulsion upon the.p1Cr,.b~t It wJ11pr?pagate its.force through the fluid film, If) the; way In
whIch only a force is propagated through fluids;
that is in every direction. The pier, therefore, will
receive the impression of the second filmuniml?aired.
but in the way of a pressure only, not as an IInpul.
.
sion.
In the mean time, the first film which is compressed between the pier, and the second film ad,.
vancing, and the waters of which cannot as yet. move
off sidewise, being opposed by the other parts <)£the
stream, hitherto supposed to be at the same level,
.must obey the hydrostatical law, an~ yield to the
impression received, by its waters rising upwards,
the only way ill which they are free to move. There
will be an accumulation C efimmediately before the
pier. The second film will "Iso be raised upon the
same principle, but not so much; the third. will be
somewhat less than the second, and so on. .
.. Now,
it is evident, tha): the superficial waters of..
and the sharper a point we give to the pier.
.
This is the way in which De la Hire, .Emerson, this .accumulation ,be-ing so much higher than the rest
and other writers, have treated the subject. They give of the stream, must tend to slide oft 011all sides. This.
e.quationsexpressing the properties of different forms sliding off will cast them down in inclination towards
ofsterlings; th~ whole being derived from the common the edgest and of course the .greatest elevation will
tl1eories, of the resistance of llUlds, conceiving the be just in the middle between A and B. At the same
impulsion Qf the particles of the fluid to be the same time, the same pressure which produces thisaccumur
lation, or, if it may be so considered, the ve;-y.accu~
as in the collision of hard bodies in free space.
But it is needless to follow this theory much fur- mulation itself will propi'gate, in every direction,
through that film, a corr€sponding pressure. This
ther. We are convinced that it is founded altoget~r
upon an improper.assumptioIl;and,
at any rate, it is will enable the waters of the film to escape at each
of smaUimportance to the point in q.uestion. We think side, by pressing transversely on the passing curreut.
.it may even reasonably. be doubted, whether the best Now.ater could so es<:apewithout such an accumular
forD;1of the sterling be merely that which gives least tion as we speak of; for the 'passing stream, being.
resistancetotb.e stream. Should we not rather en~ otherwise atthe same level, w.ould:rea.ct.,with an equal :
quire after that which guides with most effect.,the wa~ pressure.
ter un.der, the arches, and prevents the dangerous ac.The notion, therefore, of the particles of water be.
tion on.. the foundation? At all events, we cannot iag reflected as in the collision of bodies in free space,
concede, that the mode of action of the particles of cannot be entertained. Speculations fouuded upon.
water is the same which the above theory. supposes, that principle leave out the most remarkable feature
and which is commonly. employed by writers.on this of the case, viz. the fluidity of the water. Yet a trif~
~ubject. It would lead.us into too wide.a digression, ling attention to that cir~umstance,.,render&the. no,. ,
to ,state the reasons which may be given against this tions throughout the whole process. .much more. fa,
doctrine of impulsion j .besides,we shall have another miliar. We have established the fact of th.eaccu.
opportunity of considering the subject more at length. mulaticn. of the fluid irnmediately,in.front of the pier.
See HVDRODYNAMles.
.
.
It is evident .that DOfor.cl: wbateverca~ be, propagaWe SlJall, therefore, at present, only exhibit,..jn a ted thr.ough the. fl.uid, without such. an .accumu.la~
familiilr way, the notion wc'have of the. real action of tion j, we may therefore. consider at once the accumT,la :fluidlqmptioD, w.hic~ although it may.be more lation as the cause, mark, and measure of every sub~
difficult to adapt to the precision of mathematical sequ:ent modification Qf..the ,passing stream,' and we
'lC'dsoning" :will, we aJ7econwnced, be of.more value will find it fully equ~l to theexplanationo£all,th~
to the practicaLbuildeJ:, in. giving him dear concep.. ppenomena.
tiOIlScfthe.actions.
again.t which. he is to provide.
Of the film.of water. in, tbeim01ediat.e neighbourItLATE
Let ab B,A, Fig. 9. and ea DC, Fig.lO.. bea thin hood oLthepier, every:parLis urged laterally wita
LXXXI.
Fig. 9, 10. DImof water, whi£h has advanced.,against the Jlat the same fo.r~e1'liz. the eXCeSS.
of presstl~. produced
Theory.
~

each particle on the plane AB is diminished in the
proportion of the sine of its incidence EFB ; and the
action. on the face being givent the effect of it in the
direction BD, or p!lrallel to th.e axis, wiU be found
by still further diminishing it, in the ratia of the sine
of obliquity.
In the common case then, when the
length of the pier. is in'the line of the stream, the resistance of the pier will be as the square of the sine
of incidence, or. it will be inversely as the square of
the length of the face AB of the pier, that being a
straight line. Otherwise, if .EF represent the abso.
lute fori:e of any particle, draw the perpendIculars
FG, EG, and GB, tll<:1lFG exhibIts the impulse
perpendicuhr to the force AB, aud FH the effect of
that Impulse.in the direction of the axis BD; where,
by the way., it may be obse.-ved, that if the angles
DAB and DBA be equal, that is, if ABC be a
right angle, th<::nare FG and GE equal, also FH
and HE; so that the absolute impulse on the sides
of a rectangular wedge is just half the impulse on its
base. We. might pursue this mede of reasoning
much further.. We should. iiind among other thiugs,
that the absolute impulse on right lined triangles, is
less than on any curvilineal figure; that the impulse
on cylinders, or the front of half cylinders, is just
two.thir.ds of the direct impulse on the base; that
in all other curves, the nearer they approach to the
right lined trrangle, the less. is the impulse upon
them; and it is sufficiently evident, that the impulse
will.be always the less t~e mOl"eacute we make the
vertex Qfthattl-iangle, that,is, the greater projection,
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by the accumulation.. And; upon the supposition
that all the water of the passing stream proceeds
with the same velocity, which, by the way, is not
strictly true, we might conclude that the deflection
produced at the shoulder of the pier is the same at
any depth. Now this deflection will have some pro.
portion to the velocity of the stream. Itevidently
depends on the rapIdity of the current.
In thelan.
guage of mathematicians, it will be a function of that
velocity. SupP?se, for a moment, that the velocity
of. the lateral dIscharge at the shoulder of the pier
he equal'to that of the current, it is plain that these
wat,'rs, with those whIch are immedIately contiguous
in the stream, moving parallel to the side of the pier,
would be projected in.he diagonal of 11square which
:bad the side of the pier as its side. In that case we
must suppose a certain space. immediately behind the
shoulder of the pier to be void of water; and at the
Barn" tim.e,thissoi.t of repulsion will produce a head
of water; or accumulation in th.: strt'am, immediate.
ly beyl1nd that void space. This accumulation will
be propagated from the shoulder of the pier, as a
centre across the arch, at the same time it will he
can-ied down the stream; and accordingly, we do
always see a wave, which proceeds from each ster.
ling or abutment of an arch, and which meet perhaps
a consider~ble way below the bridge: but, at the
same time, and what is of more importance, the waters, which are, as it were, projected from the shoul.
del' of the pier, are not at liberty to proceed in that
direction; having on one side the void space above
mentioned, they are repelled on the other, by the. la.
teral and hydrostatic pressure of the general mass.
This will, of course, act perpendlculady to their
direction, and produce ultimately a sort of gyration
or revolution. The superficial water~ will likewise
tend to run over and descend into the void; as they
descend, they are exposed with the lower waters, to
the lateral pressure of a greater depth; the g.yration
will become more rapid in descending; and its radius of
. curvature shorter. The void will assume the appearance of a-hollow cone, the apex pointing downwards:
The descending water will at length strike the bot.
tom, aud be reflected upwards; the motion of the
apex will still be th!' most rapid, and will thereby
produce that boiling appt'arance which we generally
sce towards the tail of the pier, and for a good way
below the bridge. The gt'neralcurrent is no sort of
obstruction to this reflection from the bottom; it is
perpendicuf.lr to its direction, and therefore neither
helps nor hinders. it, but it is the cause why the vortex is at first elongated in the direction of the stream,
and why, after reflection from the bottom, it reappears considerably below the place of its original
formation.
We have as yet taken into consideration the effect
only of that film which hes in the immediate neighbourhood of. the pier, and assuming it to pass laterally.with. a velocity equal to that of the general
current; .we.have supposed that the primary deflection will be at,an angle of 45°, but the second,
third, &c. films, whilth are in the front of that,
will have a similar lateral discharge, and will therefore ha~e deflected a par.t of, the waters of the
,general current, before the.y have reached the pier
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and the lait film; but the deflection cannot be so Theory.
great, because the accumulation is not so great.
In ~
fact, the first deflection is in a manner nothing. It
is a-nascent quantity; but each succeeding film having
some room made for it by the deflection produced by'
the former, will be broader than it, measuring across
the current, and will in its turn add a little to the
formel' deflection; yet so, that the ultimate breadth
can hardly be much greater than that of the pier,
let the deflection be what it may.
All this while we are speaking of a square ended
pier; and it is now clear, that the water which lies in
a manner stagnared before it, is bounded on the
plan by two curve hnes,. which have their convexity
turned towards the axis of the pier, and are of course
concave on the outside. If this, therefore, be the
most advisablt' form of the sterlings of piers, it is,
in all probability, different from any that have ever
yet bet'n constructed.
Before, however, going further, we mav observe, that the water in the front of
the pier is by no means stagnant; passing in the di.
rection of the stream, every film has a greater velo.
city than the succeeding; it has to supply not only
its own waste by the lateral discharge, but that of all
the succeeding, or rather, perhaps, Its own waste, in
passing throu~h all the succeeding stages. - At the
commencement of the accumuJation and deflection;
the direction, as well as the velocity,. is, in fact, that
of the stream at the pier.; -the velocity in the direc.
tion of the stream. vanishes, for .the whole is de..
flected. .
W~ conceive, therefore, although with greatdif",
fidence, that it is with impropriety, Newton has said.
that the motions are the same as if a certain part of
the water in front. of the pier or obstruction were
frozen, and he conceives this part to end in a point.
No part of the water which is before the pier is perfectly stagnant, and it can therefore by no means be
considered as frozen, neither can that portion of the
water be supposed to come to a point; for,' if we
take, as the quantity of cun-ent intercepted by any
pier, to the lateral discharge at the shoulder, so the
breadth of the pier to a fourth proportional, .it is
plain that, roundly speakmg, we have the distance
on each side of the a.xis, to which this water extends,
at that part of the stream where it may be supposed
to be confounded with the general current; and this
breadth must be something, since the discharge is
.
something..
Giving up then the idea of making a sterlillg, pr
point to our pier, which shall be the same as the
water that is s.upposed to jltagnate before it, we think
the best thiog that can be done ,is to offer somemaxims of construction, which, though they do not constitutea complete rule for the p~rfect formation of
sterlings, will yet serve to improve the practice of
the bridge builder, and preserve him from falling into
gross and dangerous errors..
. Iris evident that all abrupt angles at the junction
of the sterling with the pier are to be. avoided : this
part should be neatly and regularly rounded away, so
as to prevent the gyration. above alluded to,. by giving
the figure of the incipient
part of the curve to the
.
shoulder of the pier. Neither do we approve oHhe
parallelism of the sides of the pi.er. ,A 8mallcon~exity
-
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might be given them with much advantage; and without addino- to the trouble of erection.
It wer; perhaps to be wished, that in the horizontal section of the curved part of the sterling, it should
have a contrary flexnre, so as to make the point of
it, by being as sharp as p05sible, tu:n aside the W?tcl-S
with the greater ease; but this IS attended WJth a
manifest rlisadvantage. The poiut will then be liable
to damage, and the most trivial variation in the thread
of the stream, would produce in an increased degree
all those gyrations we wanted to avoid ; such points
too, in navigable rivers, would be fatal to loaded craft.
But while we do not attempt to give this acuteness
to the pier in the horizontal- section, we may acquire
it with great facility in the longitudinal or vertical sec.
tion. For tbat purpose, the lower courses should be
made gradually to project before the upper, and if the
formation of the pier admits of it, they. may also be
made to project on the sides; but care should be
taken in so doing to attend to the rules we have
formerly given for its stability, and not uselessly to
increase the mass of the pier. As wC descend, however, the courses of the stel"ling should become more
acute, and project further up the stream, aad thus the
pier may be supposed ultimately to end in a mere
point. In short, the figure of a pier, or sterling of
this kind, will have a considerable resemblance to the
sock of a plough,-an instrument which, in its appli.
cation, has a considerable analpgy wilh the sterling.
It may be asked, whether these projecting courses
should be left by the mason in steps, or trimmed
away to a regular curve surface? We conceive, that
there are good reasons for choosing to leave them in
steps. For, independent of the saving of labour:
when the current has any obliquity to the direction
of the pier, it will flow over the acute point of the
sterling, and being reflected by these steps, will be in
a grt!1atmeasure prevented from injuring the bottom.
The safety, however, of craft would seem to make it
propel" torouud away the fore corners of the courses.
As to the point of the pier down the stream, its
figure .must, for the sake of uniformity, be assimi.
lated to the other~ It were well if we could in this
ease apply the corrtrary flexure above mentioned.
The same difficuItiesare not to be dreaded; and al.
though it ma.y not be easy or agreeable to form it
in the horizontal section, yet, by prolonging the tail
down the stream further thaD.usual, we will virtually obtain the same thing. The tail of the pier is of
less consequence to the stability of a bridge, though
it may certainly be ;contrived so as to facilitate the
transmission of the water. Bridges seldom fail on
that side; and as they are usually constructed, there
is an eddy below the pier, which, although it ob.
structs the current, and injures the bottom, yet casts
up a shoal below each pier that serves to protect the
foundations of the building.
Bridgcsbuilt in the way we have now mentioned,
will appear greatly strongel' than those of the usual
construction; and. they will really be so. Indepen.
<lent of their power of preventiug the action on the
foundati.0n at the shoulder of the pier, which .we
have shewn il'.Ian early part of this section to be the
}Jrincipal .cause of the decay of bridges, these ster.

lings will appeal' stout, curved b~ttresses, or as it TheOl",
were knees, to support the lofty side-walls; a~d by '--~
expanding the lower courses of the arch, advantage
may be taken of th,e increased ba?e, to cast the vault
into a kind ()f grom, and thus give a greater degree
of transverse strength to the whole structure.
This idea of extending the lower courses of the
pier, and breaking, as it were, by degre~s, ~he force
of the current, is .not new, and we do not gIve 1tassuch.
It may be seen with various degrees of pe,rfection ~n
many ancient and modern structures, parucularly m
the celebrated Pont St Esprit over the Rhone, which
probably owes in a great '?leasure its end~rance to
that expedient. Bnt we WIsh merely to bnng back
to the builder, a principle which, in modern times,
seems too often to have been lost sight of, and which
was, ~o doubt, originally the result of a successful
expenence.
When necessity obliges us to form a bridge at a
considerable obliquity to the current of a river, a
danger is thereby incurred of producing a gyration
on the lee-boiv of the piers, which will be attended
with all the evil consequences we have already explained. The obstruction to the current may be pre.
sumed to vary with the cosine of the angle of ob.
liquity. and consequently the additional head must
be as the versed sine of that angle. But if ~he sides of
the river be parallel straight lines, the water.wayunder
the bridge will just increase as the secant of the angle
of obliquity, or inversely as the cosine. This will
just counterbalance the obstruction caused by de.
flecting the current, leaving only the reaction of the
bank, and the 1veatlwr-side of each pier against the
stream, to produce the deflection. There will be an
accblmulation on the one sicleof each arch 1:herefore,
and a depression on the other; while a stroDg gyra.
tion will take place on one of the shoulders .of each
pier, and which is likely to be attended with much
danger. The water-way of the arch too is likely to
be much contracted by this cause. All these appear.
ances frequently occur, although the bridge appears
to pass directly across the stream; because in such
a case the bridge has been designed for the Jow wa.
ters, whereas the stream, when in flood, may have a
very different direction.
The course of the river
therefore, above the bridge, ~hould be carefully at.
tended to, especially when the waters are high, and
either corrected, or the position of the bridge adapted to it.
The effect of the gyration at the shoulder of the
piers is curious; and, as it is one of the chief causes
of their destruction, it is well deserving of attention.
The beds of all rivers are porolIs, and will therefore
be glutted with water; which again is everywhere
pressed by the :whole depth in the river: but at the
shoulder of the pier there is a void, so that the bottom at th.at spot will not have the same vertical pressure that there is every where round it. Water will
therefore rise out of the bottom at that place, like a
spring or fountain, and so much the more forcibly a$
the void is deeper. Or, if prevented from issuing, jt
will exert a strong pressure upwards, upon. whatever
forms the bottom of the void. Now, this void be.
ing sometimes even four or five feet de~p, :we need.
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~
and shiver, but even large stones, are lifted in it, and
shoved away by the vertical motion.
For these, and other reasons, it is difficult to as.
certain the exact amount of the obstruction caused.
by obJiquity. Like every other department,of our
inquiry connected with hydraulic principles, experi.
ments al'e yet wanting to assist us in making this a
subject of calculation.
Instead, therefore, of occupying the reader's time
with a mathematical discussion, from which, at pre.
sent, little benefit can be derived, we conceived it
better to offer a few practical remarks on the methods by which the chief difficulties of such a case
may be obviated.
With this view we will venture to recommend,
that whatever the position of the bridge may be with
respect to the stream, the lengthway of the piers
aad abutments should coincide with the direction of
the current as nearly as may be. A considerable deviation is perfectly practicable.
We have formerly
shewn, that the position of the joints of the arch
may be varied, perhaps 30° from that of equilibra..
tion, before any slide is thereby produced among
the archstones:
we surely have the same liberty
here, and this even when the coursing joints are horizontal.
'
This advantage of friction may be even improved
by dowelling or other means, if thought beneficial.
But if the coursing-joints, instead of being made horizontal, be for.med at right-angles to the side of the'
bridge, we have the very same advantages that would
be obtained were the bridge perf.ectly. direct.
Did the subject admit of it, we would here give
the theory of those arches which are not straight on
the ground-plan, as the arched top of a bow.wind()w"
and the like, some of which afford pretty examples
vf the application of the principles of equilibration,
and all of which, by means ofthe gravity, friction,
or cohesion of their parts, ..admit to a"certain extent
vf being steadily and solidly constructed.
But we
shall, at another opportunity, take up this subject,
and, in the meantime, we hasten to other matters more
intimately connected with 'our present inquides.
The centres or framings of carpentry, on which the
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SECT. I.
1. The situation..
2. The design.
3. The mlLteriaIs.

SE.(JT.11.

I. The foumlatib~s. .
2. The,Pie'ra ;11\<1.
abutments.
S. .The Centre$..
4. The Arches.

CARPENTRY.

To the same place we shall also refer the .subject
of wooden and iron bridges" which intimately de.
pend on the same science; their statical equilibrium
admitting of the introduction of a principle essen.,
tially different from those employed in erections of
stone.
The side. walls and wing-walls "of bridges constitute a part not the least important of our subject..
They have, especially the latter, to resist the pressure of a maSS of earth behind them, forming-the
roadway up. to the haunches of the bridge. Little.
has been written upon this subject in our language,
and that little has been orno practical benefit. Muller and some others give us a few theorems respecting the thickness of the revetement$ in fortifications.'
Some of our elementary writers inquire a little into
the same subject, as one case of the applicati0n of
the doctrine of the centre of gravity. Theirreslllt6,
in almost every case, give a much greaterthicknes&
for walls of this kind, than is ever found neeessary
in practice. There can ee no doubt that some prin..
ciple. must be overklOked in these investigations,
VIhich has a material effect in their applicatioll. We
cannot say that the inquiries of Belidor, reckoned
one of the first of scientific engineers, have beeIl
more sQ'cces6ful. In another part ef this work we
shall offer a theory of retaining walls, in general
founded upon principles that are perhaps new, and
that has been confirmed by the results of experi.
ment. This theory has been found to agree with
the ideas of practical men. It is capable of appli.
cation to all cases of the kind,. and ;it comprehends,
them al1'. But in this place it would be embracing
too large a field t@bring it forward. (A. N.)

OF BRIDGE BUILDING.

Practice of WITH regard to the practice of bridge building, the
Bridge chief objects !nay be arranged as follows:
Building.

~
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arches are built, are, in many cases, objects of great' Theory.
anxiety to the builder: they form one of the most ~
beautiful applications of the science of CARPENTRY.
But as the principles upon which the more c.lifficult
kinds are designed will not be clearly understood,
without entering into more detail than is consistent
with our present subject, we shall only offer in this
article some of the most approved designs, and refer the rea<ler for their explanation and discussion
of their comparative merits until we come to treat of

5. The Spandrels.and wings.
6. The Parapets.
1. The Roadway.

Practice of
Bridge
Building.

'--v--'

SECT.I.
On the Siltlaficn, Desig?I,. aM Mate1ia[s,.

1. The situatiqn'is generallydeterminedI:>Ylocal' On the
'.
cjrcuni&tances,
ill .a town by, streets,. and in thecoun- situa~ion
try by the rpads adj<\cent. ~f the bridge is oh great of bridgcp.
~~ze, or the foundations dIfficult, it is frequentlyad-.
'I1isable to choas.e the most favO\lrable situation fot
fhe bridg~~even at ~heeJtpenc:e of charigh~gtheap~
proaches. It is absoliltely necessary that the access
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P.I.'actice. be commodious, but where practicable; from theap.
'-vpro aches being in a curve, the general outlines of. abridge are seen to most advantage. The situation
ahouldbe 'Chosen where the river runs ina straight
cour8e. for a. considerable way above it, and where the
chanI1el rather contracts at some little distance below.
Theait'ection of the bridge should form a right angle with that of the river above it. Rock should, if
possible, be obtained for the foundations of the abutments and piers; next to rock hard clay, or clay
mixed with gravel, or otherwise firm gravel ; but
loose gravel, mud, or quicksands, are .to be avoided
as much as possible.
Designsfor 2. When the situa60n has been determined,.a map
bridges. or plan should be made of the channel of the river
and adjacent banks, also of the streets or-roads-which
are to be connected with each end of the bridge.
There should likewise'be a sectionshe.wing the breadth
Qf.the bed of the J'iver,.and the form-of the banks on.
each side. Upon this section should be marked the
lines of high and low' water, to be determined by' the
marks of.the.greatestfioods, and the best information
which. can be procured from the oldest inhabitants,
and mQst observing people in the neighbourhood.
The consistence of the bed.should also be-ascertained,
'l:!yboring .withproperly constructed augers, especially in the scite of the abutments, piers, and wing
walls. There should likewise be a longitudinal section, shewing the declivity of the bed of the river, for
at least 200 yards above and below the .proposed si.
tuation.

When these steps 'have been taken, Ma the nature
of the materials ascertained, the engineer has obtain.
e.d sufficient data t-oenable him to makt' a suitable design. We shaH at present. confine ourselves to bridges
constructed with stone.
The leading objects informing a design are,
1st, The pas5age for the water under the bridge.
2d, The making a perfect roadway over it: And,
3d, The decorations.
.
1. The number and dimensions of the arches must
depend on the breadth of the river, the nature of the
foundations, the .height of the ban.ks, 'and the .quality
of the materials to be used. If the foundations are
good, the banks high, the stone hard, and to be procured of proper dimensions, large arches will be found
advisable; if the re-verse.is the case, the .size of the
arehes must be diminished, and their n,umber increased; if more arches than one are l'I:<111il'ed,
their number should be odd, in order that there may be an arch
in the middle of the river: the middle arch should
be.the Jargest, and those on each side should dimi.
nish, so that, their springing remaining the same, their
tQPs.may- forma declivity of about 1 in 24. When
piers are placed in a. river, the breadth between the
abutments should be. made greater (han the natural
breadth of the channel at that place, by about double the thickness of all the pit'rs. Where the -bed of
the river is soft or loose, the increased.width must be
considerably more. In proportioning the thickness of
the piers to the span of thearches,.great latitude has been
taken, as will <\ppear from the following statement:

Breadth Span 01
of piers. arche~.

Roman;

1

{ 3244

'Middleages.
. More

modern

times.

r 14
19

14
17
20
18
14
12
8
{ 8

i
At present.

5
11
38

33
25
lID

.has

been varied

}

Unknown.

115 ............do.........St Esprit.
Brothers oft;heBridge.
96 ............do......... Lyons.
79. ............do...:..... Port Royal. . Mansard.

}

106
128
76
100
77
90
72
65
60

........... .do......... Orlean s.
............do......... N euilly.
............do......... Westmil1ster.
......... .~.do~........BIackfria'rs.
......... ...do.....:... Perth.
......... ...do......... D unke Id.
...... ......do......... Kelso.
..... .......do... .;.... Canon.
............do......... Bewdley.

from' nearly .one half to

one ninth part ofthe span. As this important object
has been discussed at length, ~~hen treating of the
principles, it is only necessary here to observe, that
the thickness.of the'piers~ besides ~he span and'shape
.ef the.arc,h,is affected by its rise, and in no inconsi.
derable degree by their own altitude, and the quality
. of the .stone of which they are constructed; . it is desirable, in order to lessen the obstruction to the waterway, to make the piers as thin as prudence will ad.
.
,.mit. The shape of the piers and arches should also
,be calculated, .toformas.perfect a water-way as poso
.

Passage
for the
water.

Engineers.

in the bridge at Rimini.
......,.....do......... Vicenza.
........... .do:........ AJ cantara.

"From this statement it will be'perceived, that the
.proportion

'Practi~e.

~

2

Hupeau.
Perronet
La'belye.
Mylne.
"Smeaton.
Telford.
Rennie.
Telford.
Tetford.

~ibl~; and .an,this account, all-recesses and side PTO'JectIOns, wlthm reach of the water, should be avoided,
and the eonnections of the abutments with the banks
should be formed on the same principles.
2. If th,e ~ridge. consists only of one small ar<:h,
Road.way:
and there]s h.tue mtercourse, the road-way ma.y be
narrow and wIthout footpaths; if the bridge is long
and the-re is much intercourse, the breadth must b;
incr~a1!ed, and have.proper footpaths. Since wheel
carriages have been In general use, few bridges, however small or remote from towns; have been made less
t!tan fifteen feet in breadth over the parapets; they
are more generally made from 18 tof.!O feet, in or
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Practice. near to considerable towns, -rrom 26 to 90; and in
or near large cities, they are made from 80 JO 50
feet. The roadway should have a declivity from the
middle of the length each way towards and beyond
the abutments, of about I in 24; and the roadway, as
well as the footpaths and parapets, should, near their
extremities, diverge, to suit the approaches, whether
one or more, at each end of the bridge.
3. The decorations should be varied, according to
Decorathe situation and accompanyments.
In the country,
tions.
the utmost simplicity, consistent with distinguishing
the essential parts, should ;"cJIe
preserved; and even ill
the most splendid cities, or adjacent to palaces, all
decorations should be kept perfectly subservient to,
and in unison with, the essential parts: the neglect
of this is a frequent error in designing bridges. Celumns and entablatures, though proper in a Grecian
temple, are ill suited to an edifice, where forms l.mknown to the Greeks are the leading features. As
columns can only be placed over the piers and abut~ents, the entablaturi., intended to represent beams of
timber, cannot be supposed to be wholly upheld by
supports placed at such great distances from each
other.
And the introduction of columns, in place of
carrying up the piers, deprives the superstructure of
powerful buttresses in situations where they would
prove very beneficial. The affectation of preserving
the entablature upon a perfect level, has led to makitlg
the ~oadway along the brid~e also level, which is
nothmg less than constructmg, at a vast expense, a
piece of road more imperfect than what is formed by
the common labourer in the open country; and besj.des, this mode of construction gives IIn'appeal"ance of
feebleness to the outlines of the bridge. This false
taste was, introduced by. some of. the French engineers, and has of late been, in some instances, copied
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where exposed to be alternately wet and dry, is moSt 1?rattice.
durable; and next to it are pitch, pine, and fir growR ~
from the seed. Under low water, elm is very suitable;
it does not easily split, and is very durable: indeed, in
this latter situation any timber is sufficiently durable.
For gangways, scaffolding, and centers, sound fir tim.
ber of natural growth is the fittest; it should be
free of knots and sap. In ties, bolts, and nails, mal.
leable iron, made from wood charcoal, should.be used,
For receivinfj thrusts, forming supports, or dowelling
stones, cast Iron is the most proper.
.
With regard to stones for the piers, abutments,
arch-stones, and parapets, no pains should be spared'
to procure the best which can be obtained at areasonableexpense. They should be of a quality not to be
decomposed by the operations of the atmosphere, and
they should not be intersected by cross seams. Where
the quarry produces them with flat beds, much labOur
is saved; but when they are laminated, great care
must be taken to have them laid on their natural beds.
Their dimensions must, of course, be regulated by the
magnitude of the work in which they are to be employed. If new quarries are to be opened, experienced
workmen should carefully eJ;:aminetheir quality; and
specimens of.the stone should be exposed foratleast one
winter and summer, in situations similar to that where
they are to be used: experiments should also be made.
to prove their conaistence. For the spandrels, wing,
wall., and backing, infel'ior stones may answer ; but
they should be such as can be laid with proper bond,
and in regular courses. Those used on the external
faces must be fit to withstand the effects of the weather: they should correspond with those of the piers
and archesa& to colour;. and if regularly squared,
should be brought froin the same q.uarry, though
they may be of smaller dimensions.
in Britain. ' It cannot be too early reproQated,because. . .In procuring lime.for mortar, it is of great imporbridges, when substantially constructed, retIl.f.infor tance that it will set or indurate under water; .and
many ages, and are not easily altered.
.where immediately exposed to agitated water, the
.
.
In making out the design, the engine,er:should fur- . outer ,edge of the joints should be laid with the Bri111sha plan, shewing the form and dimensions .of the tish cement, discovered by Mr Parker, which in a
fou~dations of the piers, abutments, wing walls, and . few.min,utes beco.m.essufficiently hard.. Where these
wharf walls connected with the bridge ;. an elevation cannot be procured, recourse must be had.to substitutes: Burnt and pounded iron stone, scales from an
she wing the general facade ; also vertical, longitudinal,
and. cross sections, shewing the construction of the inte- iron forge,- hard burnt tiles ground and mixed with
:rior parts. In large bridges, there should.be a plan or ql.lickJime, all became hard under water, and in damp
horizontal section taken at about one third, way up situations. In all cases, clean,. sharp, or angular sand,
the rise of the arches, in order to .shew the mode of .is.a necessary ingredient; and in rubble work it is
filling up the spandrels. There should likewise be a better for being very coarse, or approximating to
plan of the roadway, footpaths, and parapets; besides clean smaJl gravel. In making mortar, we have
separate drawings of all those parts which cannot be known great advantage derived from using .water
which contained a solution of iron, and was of a dark
made sufficiently distinct in the.general drawings;
reddish colour, approaching to black, which is frespecification should likewise be added, describing
quently, found adjacent to peat mosses. The lime
In words, the quality and dimensions "of every part
should be used when fresh slacked, and be well beaten,
of the work, and the form and manner. of its construcor made with a machine called a mortar mill..
tion.
. In using sand, Vitruvius very judiciouslymakes a
distinction between sea or river, and pit sand ;of the
3. MA TERJALS.
former he.allows two, and-three of the latter, to one
Materials.
The materials con$ist of timber and iron for piles, of lime in powder. Dr Higgins, who made many
cofferdams,. caissons, scaffolding, and centres; of . experiments, and .published a treatise upon calcareous
stone, lime, and ,sand for the masonry; also gravel
cements, . recommends (by weight) one of lime to
for embanking at the ends, and forming. the roadway
eight of sand. Loriot, in describipg what he conover the bridge.
ceives.the secret of the ancients, mix~s a pprtionof
Of timber, oak is the most generally useful, and unslacked lime ground to a powder. with the mortar
3...,.
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\Vhich,'h.'1s'previously been maJe 'lIp il) heaps in the
common' ,way. In the specification for i~e Pont.
Roy;<l lies T,huilleries, by Mansard, aild\v.hich' seems
~o have seryed as a.mod,el in ,France, it is provided,
that all the mortar of lime and cement, for the work
~I]der water, shall be composed of five parts, three 6f
which shaH be of good, cement of tile; not bricks,
a~d J\V<>of ]i,meof Melun, wel!,grouud, or pounded
together. 'For, the common mortar,hv.oof lime and
three of sal1d. The Sieur Gabriel directs the same.
prepa~ations for t;he bridge of Blois. Perronet, for
the bridge of N~'li1!y, directs thatthecement mortar
shf\;llbeequal quantities of ground tiles fromStGer..
main, or St Cloud, and lime; observing'that this, on
account of the quality of the lime, exceeds by .fo the
usual quantity employed in t4is sort of mortar. Of
the otheJ:"; or white mortar, he directs one third of
sIaCkedJi!I1e, and two thirds of sand. In the account
of 1>u.ildipgthe .Eddystone light.house, Mr Smeaton
gi'vfis~ ch~pterupop water cements, from which we
shall extract a few particulars ; and earnestly recom..
niend thqse who' ;wish to be fully infOl'med on this
point, to peruse with attention the whole of that va.
luablecha,pter.
:Mr &1neaton found, in many parts of ERgland,
Iime$tolle}vhich prodllced Eme, that when made into
ll1ortar.grew hard. under water. The besf kind was at
Abert.haw, in the Welsh side of the Bristol chanBel.
Re.-found the stone of Watchet,a BmaIlsea port in
Somerse;1shire, had lang .been used in water works:
it did not suit the purposes of agriculture. Re traced

the same sort of stone through the counties of Mon-

Practice.

mouth,

~

Gloucester,

that its fitness does!Jotdepend1.1pon those appear~
ances and qualities, neither does it upon the matrix:
in which it is formed. But he found, that when
llUrnt, all the water limes fell into a buff-coloured
tinge, and all contained a considerable portion of
day.
He found once a reddish coarse deep brown sa,nd
stone, of asomewhat.teuder
nature, whi<;h 'when
burnt, pounded, and ~ifted, imd mixed with slacked
lime, and made into a ball, be'came very hard.
'
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in-general

of its weight by burning ; that slacked lime produces
double the measure of the burnt stone or shells; that
when.made into a paste, it occupies but half the space
of the powder; that. ,two measures of slacked lime
made into a paste, and mixed with one measure of
terras or puzzolano, makes about 1T'5-ofmortar:The following Table is the result of his observations;
experiments, and practice.
'

.

.

and

times,very hard, and' son6times comparativelysoft ;'

Water lime, with puzzolano.

!-. E-ddystone 1l10rtar

and Leicester,

thence by the vale of BeIVoir into -Nottil~gham, ~1Jd;
LincoInhire, at a ,place called Long Benmgton: he
found if also in the :counties of Dorset, Ha~ts, Sussex, and Surrey. It has also long bee? procured in
Lancashire under the name of Sutten hme.
After m~ntioning the shape, appearance; and qu~.
lities of .the sundry stones, he concludes, that a~ thl.S,
sort of limestone is found, blue, grey, yellow, and
white, also in thin strata and lumpi6h masses, some.

'

~o'l

Worcester,
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Practice.
He observes upon this Table, that these materials
"-"'V--" are a11 supposed in the dry state: That the lime
and puzzolano must be thrown into the measure or
vessel with the same degree offorce.
He denominates minion to be what falls froth the'

Various are the schemes which .have been resorted Practice.
to, in. order to avoid or lessen the difficulties attending ---v--'
the laying the foundations of bridges. 1. A situation has been chosen in the bend of the river, to'
which, after the bridge was constructed, 11new rioutside of the lumps of iron stone.
ver course has been cut. 2. A side cha.nnel has been
He allows the day's work of a man for beatit1g every formed, by which the whole, or greatest part of the
bushel of ten'as; that is, two bushels of lime powder
water, has been drawri off during the time the founand one bushel of terras. The bushel is the Win- dations were put in the old river course; and the
chester level ~ith the border,?e
allows iron forge water, so drawn off, was afterwards returned to its
scales, whl'n sIfted clean f~om dIrt and clay, as equal original channel. S. Mill weirs on the river, below
to as much terras or puzzolano.
the proposed situation, have had their sluices drawn..
His,mode of working is, to mix the due proporor have been partly removed for 11time. 4. And
"
tion of the ,lime and the puzzolano, the terras or the- when there happened to be no weirs, the hed of the
minion, together in' dry ,powder; and it will also be' river has been deepened, for a considerable distance;
well to have at least one third of the sand,( either fine, in order to lower the water at the intended scite.
or coarse), likewise dry ; put as much. water to the'
. 'When the depth of the water has been reduced as
lime as, with a shovd or beater, you canbririg it to a, much as possible, it remains to be determined in what
paste of a moderate consistence, but rather more we): manner to proceed. Anciently, (as in the case of
than to be properly used !lSmortar in that state ; then; London bridge,) in deep rivers, the foundations of
by degrees beat in the moist sand, and afterwards the
the piers were made: by merely driving piles all over
dry, brin~~ng it to a consiste~c: by beating ~fter the space, so that their heads stood level with 10';7
every additIon. The dry sand IS mtended to dry up water; the- spaces between them were filled with
thesuperfiuous moisture, ~o as to render the mortar
loose stones, and t4e masonry begun upon the top of
fit for immediate use; ,and if this has not brought it, them; but the piers were immense masses,alld retoa sufficient stiffness, let it lie till it is'inclined to quil'ed to be protected by sterling"s; '\vhich,' leavJng
set, and then beat it up to a due consistence; or if a very confined water-way,- created a head and veimmedia:tely' wanted, beat in a little dry lime powder,
locity which tore away the bed of the river imme-always however faithfully remembering not to termi-. diat~ly below the piers. This mode having been long:
nate beating till the mass has got all tHe toughness
disused, we shall' proceed to consider,
that you find it will acquire-by. beating."
1st; Batterdeaux, or Cofferdams;, and,
In. Scotland, most of the limes harden under water:
2dly" Cllisso.ns.,
:Both methods have been emp~oy:ea 'wIth.. success :';
, that from 'Lord Elgin's great limewofks on the ,river
Forth, from Porlsoy on the Murray coast, and from The greatest of the modern bridges in Frimce, that is:"
the island of Lismore, in the Linnhe loch on the west to say, Orleans arid Neuilly, were constructed by
coast :;the lastis"thebest, it slacks into a buff colour.
means of the former; whereas~in
England, the'
Mr Telford discGvered its qualities when searching
bridges at'Westrriinstel: and Blackfriars. were acc.omformat'erials for the western district of the Cale- plishedby the latter mode.
doniancim~l, by observing in a park wall, belonging
to the Marquis of Tweeddale" built, against spongy
Oli' COFFERDAMS.
ground, and where water oozea through, that the
mortar was' hardest, and threw o'ut stalactites; also
We shaH fii'st describe ,the measures Pllrsued" both Of Cofferthat it was quite perfect on the top of the' wall, where in Frahceand Brita:in, in working' by mea'ns of bitt'-dams.
worked among small stones, ,without coping of any terdeaux or cofferdam's.
sort.
'Fhe forms of thes.e are varied according to local
circumstances, and the ingenuity of the persons who
SECT. U.
have I!nedirection of the work.,
On the Foundations, Piers, Abutments, Centres,
. 1. By driv~bg two, rows of vertic~I piles a?dI:a~n~
plles, and fiIlmg the-space between them wIth' clay.
ArcJles,Spandrels, Parapets, andRcadway~
2. By driving main piles, and working with strong
planking; laid in a horizontal position.
The situation, general design, and materials having
Feundations.
been determined, the next step is to prepare the
S. By driving one row of guaging ,Piles, and filling
foundations; and if the water' is shallow and \Ipon the spaces between them with pile pJa1Jks'driven vel'rock, or other matter sufficiently firm, the operations
ticall y.
are very simple; nothing being necessary. buttoturn
The mpst eminent Frenchbridgeerigineb's;
viz.
the water, by means of a mound: of day, from. the
Mansard; . Sieur Gabrid, Gautier, Hupeau and ,Perspace to be occu pied by-the abutments. and; piers suc- ronet,. in. constructing' their.gre'!test' hridges with
cessively. to clear and level the. ground, andto pro- cofferdams, directedpiles;'froni nin~ to ten inchesdia'meter,:to be placed from three t6 fourfeeHromcen~
ceedwith the masonry: But when'the waler is deep,
a~d' the foundation soft mud orsarid, or 10osegraveJ~ tl'e to centre; 'and driven ftorli,.three to' six:Jeet irito
the difficulties frequently require-all the art of the the bed ohbe river, (if composed 6f mud; clay~or
gravel,) and to rise (In their rivers) six feet' above
moSt' experief1ccd engineers:..' Even when the foundation isc1a.YOT rock, if ,the water is deep, and the Jow water mark
Their pile planks. were' nine to
currents,ft6nVtid'es or'land.floodsconsiderable,
few twelve. inches broad, and four inches thick; one
operatiori& require more talents orattentiOlJ.
fram~.contained 16 of these- pileplank:s;" whiclFwe~
'

'
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Ptactice. driven at one time,; tbese frames were placed along,
~
and embraced three of the main or guide -piles, and
were composed of two uprights, of the same thick.
n~S,33 the pile, planks, each' sharpened at one end)
these uprights ,wet,"efastened together' h-y twohorlzontal pieces ooebe-low, 'and the othe; above, and
slf.1>aratedby the thickness of t~leupr1ghts j' these
frames being fixed, served to.. guide the pile-planks,;
the grooves were two to three inches wide, and two
im:hes,(Ieep,; the shape of the groove was sometimes
rectangular, and sGmetimes .triangular; and sdmetimes a groove was made in each plank, and -a slip
or tongue driven down. The distance between these
two rows of piles, to receive the clay, &c. they made
in still water to be equal to the depth of the water
to ~e su~tained ; in running water, . once and a half
that height is recommended: The two rows were kept
together by two tiers of ties, ,six inches square.
At 'Orleans, the two rows were driven ten feet
apart from centre to centre; the piles were from 18
to 24 feet long, and nine to ten inches diameter
withoudhe'bar.k;
they were shod with iton, each
shoe weighed 20Ibs.: The pile planks were 18 to 21
feet long,. nine to ten inches broad, and four inches
thick; each shoe'weighed 81bs. The rams for. driv4tg the piles were.about 1200Ibs.; those for the pile
planks SOOto 6001bs. At Neuilly, the piles were
22' to 24 feet long. nine to ten. inches diameter, including the bark; they were driven six feet into the
earth. The pile planks were 21 feet l{)ng, and four
inches thick; driven six feet, by rams of from 600 to
9001bs.
".When these two rows.of piles and. pile-planks were
di-iY~1!and .secured by ties. six inches sqnare, the
space between them was cleared' of stones .and gravel.down to the lirm ground, by rakes alld spoons"
~ni:lthen filled . up with clay or earth, which excluded
water. This being accomplished, hydraulic machines
were established to lift the water from the inside of
,the coffe~dam; these were pumps worked by men or
horses. At Neuilly, water-wheels upon the Seine
worked ,bucket-wheels, which threw up the water
fr?m 10 to 12 feet. After the water was pumped
'out, and the stones and gravel removed, Gautier, after having levelIed the ground, laid down a grating,
consisting of timbers, {)f 10 to IS inches diameter,
'with openings of two .feet, to two feet and a half
square, and drove. two piles in each opening. ~up~au and Perronet, after clearing the space within
the cofferdam, drove piles. at the distance of three
to four feet from centre to centre; these piles are
from.,12to 20 feet in length, and 12 inches mean
ili~~eter'w~thout the .bark; their s40es weighed, including branches and nails, from 13 to 251b~. They
\~re driven wit4 rams of ,1000, 1~81, 1384, and
1'9$ nbs.until
they did not ,sink two lines by the
last ,sixteen . ,~tt~kes, after a wntinuation of thirty
$tJ:°k.~s; 'or until they did not sink two lines with
tw~nty~fi:vestrokes, and received ten strokes after~.
wai~s. '.They began by driviDg the..piles next the
centreef the space, and .1inished with the outer rows.
.A,f~erthe pi~cs were dri~en, and, with the exc.eption
of the tenons, cut off nearly level with -the ground,
caps weremortic~d
upon them,. and upon these,
alOJ1geach.rQwof piles, beams, i2 ioches by8iwere

.

fixed by pins 'or .bolts; the spaces in this grating . Practic~l
were cleared out for 18 inches in depth, and filled ~.
up with rubble masonry, laid in lime mortar, which
grew hard under water; t~is was, brough~ up level
with the top of the gratwg;thm
plankmg, four
inches in thickness,. was laid over the whole space,
and'pinned or spiked down to the grating; this platf.arm extended seven feet beyond the face of the'
masonry of the shaft of the piers and face of the
abutments. Upon .this platform, the first course of
the -masonry was laid.
.
If the ground prove~ firm and water-tight" t.his,
process, although 'laborIOus, was regular and plain;
but as the French engineers inc10sed very large:
spaces around their masonry, great inconvenience,
frequently arose from imperfections in so extl:'nded a
cofferdam, and sometimes from springs supplied from
higher grounds rising within the enclosed space.
From circumstances of this nature, in ontr of the
abutments at Orleans, frequent interruptions took
place; they were forced to subdivide the enclosed
space; and, at last, after having .discovered the precise Situation of the springs, to raise them by tubes,
so as t6 discharge the water made by them above the,

level of the water of the river. . It is, 'therefore, ad.
visable, in order to avoid expence in the construc~
tion and after risk, to enclose the smallest space possible. Round the edge of the platforIn,. they. sometimes drove a row of pHe plan king, or laid a bed of
dry rubble stones, about six feet wide, andabo.ut
two to three feet deep For Neuilly cofferdam, see .P LATE.
Plate XCV.
.
xcv:
. The foundations of many bridges in England have'
been laid by means of cofferdams, so nearly. similar
to those which have just been described, that noticing them here would lead us into repetition:: We
shall therefore proceed to the. second 1D0de..
2. In constructing a bridge upon the riVPT'Severn,
at Bewdley, in Worcestershire, designed by Mr Tel~
ford, and executed under his directioD, Mr John
Simpsonof Shrewsbury, (who built the bridge by
contract,) constructed a cofferdam, which answered
the purpose perfectly well. Here the low water was
five.feet in depth, for 7 feet more there was gravel
and rubbish, and under that a sand stone rock. Tbe
floods rose about 10 feet. In Plate XCV!., Figs. PLATE
1, 2,3, the plan, section, and side view, will shew XCVI.
2,
distinctly. the manne~ in whi0. th: cofferdam :was ~~gs.l,
constructed. The chIef peculIarIty IS, that the sIdes
and ~nds were formed 9n the shore, by laying the
planking horizontally along upright piles, and dowelling them together; they were then floated off.
fixed against main piles previously driven, and there
se:cured by cross braces. About five feet without
these a.simiIar inc10sure was made, and the two secured together byiroll harsin the middle of the height,
and wooden braces at the top. The space bet;weeu
them was .filled with day iD the, usual way. Before
the space for the founda.tion.of the masonry could be
w:10l1ycleared. dow.ll to the rock, it was found necessarytoput down some small piles alOl1,gthe edge. qf
the 'gravel, next to the outer edge of the stone work.
In th: same Plate, Figs. 4,5 represent the plan Figs. 4,5.
and sect:Jon of a .cofferdam, used in under building
OReof the piers, and also the easten) abutmento[pu,13
'

.
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Fig. 1.

The operations
here were rendered peculiarly difficult, by several pre.
vious ineffectual attempts; they were at last successfully accomplished by Messrs Simpson and CargiIl,
employed for that purpose by Mr Telford. This
work much exceeded in difficulty those in Langue.
aoc, so minutely described by M. Gautier, the French
engineer, as very extraordinary efforts of art.
3. A still simpJer mode of constructing cofferdams
has been practised in Britain: that is, by driving
guaging piles, about 12 inches .square, at the distance
of about 10 feet from each other, and about 5 feet
from the edge of the intended platform. They are
Clriven from 5 to 7 feet intO' the bed of the river, so
all to be about 3 or 4 feet below the level of the plato
form, and rise about 3 feet above low water. They
are groo:ved to recei.ve the .pile planks, and a, leading
beam, 6,lnches by 9 Inches, IS fixed about a foot below
their top on the inside. These beams are notched on
the guaging piles, so that theil' outer edge is in a line
with the inside of the groove. for the pil6 planks.
The whole of the pile plailks, which fill a space between the guaging piles, are entered together, and
the middle pile has a wedge-form narrowest at the bot~
tom. The pile planks receive a few strokes alternately, so as all to be driven nearly together, while
the middle one wedges the whole, and makes the
joints water tight. They are driven about three feet
below the platform, and the whole properly braced.
The water being pumped out, and the ground cleared,
piles are driven about two feet and a half distant from
centre to centre, over the whole foundation; those
near the middle being driven 7 feet 6 inches below
the platform, and 8 inches diameter; those next the
t'lutside 9 feet long, and 10 inches diameter. Immediately under the outer edge of the platform, grooved
guaging piles are driven about nine feet distant from
centre to centre, and nine feet in depth. Nearly in the
same ran~~ with these, common round piles are also
driven. 1Jpon the latter,
a leading beam, 12 by 8
.
inches, is fixed, which also embraces the guaging piles,
and guides the pile planks which were driven around
the platform. The bearing piles may be considered
as,sufficiently driven, when by 30 blows of a proper
ram they are not driven one inch, and 4:0 blows for
driving the sheeting piles the same distance. See Plate
XCVII. Fig.1.
Along the top of each second row
of piles, under the body of the pier, a beam, 12 by6
inches, is laid, reaching quite across, and dovetailed
into the beams which surround the platform. The
spaces between the .bee.ms are filled up with masOnry.
Upon this,platform the regular courses of masonry
are laid.
.
In whatever manner the cofferdams are constract:
ed, there should be means provided to discharge the
water near the level of low water of the river; instead
of raising it always over the top of the cofferdam;
and there should also be a sluicellear the level of the
bed of the river, to fill the cofferdam in case of any
-defect appearing in the dam, or any risk of a flood
rushing in too hastily.
OF. CAISSONS.

0f caissons.

.

With regard to laying fOtlDdations by meaDS of
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caissons, this mode waS"-first practised in England PraCtice.
by that able engineer Mr Labelye, at Westminster --..-bridge. In the sequel of a brief report relative to this
work, (edition I.751,) he announced an intention of
publishing a larger report, with plans and designs, cal.
culations and details; This, however, never appeared; but most of the essential materials have been pre.
served by Mr Thomas Gayfere, a venerable old gen.
tleman, aged 90, now living in Abingdon-street, Westminster. He was seniDr apprentice to Mr Jelf, the
mason first employed on WestmiIister bridge, and was
specially appointed to make working plans and models, and to be attendant on Mr Labelye's own directions; and when Mr TufI\ell succeeded Mr !elf.
Mr Gayfere was continued in the same capacity tiU
the bridge was finished. From his manuscript narrative and drawings, which he has allo wed. to be ill
part copied for this work, will be sel::nthe injustice
to which engineers subject themselves, by not publishing their designs,-most
of Labelye's inventiCJnS
having been copied, without acknowledgment, by
others, who have since constructed large bridges, anci
to whom they have renderedsimilar operations a comparatively easy task.
'
By this valuable manuscript we are informed, that
at the situation fixed for the bridge; in the ebb channel on the Surrey side, there was 6 feet at low water; in the Hood channel on the Westminster side, .5
feet 9 inches, and on a shoal between them, 4 feet;
also that the rise of tides at extra springs, with land
freshes, was 15 feet; neaps 7 feet; and ata mean tide
10 or 11 feet ;-that the velocity of the surface was
something greater with the tide @fflood than that of
ebb ;-that with the former it was about 3 feet per second,with the latter 21 feet ;-and that the piers were
laid about 5 feet below the bed of the river. About
the middle, and at 5 feet under the bed of the river.
the gravel is 14 feet deep: this continued from the
Westminster side i tne width ofthe river. Tl1eother
fourth part, next the Surrey shore, is a loose sand
and mud.
,They commenced the operations by driving fender
piles to keep off the barges. These were 34 feet:
long, 13 or 14 inches square, and driven 13 or 14feet into the bed of the river. They were placed 3('
feet from the pier, and 7 feet asunder, and were co.nnected by floating beams. For the first large .pier
there were 340f these~piles, for the others 26. They
were driven by. an engine constructed by M. Vaulou~.
a watchmaker. The weight of the ram was 1700lbs.
After the engine had worked for some time, it was
found, that by three horses. w:ukingat an ordinary
pace, when the ram was raIsed o,nly"8 or 10 'feet, 5
strokes were made in two minutes.
The foundation was formed, by'scooping;ihe mud
in the usual way of raisiDg ballast in the Thames at
that time. When they came to the gravel, it was raked level. ' Theguage for proving the foundations,
was iiStone 15 inches square, and threeinchesthick.
fixed to a graduated rod 18 feet in length.
The rod,
.
was painted 1'ed, and the figures white;
In order to prevent the current from was'hingthe
,sand into the pit, short groo1'ed piles were drhenhefore the two ends 'and part of the sides, not above. 4
'
feet higher than low water mark, aud about 15 feet
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l'ractice. distanttrom the cais,sqo. Setween these piles, rows
'--V"-'
of,boards werdet downin,to the grooves to the bed
ohhe'fjver.

was,begun, from the phn~,~n~ ,u~der the 'di1'ectioll ~'ractice.
qf Mr Mylne, who followedtl}e example of Mr 1.:a. ~
belye, by laying the foundatIOns by m€,ms of ca1S~
SOIlS. The sides, ends, and bottom were constructed
ina similar manner'to those at Westminster, but the
form of the caisson was rectangular, the length was,
86 feet, the breadth 33 feet, and the height, in.
eluding the bottom, was 29 feet. The sides were
fastened to the bottom by strong iron straps, six.on
each side, and three on .each end; each of them were
about 20 feet in length: on one end a par~ about
10 feet in height above the b()ttom was fixed on
hinges. At about 16 feet above the bottom, there
was a floor to strengthen the sides and ends, and to
receive a mill for working a chain'pump. There was
another floor level with the top; one end of this
was sunk a little to receive the capstan. for lifting
stone; over this capstan there was an awning:to pro.
tect the workmen; upon the highest part of thifl'
floor was placed a triangle for raising stones, and a
windlass for raising mortar. Op each side of the
caisson were four upright pieces of timber, which'
formed part of triangles to be connected with barges
for lifting the caissons. When the masonry \Vasbuilt
up to the level of low water, a barge was laid along,
each side of the caisson at low water, and fixed to
the upright pieces; when the tide rose, the iron
straps, and the.moveable piece at ope end, beiog disengaged, the barges lifted up the caisson, which,
.when raised to clear the bed of the river, was floated

1:heteng;tl1:Qf dHi'caisson from point 'to point (the
shape (:'o):resp()ndiog,with that of the pier,) was 80
fe~t, the preadtn 30 feet;' 'the ~eight, including the
bottom; 18 fed. The sides were JOJ'med by fir beams
laid horizontally upon one another, and pinned with
oaktrenails. They were framed, and had oaken ,knees
bolted and screwed at all the angles, except the sa-,
lient angl<ts, where they were secured by iron work,
whi~hbeing unscrewed, permitted the caissons, if necessal'y, to part in two halves. The sides were plank.
ed aCI'ossthe timbers, both inside and outside, with,
three inch planks; tIle thickncss of the sides was 18:
inches at the bottom, and 15 inches ,at the top. The
bottoin' was also formed with .beams,'with three inch
plarlking across their under sides, and timbers nine
ine,liesthick across their, upper side, making the whole
two fe~t .in thickness. Upon this bottom~ around the
outer edge; a strong curbing was fixed, to prevent
the first course of stone from pressing against the,
sides. All the joints, both of the sides and bottom,
were caulked and pitched.
The sides were fast,ened .to ,the bottom by 28 pieces
of tin;ber, 8 by 9 inches, fixed on the outside, and 18,
within; reaching to and lapping over the tops of the
sides. The lower end of those pieces had one side
CUt dovetailed, to fit a mortice made in the outer curb.
ing of the grating of the bottom, arid they were
off. This modeof removingby barges became nekept in their places by iron wedges. The bottom
grating extended 5 feet beyond the face of the up- cessary, from the~height of the caisson, and having
floors and machinery constructed on 'them.
Fight shaft or dado part of the pier.
Mr Mylne caused piles to be driven into the bed
The <;aissonbeing lau~ched andfix:ed exactl.yover
the place with cables fastened to . the adjacent.piles, :,..ofthe river, and cu.t off level with the surface of thethe masons laid the first .course of. stones within it. , space which had been excavated for. tlJ,e.foundations
Thl~fl9ne; a sluic,e mad<:in the. side was,opened near of the piers.
Jbw,water, on' which'thecaissonsunktothebottom
;
In a river where a,caisson of 6 feet in d.epth only PI,AT!!
if it did,not setlevel; the shiice WIISshut imd the water was required, Mr Smeaton, with his usual ingenui. XCVII.
pU:r:Qpe4O,Ht,so as to make it float, till such time as ty, contrived one of corresponding simplicity: The Fig. 2.
the 'foili1da:tion' was leveHed. 'The masons cramped bottom consisted of two thicknesses of three.inch
planks laid crossing each other, the sides and points
the fil'St,cour,&epf stones, and laid.a second course;
which being li.kewise crilmped, a third course was calculated just to clear the masonry of the lowest
laid: then the sluice bein.g opened again, proper course a few inches. They were composed of three~al'e.was taken that the caisson should sink in its pro. ineh planks, grooved and tongued, level with the:
per place. The'stone-workbeing
thus raised to with~ top; ,and all round the inside of the planking was (t.
intw9 feet of the ,co01mon' lowfwate'l'mark~ about frame of timber, nine inches broad by six inches in
two hours before, low"waterthe sluice was shut and thickness. At about two feet six inches below this
the water pumped OUtby. four pumps, eight inches was another frame six inches square; around the out.
square, each, worked, <by eight men, alld a small side of the planking, and rather above the level of
pump three Inches, square, worked. by two men, so the bottom, was a third frame nine inches by three.
that the masons could lay the next cour~e of stones;
To allof t!lOs~.framesthe planking waS:firmly bolted,
whicl1 they continued to do till the ~at(;'r was risen tIie sides were fixed to the bottom by' iron rods",
~o nigh as to make it. unsafe to pr.oceed,any farther;
which; passing through the inside frames, had each
th~n, they left the work, and oplmed the sluice to let two of them their lower ends, entered into an iron
inthewater.
Thustheyconti[lued
tDwork night and' socket, which was let into the upper plan king of
day:'~tlow-water till they had their work some feet the bottom, and secured by screws passing through.
higl'ie~ than Jo}V.water mark; after this the &idesof both planks. The socket had one side perpendicular
the~ai~son were loosened from the bottom, '. which aod the other dovetailed, and the ends of the rods:
ma4,e thenl float, and they were,carriedashoret"
De were made to fit it, their upper ends passed through,
fixea
~o'ano"ther:boHom
for
thcnex.tpier.
See
Plate,
the upper curbing' about nine inches from each otheJ'..
t'UI:.ATJI
."
,
and ~ere secured by screws and washers on the up"'XL:ym. XCVll.f..
"
4- few years after, W~stminster bt"idge.was. corn., per sIde of the f~ame~.The spreading at the top tend.
pjeted), that over the. m',er Thames at Blackfriara
ed. to.l'endel', theIr. hold in the socket firm, and when,
,

,
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!?uclice. the sides were to be raised it was ollly necessaryto
"'-V-'

unscrew the nuts. Across the top of the caisson
tlH?re were seven t~es of timber, each 12 inches by6.
In so~e cases,.1n very deeJ.".water, where the bed
of the river, though soft, is nearly level, or can be
made so, a very strong grated frame of timber, much
larger than the foundations of the masonry, may be
let down by placing great weights around the edges
of it, an'd having piles <lriven to keep it in its place, a
caisson may be sunk upon it. This, when once settled
by the .weight of the pier, stands as well as if piles
were driven under the bottom of the eaisson. Sometimes pile.planks should ae driven round the frame.
We learn from the work of L. A~ Cessart, that
the mode o~ laying foundations in deep water, by
means of caIssons, was not practised in France till
the year 1757, when M. de Voglio and himself (encouraged by Perronet) introduced it with succ~ss at
the bridge of Saumur, after the manner of Labelye.
. Having detailed the different modes which have
been practised by eminent engineers upon large ri.
vel'S, it may be useful to young artists to merition,
that in smaller rivers, where the foundations are to
be laid on firm gravel, mud, or quicksand, it is
frequently necessary to drive a row of dovetailed
three-inch pile. planks around the pier or abutment,
from five to ten feet in length, according to the natureof the ground, and lay some clay round the
outside of them; then to excavate the foundation
about two feet below the level of the bed of theri.
ver, and lay down sills nine inches by six 10nQ'itudinal1y, at the distance of about four feet fro~ each
:other, filling up the spaces between them with rubble masonry; upon this to lay two thickNesses of
three-inch plan king crossing each other, and pinned
with oak trellails; around the outer edge of these~
and immediately without the first course of masonry;
to fix a curbing six inches by four, to which, after
the masonry has. been built up to the level of low
water, and the clay removed from them, the pileplanking should be fixed by spike' nails, and cut
down to nearly that level. If the ground is very:
soft and loose, it is also necessary to drive piles
under' the platforms.
Iil some instances, besides the
platforms. under the piers and abutments, grating-s
filled withmasonlT, and coVered with planking, have
been carried .quite across the bed of the river. M.
BlondeIperformed this in the bridge of Xaintes upon
the Charante. In a bridge over the Liff)', in Dublin,.
Mr GeOl'ge Semple carried' a solid mass of masonlT
.
across the bed of the river, bNween.the piers. Invei-ted arches b,\ve also been made between the piers,
and I1l0re especially between the abutrnents, in the
case of having, one arch only across the stream.
. .
Excavations for' the foundations and gratings in
dee):>rivers can now be much more expeditiously
performed by the improved dredging machines,workcd either by horses or steam engines.
..
Having completed fhecofferdams and caissons,it
is, in large works, 'an important consideration to
h'ave,aperfeCt eominandofthe water which ttJayrise
within them. The m0des 'formerly, employed were
hand, buckets, . 01''pumps wor~ed by men or horsell.
ali!Owater-wheels; but'of1<ite, in England, recourSe
!~asbeen had. to steam-engines. These can now be
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suited to any exertion r~quired, and are the most Practice.
powerful

and certain means yet devised.

The gang-

~

ways and 6caffoldingmust be regulate"d by local circumstances, no g~neral rules being applicable. . \Ve
shall, therefore, only notice, that the labour in removing large stones, may frequently be much a.
bridged by laying down cast-iron railways; and that
much aid is to be derived from the use of properly
constructed cranes. The fotm and properties of these
will be explained under their respective heads.
To lay the foundations of piers in deep \vater, Co:ITerdam
'\.Ipon rock, and in the tideway; being a difficult ~orfoundoperation,
it becomes of serious importance to ex' jlllg the S,ea
.
oc k at t le
1:
plam
1 h OW It" h as b een perrorme
d upon a Iarge sca Ie. west ellWe do not recollect of thiii having been done in a trance of
satisfactory
manner in any former publication,. and the Ca!edfltherefore trust the following narrative will pro,-e irl- niall Canal.
teresting to those who may be connected
with similar PL:~'l'E
.
XCVIT.
lr
'.
war k s. I t auor
d etal 10£ every
opera t Ion
d s a ~"minute
"
"
Fig 3.

in the construction of a cofferdam upon rock, in deep,
water, and in the' tide-way. It has been practised
with perfect success at the western termination of
the Caledonian canal, for the tide-lock built the~'e:
by Messrs Simpson and Wilson, and is equally appli.
cable to the abutments or piers ofb,idges.
The entrance from the canal into the tide-way
having been fixed on the north. west side of a rock
which projects into the sea about 10.0.yards from
high-water mark, and which was covered at threequarters flood, it became 'necessnry to discover in
what direction, and :;\twhat depth it lay below the silt
or mud which composed the beach at that place. By
boring with aLlgers, it was.found, at the distance of
2l yards from low.water mark at the lowest spring
ebbs, that the rock, in the middle of the entrance,
was 21 feet below high-water neap-tides, which affording the desired depth, was fixed upon as the extremityof
the space to be enclosed by a c~fferdam
for the sea.lock.
In the spring and summer of 1807, the earth~lI.
hank was can'i~d forward to near the end of the
tiq1hel' work for the co.ffer-dam. 'fhefirst
leading
frame was begun in August, and put togetherocl
the beach, near high water. mark, that it might be
floated off to its situation. The first leading frame
was begun by fishing together end to end, two beams
13 inches square, by pieces 20 feet long. 13 inches
broad" and 6 inches thick, laid on opposit~5ides of
the beams across the joints, and fastened by four
screw bolts, which passed through the whole; The
length of these beams, Whell joined, was 95 feet.
In order to form the sides of the leading frames,
from the ends of these last-mentioned beams, two
others, each 63 feet in length; were laid with an" inclination to each other, that left their .inner ends' 65
feet apa~t'. They were fastened to the ends,of the
long lieam by half, chucking or ga.inilig';ind t\yo
screw bolts through each corner~'. There was a.
beam 38 feet long laid across, each. angle, and, fasten~
ed down to the front and side leading beams by
screw bolts. At the heig-h(of the springs this first
leading frame was floated off; and at low water .adjwited in its precise situation, and sunk to the 9,oto;
tom by means oEa number of large .stones. bemg.
placed upon it. A considerable degree of attention"
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was bestowed in adjusting this first frame; because
upon tbis dep~nded the haying the coffer.dam, and,
of course, the entrance and wings of the sea-lock, in
a proper direction. On the upper side of this leading beam, previous to sinking it, there were mortices
cut, three on each side, and three in the front, which
were to receive tenons made on the lower end of the
standard, which were placed upright therein, and
cut off at the level of one foot below high water
neap tides, in order to receive the middle ,leading
frame. This last, mentioned frame, after having been
made on the shore, in all respects similar to the first,
was floated into its place; but, after two or three
fruitless attempts to rest it on, the top of the upright
&tandards as tbe tide left it, this mode was abandon.
ed, it being found impracticable, in so strong a tide,
to steady such a large frame on such low unconnected points. This led to placing a pile engine upon
the deck ofa sloop, and driving three piles along the
front, and . two on each side, all dose to the outer
side of the lower leading frame. Large .brackets
were nailed to the inside of these piles, level with
the tops of the upright standards. The frame was
then floated again into its place, when it rested upon
the brackets, and upon the top of the standards, and
was screw.bolted to the piles. Upon the second
leading frame were also upright 'standards fixed in
mortices, and cut off at the level of high water of a
high. spring tide. The upper leading frame was
floated offand fixed upon the standards. For doing
this, advantage was taken of one of the highest
'spring tides in the beginning of October.
This
frame was likewise bolted to the piles. A temporaryscaffold was made above the top frame, by laying
large beams across, and driving piles in the inside of
the space to support them. The whole was now
loaded with stones. A large pile engine was placed
on, the scaffold, and 'a number .of piles driven around
the out:ide of these frames, at fifteen and twenty feet
apart from each other. They were baIted to the uppt;rmost frame, to keep the whole steady during the
WInter storms.
In March 1808, the work was recommenced by
putting down the main or framing piles, and fixinj?;
them in the rock by means of iron. dowels. For thI8
operation there was first constructed a cylinder of
threeirich fir plank; 22 inches diameter in the inside,
and eight feet lorig. The joints-were made perfectly correct, and dowelled together; and it was hooped with flat iron bars. The lower end was shod
with a circuJar iron shoe, fitted on the edge of the
timber, to prevent it from being damaged by stoneS
while driv~n daw? to ,the rock. Near the upper end,
and on the OpposIte sIdes of the cylinder, two strong
eye~ were fixed by me~ns of strong iro~ clamps,
whIch embraced the cylinder, and were rlvetted to
it~.sides.. This was done in order' to receive a strong
c1iain to lift up the cylinder, and a1so for drawing it
aut of the sand and mud after the pile was fixed.
4~low water; this cylinder wa.s placed in the situaHon where tb.e centre of the main pile was to lie.
-8.-tthis spot there were three feet of Jow water, and
elghtarid a half of silt and gravel upon the top of
.tbe rock. The cylinder being lifted by ropesnxed
on the tOp of the pile engine frame, it was set per-

.

pendicularly 011the surfa~e-o~ the sand, and close to Pratti(e.
the inside of. the lower leadmg frame. On the top '-v-i
of it was placed a block of ash timber, two feet high;
on the lower. end of this six inches were turned, to
fill exactly the inside' of the cylinder, to prevent t,he
block from shifting, and also to prevent t1:e cylmdel' from crushing during the driving. TIns blo,ck.
was strongly hooped with iron, as was also ,a pIle,
twelve inches square, that stood on the top of It, and
reached as much above the top of the upper scaffold
as the cylinder had to sink into the mud.
The
whole were now lashed, in such a manner as to keep
them perpendicular, and, at the same time, allow
them to sink. The driving was then commenced
with a pile engine SO feet high, and a ram 1008 lb.
At first the cylinder went freely; but, by the time
it had sunk three feet and a half, it went so stifty,
that it was found advisable to begin emptying the
matter out of the in~ide. For this purpose an instrument, named a sand auger, was made, (See
Plate XCVII.)
having a quadrant of a circle
,
of the PLATF.
.
'- de 0 f t he ey IIDd er. Th e XCVII.
same d lameter as t h e mSI
F'Ig. :3.
circular side, and one of the straight sides of this
quadrant, for six inches high, were made close,qf
thin rolled iron rivetted to the ribs, which were fastened to the corners of the quadrant, from which
proc~eded an upright shaft, the other straight side
being open. To the bottom of it four flat teeth,
two inches and a half long, were fixed, with an inclination downwards; so that, when the auger turned round, these teeth loosened the sand, and prepared it to enter easily into the body of the auger.
To keep it steady while turning, there was fastened
to the lower side of that corner of the quadrant which
is the centre of the circle, a pivot, six inches long,
which passed into the sand, and served as a centre
for the auger to' turn upon. Immediately above this
pivot stood the upright shaft, which fur ten feet
was of iron, one inch and a kalf square, and for
twelve feet more a piece of ash timber four inches
square. Upon this two cross handles were placed, to
turn it with; and they were to slide up and down a3
the auger rose and fell. At five feet belQw the upper scaffold, where the pile engine stood, a temporary scaffold was erected, on the top of the second
leading beam, where four men might stand and turn
the auger. In this lower scaffold was a round hole,
through which the wooden shaft of the auger passed, .and kept it steady. When at work, two complete turns filled it. It was then lifted up above the
water, by a purcha~e from the top of the pile engine,
and the sand was cleaned out with a small shovel, by
a man who stood in a boat for that 'purpose. The
ope,:ations of boring and cleaning out were repeated,
until the sand was taken out to the bottom of the
cylinder; which was then driven farther down and
a. _si~ilar operat!on of sand boring gone thro~gh;
drlV1ng and bormg alternately, till the lower part of
the cylinder rested upon the rock, and all the sand
was taken out, as low.as the pivot would allow for
the rock.. There was then a frame, which fitted the
;nside of the cylinder, introduced into its upper end,
and sun~ to. the bottom by means of two half hundr?d weIghts. ~own a square hole in the middle of
,thIS frame, was mtroduced a pipe. four inches sqnare
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,Ptactice. at the top, and tapered to three inches at the bot.
~
tom. This was dri\'en down to the rock through
the small quantity that the auger could not clear.
The sand which was inclosed by the pipe was cleared off the rock by a cylindrical iron tube, three inches
in diameter on theoiltside, and three feet long, which
had a valve fixed within two inches of the bottom,
and rested 'on a small ring fastened in the inside of
the tube for that purpose. On the top of the tube'
wss a screw, by which it was fastened to a set of
boring rods. It was then passed down the inside to
the ,bottom of the square wooden pipe, and, by
working it by short and quick strokes, the beforementioned sand and small gravel worked above the
valve by the agitation of the water. The tube was
then taken up and emptied of t,he sand ; and this 'operation was repeated, until the rock within the square
tubc was perfectly clean. It was f\Jund absolutely
necessary to clear away this sand, as otherwise it entirely prevented the jumper from turning on the
rock.
,
A jumper was then passed down the square directing.pipe, and worked by a lever on the upper scaffold, until a.hole two inches and a half in diameter,
and twenty inches deep, was bored into the rock, to
receive an iron dowell two inches square: This dowell was fixed in its place, by fastening it into a
sCJuaresocket made in the end of an inch and a half
square iron bar by a small cord, to prevent it from
falling out of the 60eket while lowering down the
square directin~.pjpe to the rock. It was drive{1
into the hole In tbe rock, by 6triking with a la~ge
hammer on the head of the bar. When it had been
driven eighteen inches into the hole, the timber was
lifted by a sudden jirk, which broke the cord, and
left the dowel! in its intended situation. The frame
and square directing pipe were then lifted out of the
cylinder.- The pile, previous to being letdown, had
two hoops ,put on its lower end, and a bole cut to receive the end of the ir.on dowell which stood in the
rock. And, from the eide of this hole to the inside
of the lower hoop, four 'pieces of iron were driven
into ihe end of the pile, to prevent fhe timber at the
sides of ihe dowell from giving way, when the late"
ra:Ipressure came upon the pile. On the four sides,
near the lower end of the pile, pieces of timber were
nailed, to increase its size to twenty. two inches, this
being the inside diameter of the cylinder. By this
means the hole was kept in its precise situation, and
was formed to pass exactly upon the dowel!. It was
then set .hard to the rock by a stroke of the ,pile' .
engine.

.This completed

the fixing of OJJe main.pile.

A strong chain was then fastened to the top of the
cylinder, and, after the main pile was wedged down,
to prevent it from rising, a strong .purchase of ropes
and blocks was applied to raise the cylinder out of
the sand; but all the power whichcoulq 'be applied
was ineffectual. A beam ,of fifty feet in'1eI1gth was
th~refore procur~d for .a.lever. The fulcrum of ihis
lever was laid on theto,p of the main ,pile. The
o111er end of it was 'lifted up by rQpes and blocks
from the mast, of, a sloop, tbat was laid along the
<>utsideof the dam for tbis ..purpose. The chain
from the top of the cylinder was now fixed to the
inner end of tnelever, and six men got on the outer.
,
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end, and set it in motion. The cylinder at length Practic{'.
started; but, before it moved. it took a purchase of~
nearly fifty tons. ,After it was worked up a little
by the lever, the ropes and blocks were again applied, and lifted the cylinder over the top of the'
pile. The head of the pile was now forced against
the inside of the upper leading frame, and a screwboJt put through both. The whole apparatus was
then shifted to the situation of the next main pile, and
similar operations took place, until the whole of rhe
main piles were fixed, excepting in some instances
where the sand w,as shanow, and then the cylinder was
lifted without employing this enormous lever.
The mflin piles having beeu all properly fixed at
the bottom, and fastened at the heads, temporary
leading beams were bolted on the outside of the piles ,
formerly described as driven] 5 or 20 feet apart, aIL
round the outside. of the main l.eading frames. These
spaces were now fined up w'ith piles set close side by
side, and driven down to the rock: then the ,lower
temporary leading frame was taken off, the upper
one being left to steady the piles until the puddle
was brought up in the cofferdam. The inside braces
were now put in; they rested upon brackets fasten.
cd to the main' piles, and also upon the tops of these
piles which were driven to the rock under the main.
stretching brace. The braces were bes~des prevented
from floating, by brackets nailed above them, and by
stOl1eJ;laid on temporary scaff.olds. The outer row
of piles, in front of thl: cofferdam, was begun by
placing a pile engine on a float made 0fIarge £1' logs
from 40 to 50 feet long, and one foot square. These
were fastened together by half logs spiked aC1;oss
them. The width of this float was 14 feet, which
ju~tfilling the space between the rows of piles, was.
thereby kept steady; and this was also the means of
getting readily into a straight line the outer row of
piles which stood at twenty feet apart. These being
dr~ven, a long leading beam was ma<k by fislUeg, as
for-merly described, and bohed to the oatside ofthesc
piles on a level with the inside leading frame. A
temporary leading beam was then fixed on th~ ,inside
of the outer row of piles, one foot lower than the
outside beam; there was theI,1 a sC;ilff.olderected on
the top over the space between the rOW6of piles, by
which means were taken to secure the outer piles
from any motion they might otherwise ha-ve had
with the tide. The .piling-e.ngine was next got on
this &caffold, ana ,m outside leddjng beam bolted at
the samelevel wit"l the mjtidle Jeadlilg frame on the
inside. The space betwixt the first-mentioned piles.
W'-lsnow filled up by others set close together apd
d~iven down totlw
rock, by the time the outside
and two return rows of pjjes at the angles W{'1fall
driven ~ the bank and puddle at each side of the dam
was br~!Ught forward to th~ frolltor tl1ejnner row of
piles..

'

,

'The connecting
,

bolts were now put in., oIJe through
'

'

each main pile, opposite the middle. leading frau1e,
through which it went, alsoacr{]ss .the puddle, and
through the ,front leading ,beam on the outsjd~ of the
ouier row ofpi.Jes. These c(Jnnecting bolts. were
fastened ;by a strong cotterel thro1,lgh each end, with
a strong iron..plateuad.er them. There were likewi~
two of theseconnectwg bolts through each mai1t
3.x
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Practice. pile in the front of tl1e <lam; one through the rriid~
dIe leading frame,. and the other one foot below low
water common spring-tides, at which place the loweSt leadin g beam on lbe outer row 'of piles was fixed.
The two :rows of piles were kept together at the
tops by means of a piece cif strong timber being
g:ained6n the side of each main pile on the' inside' of
the dam, and being spiked down on the outside leadillg beam.
PLAT2

4~Vl!,

Qf Pi~';

Their,
~e~Jh.

'l'heir
h!:ighr. .

'This description, with the representation in Plate,

For e~ample, in the rivers Ness and Loch)' in SC?t- P~a~tif~'
"
land, which in their upper 'parts are connected wIth ~
large lakes, the floods never rise more than four feet
above the level of low water; but in the river Clyde,
where there are no lakes, the floods have lately, near
to Glasgow, risen 20 feet; and the river. Severn, in
England, since it has ?een embanked In t?e lo\v
lands in Montgomeryshlre, has frequer.tly, In some
parts of Shropshire, risen 15 feet.
.

Unless the bed of the river consists of rock, or is

completely protected .b~ inve:ted arches ?r weU-c~:>nstructedcauseways,It
ISadvIsable to raise the pIers
as near to the line of ordinary floods as due regard to
the arches and,access will admit of; and at all events
to avoid finishing them under the line of ordinary Iow
water.
The dimensions of the piers having been deter- Their
mined, the next step is to consider their shape. The ahape.
portion of pier which supports the arch is usually of
OF PIERS.
an oblong form, with its sides right~lined and parallel ;' under low water, the pier increases in breadth
:The piers of most of the ancient bridges in Eng.
land;"'were made of. great thickness, in proportion to downwards to the foundation, at the rate of from
the..span oft~earches which they sustained. In Lon.
one inch in the Pont Royal to nine incht1s in the
doribrid:gesome of them are liirger than the original bridge of Neuilly, for every foot in height, and the
platform extending from two to six inches beyond
o}ienings'of the arches.
TheSe piers consisted of small rpbble stone laid in the masonry. The rate of this increaie of breadth
lime-mortar:; surrounded merely by a.thincasing .of must be in some meaSure regulated by the nat!!re of
squared stones. It is probable that the Roman the foundations, and tbI.' proportions' which the body
ofthepier bears to the span of the arches. In NeuilIy,
bi'idges, whose piers were said t(l)be equal in thick.
ness;toon~half
t.he span of the arches, were con- the thickness of the pier being at the springing of the
structed in the; same manner. But these piers oc~ arches only one ninth of the span, it becamenecescupying so' great a proportiono,f the breadth of the sary to spread the base, in order to embrace a conriver, either false a head, and tear up the bed, or siderable extent of ground; but as iR practice it is not
caus~a very great widening of the banks. In order easy to get the workmen to make the back part of
to'<lvoid, . oras riluch' as possible to lessen these in- the beds of the outside stoDes equally perfect with
that which is near the face, these large offsets
~nveniences, the'piers h"avebeen reduced in thick11e~B,;aridconstructed:whol~y
with squared stories, thj'ow too much of the weight upon the imperfect
each Mi1'rse being of eqlial height quit~ through the workmanship of the beds, and should therefore' b,e- .
M'cly ofthe pier. In Bewdly, Canon, Dunkeld, and avoided. An increase at the rate of three inches fciti
~ovat . bridg~s, Mr Telford has made them from eYery foot in height, appears preferable, and has been
aJ>out .aseventh to' Jess .than an. eighth part of the adopted in several of the British bridges. Large
spah ;ai1d at Neuillyj Mr Perronet has given only offsets certainly afford an opportunity of supp01-ting
one-ninth' part of the span to his piers. All theSE' the centres very ad~'antageously; but this. may be
mi!asutes:are :t~ken at the springing ohhearches,
sufficiently obtained by having them three or Jour
fl~'di.8cuilsingtheopl'inciples
of bridges, it has inches in the stone-work, and making toe woodI.'ll
be~ndemonstrated,-'that
the thickness. ought to be platform to. project considerably more around the
r~""ted
'by <the span' apd rise of 'the arches, com- pier. The shape of the points of the pier;; are,
3d, Semi-,
b;ified with' t"be .height of the piers; we have there- 1st; Acuteoangled; 2d, Right-angled;
fQtie'.cited the' before:-'fuentionedexampJes, merely as circular; and 4th, HaYing two iegments ofa circle
The 2d and 4th seem
b~ng some of theriarr6w~t
already practised 'with intersecting each other.
.sliccess 'On a large. s!=ale, but upon which engineers the prefe:rable modes. These projecting points usual.;.
.
ly- diminish from the line of each side of the pil'rs,
oUgh~ in future to improve.
: [nodetermining to :what height piers ought to he though we have seen them formed upon a ndrtOVl'er
carried,lg:reatattention
shouldbe paid, not only t<:i bas~.th~n tbe breadt~ of the, pier, leaving a square
the high~st points to which, from the best evidence, pl'oJec~lOnon each sIde; bUt. these projectiolls oh.
th'e,:wa:terappears~o',h1've"risen, but also totlie na- str.u~t the current, a~d cause a head whi.:h frequent;.
tlFe. of>tnec6u~ntry-wherethe bridge'is situated. If, IY;II1Jur~sthefoundatIOns. In the case of ot Maxence,'
in.the c~urse of the upper part .of the. river, there . Perronet has departed from the right-lined firrure,
~ndaIsodividedthe?odY'of
tbepier.1ongitudi~laIlf'
ar~ Jarge,; l~kes;: or. if th~lldjace'nt'countryjsveiy
fla.t~t~er~'cilnbe no.risk of.the.fIoodrising:to .('very . Juto two parts, leavmg an opening 'between them
g*~t. heig.h1:;f 1:ittt.'if therearerio 'lakes iri' the' courge eqiiiil' to. their thickness;, but as every water conduit
of:t!fe rive¥;.iand'ji: the bridge is placed. where: the' sh&tildhave" its. sections eqlial, and it&course 'as di.:"
adj<leEffi~~co~~try:oB:each's~de is above itsleveI/thei{ , ~ec~aSI:'°ssi~le~ ~hismbde seems very objectionable;
t~~\flo'04sb~iIJ~thussonfinC'd,. may possi~!y rise:o. a. . It likewIse' dlI~1\l1Shesthe strei1gthof the 'pier: arid
as :he h'as mad~ ;an inverted arch. :under theopeniDi~
5-t1tf'grea~C'rl1elght:ili"'p;pa.~' heen .fori'!lerlrnolI~e~.
XCVII. will, we trust; convey a distinct notion of the
progress.of thi$ difficult operation. The description.'may, no doubt, to some appear min\lte,'but those
engaged or interested in similar works will not think
itinore than sufficient; and we consider it a fortu.
Qate circumstance, to be enabled to furnish so mi.
pl1teandfaithful ao account of it.
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'1"ta:ctice. to embrace the whole foundation, the saving of masonry, when compared with the whole mass, is very
trifling; and, with due deference to that able engineer, we cannot help observing, that, in point of
taste, a work which is to convey an idea of durabi.
lity, should rather have the appearance of stability
towards its base, and diminish as it ascends.
Each course of stone around the outside should
be laid header and stretcher alternately; the stretcl1ers
1ihould be from 18 inches to two feet in breadth; and
the headers, which should be about one third of the
whole face, should each be from three to four feet
in length: their upright, or end joints, sh,ould be
correctly squared, at least one foot in from the face,
and ill no part be more than one inch in width. The
interior, or filling in stones, should be of equal height
to the outside stone., and have their upright joints
not more than ene inch in width:. they should break
joint at least one foot. The first, and, 3.11the succeeding courses, should be laid flushed" both their
bed and upright joints, in proper mortar. The French
engineers allow from two t,o four and six lines for the
thickness of the outside mortar joints: in, England
about an eighth of an inch, when compressed, is
usual. All the joints should be run full of grout,
where there is any vacancy after the first .operation.
The French cramp all the outside stones with iroll
cramps, from 15 to 18 inches in length, run and cover,ed with lead; but if the masonry be composed
of large stones, well worked, and laid to break
joints properly, iron cramps appear an unnecess,\1ry
ex pence. Great care should be taken to select the
hardest and most perfect stones for the p~ojecting
points of the piers, especially, those' on the upper
side of the bridge. The points should be carried
up at least to above high water mark, and at that
beight ,they are usually finished by sloping them
bcfck to the face of ~he spandrels. In some cases, a
projection of a circ~tlar !)r polygonal form is car.
~i~d up to the level of the roadway. 'The courses of
~tone may vary in th'ickness, 18 inches being a good
average.
.Abutment..' The abtitments are managed in the same ma.riner
as ~he piers, only, theirback,in,g is in generalmade of
good rubble stone, laid in .1iJne,mortar. This rubble
work must be levelled and grouted at the h~ightof
each course of square masonry; gre,at care being tak.en to have the whole properly bOl3ded and ~<>:nnecte.d together.
If the bridge is wide, a buttress, at:'
"
cou~terfort, shol,11d
be placed behind the middle part
of the abutment. This should be made of rubble work,
w;eIl bonded into the body of the abutment; and
b.aving, besides"thinhoop.iron,
laths, or half.incl,1
boards, laid ipas they are ~arried up, This is a ne:-.
ceJ:}saryprecaution in all large buttresses constructed
with rubble stone.
After all the. precautioDsYl'hich C!U)be taken to
3es:ure the founda~ions, of pi~rs, accidents sometimes
11appen ,to the bestconstructed)oVorks.
In the bri~ge
of OrIeans~.though condl,1cted by the best engi~eers
in France,one of ,the pie~ssunk 1~ inches,'fr~nch
~ea.sur~, a1~pu~1I the foundation, had :,sh~wn,Do.
symptoms of: peln.g, w;orse, than t~te ot~erJ:J', )?~e,
points did not sink with the body of the pier, but
both the masonry- and ,platform ;broke off at these
2
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points. The pier was loaded with i,~OO,OOOlbs.forPraj:ti<!t'.
five months. The points were then taken down un- I.-v--J
der low water and rebuilt. This was in 17$9; we
have ,not heard of its sinking more. 'But, in 1761,
the water having swept away about two feet froin
the, piers, induced them to drive two rows of piles
quite across the river, six feet distant from the lower
points of the piers, and fill in rubble stone.
In 1747, one of the pie:'s of Westminster bridge'
sunk 18 inches at one end, which caused the taking
down of two arches. The pier was loaded wi~h 700
tons, or.l,568,OOOlbs. It was cased round theJoun,.
dation with strong piles, to prevent any more. graveJ
running out. The pi~r was taken. down for some
distance under low water, and rebuilt level; the two
arches were also rebuilt;. but, to lighten the pie!.".
arches were const~ucted in thespandrels,
and the,
same was afterwards done at Orleans.
.At Orleans, the cau~e qfthe. ~inltingof the pief
was not. discovered. At Westminster" it took place
(rom there being no piles under ~he fou~dation,
and from the ballast men lifting gravel for c~vering the
briClge too near to the foundation of the, pier. . This
circumstance ought to prove a caution to engi!1eers,
never to leave unprotected, a foundation composed of
gravel, sand, or mud.
.

o~ CENTRES.
Having carried. the piers .and abutments.. up to Of Centtes.
the height at wl:1,ichthe a~hes are to. spring, th,e
next object is to set up timber fra~~s, usually known
by the name of centres. To con~tructanderect,.these
in a judicious manner, is one of the' mo.stlJl~flterly
operations in bridge buildi,ng; but as thisJorI?s also
a principal feature in CARt'ENTRV, we must refer t!:Je
reader to that head, under which he shall findtpe:,S)lbject
fillly discussed; and at pre~entcqnt~nt ourselves with,
giving drawings, and verygt;neral. desc;ripti()ns, of
" used in.co~~t,ructing,some,of
centres, which have been.
See PUTltS
theprinc ipa1 bridges in Britain and France.
XCiX. and.
Plates XCIX.
and C.
.
, Iil a centre, the princ;ipal objects to'be keptin,vie}Y" C.
are to construct and. fix: such a framea.s~han:s.uppor,l;
the weight of t.he arch-stones,; through ~lltl:1,eprs)'..
gressof the work,. fr~IJ?tht:sp~ngil!g ,of the al,"c9:)
to the fixing of the key.stone, without chf1pgiJ:!g,its
s~ape, aIld to admi~o~ its.being removt:d with ,~afety
and ease. Frommspectmg
the; Plat~s, it ;W1»Jb,e,
' French IWgineers,.brought:t4~ t,m~~r.
seen t~at the,
ot ea,ch f.rame very- near togethet:,,!-nfl ke.pt, tPt:1}1
very narxow at the footing upon wp'~ch they:r~s~ed,i.
~hereas, in Eng~a?d,)~ is.the pra~tic()t~ p~ce th~
tlR~her~J!1e~eapart,andex~e!fd,t~e
foot,u:ig:, :.TAS
cPt1lP~a~'ft; merit,s ,of; the~~,prin£i,ples y"41:;b.~dJ~)
c),l$sed.when treat1ngofCAR~ENTRX~;' i?\ltwoea~ewar~
ra.IJted. in. obs,erving?, th'!t the .Eu,glish c::eqtrea,~a,!~
s~cceed.~d,pest ,m,praF~ice.,.f\.~,Neuilly, p.revio,ust~
tJie c<;utre ,being ~a~e~ fe!;J:qne,~ .I~ta,~s"t~<l~. t4~1
arch (of,120F~ench feetLhad.sUE~I,3
in~~ ,iln~
it .aft~rW',-~dssunk :;l9~ ,inches. mp¥~l'.maki~g~~a1t,
2S; l nches. : At ¥an .~.z ~ (al~~,~20 ¥renc,A J~et apa" n.:l
'
,
~~fo~ ,:t~:~en,tI;t;,~as,
~~~dU~esil?k.ing;
w~~ ,12
menes, ana; It afterwards mcreased to 20~. In BritaIn.
"
n06uchimperfections
,have ever been known. Ip the
,
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~RIDGE.

Practi<;t.
largest arches eonstrueted
with cut stone, ,under the
'-v-'
direction' of expt'rienced persons, the si~kin'g has
been searcely discernible.
In Dunkeld bridge of
90, Tongueland of 118, and Aberdeen of 130 feet
span; ,the sinking has never exceeded three inches,
cO!t.se.quently no derangeme~t of general form' or

required';, and when there are five arches, three cen.
hes will be needed.

I)r.acti~

SeC' page 542.

~

OF THE ARCHES.

'The centres .being placed, and prepl"rlY secured, Of~h~
al c e.,
()f JOInts took
the setting the archst\Jnes is' pr9ceeded with., The
place.
In nvers where there is no
'navigation, or where there is no risk from the ~,as°!1ry of the piers and abutments, near to ,the
iloating,down of ice or timber, the centres are fra- springing, iscarefully adjusted; and it is USU1!J,immed with horizontal, tie beams, and supported in mediately under the com\I1cncement of the' curvature,
sundry places by frames or piles fixed in the bed of to lay a capping, string, or cordon: this, by having:
the river; and, in old bridges, corbels of stone were a small projection, covers any trifling inaccuracy:
frequently placed in each abutment, to receive the which may have taken place in setti~g out er carry:;
1:Jeamsof the ,centres. But when any of the before- jng up the abutments aild piers. If. the courses have
hitherto been worked with horizontal beds, the up'
mentioned inconveniences are to be guarded agaicst,
t?e frames are trussed so as to leave a large propor- per bed of tbis capping course is some,times mape to'
suit the radius of the arch. After the genera.! form
tlOi1:of the space in the middle unobstructed. In
this case, more art is required in framing and''Placing and dimensions'of the arch have been determined; the
th.e centr~s,so as to afford effectual support, and ad" ferm and dimensions of the archstones is of the fi,st
Imf of a perfect mode of lowering and removing im'P°rtance, forit is upon them that the great feature,
of bridge building depends; The naturtc"ofthe differ.
ther,n. The offsets of the stone work and platforms,
affGT<I.
th~ 'ID~si:substantial abutments for the sup.; ent forms intO which' they have ooen,may"or olight
ports.;, hutimless the bed of thl" river is very soft, to be made" lla.vealready been fully considered when
2reat advantage may be derived fromaho placing treating of the principles of bridges; we shall there.rames or piles at a small distance from the body of fere now only &imply state -various instances where
the pier,; and as in large arches this operation' can- different sizes have been practised in great works.
not incommode the navigation, it ought to be made
use of. The modes of lowering or easing the cenP ar t"tCUar.
1
I::IDePthnfthf En."aineers.
COUllt1"lJ. brz'd~
t!'es practised in Britqi~, appeal's', to be much more
oes. Span'jR18e.arckstoroe<
at Cr{,JIDn.'
sImple alld safe than those described by Perronet, as
-.....--practised in France. In France, the bridgirigs across
Ft. 'Ft.
the frames, up~>nwhich the archstoneswereset, were
72 24 4 ani .5IMansl!rd.
French. Pant Royal.
~ut ~way,eithel' beginning at the springing, and-pro21,6
Blols.
81
4.3 and .5Sleur Gaforlel.
ce~mg regularly upwai'ds to the key, or otherwise,
Orlean~.
100 30 6
H upeau.
Neuilly.
1>y;firstcutti1Jg O11t~ach other bridging, over the
120 30 S
P'eITonet.
~ITl}net.,
Mantz.
120 35 6
whole centre; and next, each other that was left,
Nugent.
90 28 4.6.
Perranet.
and, sO' alternately, tiritiltbe whole were, removed.
Laby lie.
76 38 .5
British. Westminster;
In Britain, the centres are set upon beams; between
Blackfriars.
Mylne.
100 43 5
tltecentres and the beams, wedges are in trod ueed,
Tangueland.
118 38 3.6
Telford.
semetimes in separate pairs across, under each frame;
90 30 3.2
Dunkeld.
Telford.
65
Conon.
21.82.6
sometimes the wedges .are formed or fixed upon one
Telford.
Bewdly.
60
TeIford.
piece of wood, which reaches across the whole width
120 '2.9
Inigo" J ones.
58 17 1.6
, of the
soffit" passing between all the centre frames,
and the supporting frames or beams; and, lastly;the
we~ge~are formed o!, fi~ed upon a piece of wood,
);romthe feregoin,&",examples it will besee1J, ~hatw}l1C~ISplaced kmgttudmally uncleI:the fQot of each. the> French . have uniformly used' very deep' arch.
ce,ntre frame,: and resti~g also on thesupporti~g
stones, for their outside ,or .headersare many cif them
£rame. When the centre ISto be eased, these wedges' more than those heredescnbed fer the body of the
are dn.ven along each othe~, or the pieces of w.cod ar~h ; and t~is. circumst~nce no doubt,joined to thefr.
on which the wedges are formed or fixed, are driven wIde mortar Jomts, led, 1EIsome measure, tctheenorback so that t~e wedg~s are moved along each of their mous sink~ng of their arches. In Westminster and'
i~Ciined pl~nes into larger spaces than they had be- Blac~friars.'the archston<;sare equally deep} but by'
fore occupIed. In all fhese cases, the wholece~bre
thedliI!enslOns ef those In Tongueland brIdge'near'
is lIJade to descend very gently, and may be suffered' Kirkcu~bright, viz. 3feet 6 incheS',it may be obser~ ,.
to rest at any part 'of the operation.. The mode of ~d that ne such depth is necessary; fer here in an
striking the wedges is varied aCcording to circum., arch ef lIB feet span, erected over,a.river, where, he~
.timc~8. ,It is, in the smaller arches" usually Eer., , sides about 10 feet depth at l~w water; the tides rose'
'formed. by men with mauls striking each pair of above 16,fee~, which of course rendered it somewhat
~dges.'
I~ t~e.larger arches, sue? .asWestmin*r
?ifficuli to fix:.andpreserve t~e. centering.;, yet no sink~d'~(:ff1'lar.~' It.was perf?rmed wIth a bea,!II.mourit:" mgtook,:placeto o,pen,the Jomts, and the whole ar~h
edlas a 1)at~rtlJg'ram.The
frames' are placedJrom
has ever since r~malnedstable and perfect. Also In
ro.ur~iix; tj) se~n feet apart, from middle to middl,e, Dunkeld bridge~ tIi~arch of. 99 feet'span has arch~
iu\d;u-.e seci1r~'with cr!'l~Sties and braces..
.'
stones' 8;2 deep;: which are also quite sufficient. No.,
Whe~ there~
three arches, two centres:wiIlbe
ditubt themode'ofi D:ianag,ingthe spandrels in' bptb.
'

,
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Llanrwst.
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BRID GE.
Pnctice. cases should also be takerr into account, but we are
.~-.)
persuaded, that archstones are, in general, made much
deeper than necessary; and on account of the unne.
ct'ssary weight and expense incurred by this practice,
we consider it our duty to draw the particular attention of the young engineer to this point. He may,
111the instance of Llanrwst bridge, observe, that our
British Pal1adio (Inigo Jones,) has long ago shewn
lIS a boJd example, which has stood the test of 174<
years. In Llanrwst. bridge, the mid~le ~rch o( 58
feet span, 17 feet rIse, and 14 feet ]11width across
the soffit, the arch stones are orJy 18 inches deep.
1Ve have carefully examined this arch, and can assure
the reader, that it is not from the peculiar exc!.'l!ence
of the workmanship it derives any advantage. The
archstones vary in thickness from 5 to 16 inches;
many of them are 8 and 9 inches. There are, in some
instances, two head!.'rs to answer one course. of com.
:mon archstones, and in others two courses of arch.
'stonestoanswer one head!.'r. The masonry of the
epandrels is very irregularly laid; and as a complete
proof of the stabil!ty of the middle arch, from a defect in the foundatIon of the west abutment, one of the
side arches fell, and was rebuilt in 1703, but the others
.remained uninjured. The piers are 10 f<::etin thickness, and the arch spril1gs about 3 fe~t above the bed
of the river. The road over the bridge is certainly
too steep, and thereby no doubt lessens the weight
upon the side arches; but we are convinced, that the
road might be made with a declivity of 1 in 2!1i,and
the same degree of lightness preserved, by constructing the spandrels hollow, in theway which will here.
after. be described, iDstead of filling them up solid
as they are at present. We are more particular in
des,cribing this bridge, because of the authority it de.
rives from the celebrity of its designer, and the length

of tilIie it has endl1red.

,
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In setting the arch stones, care should be taken to, Practice.
keep each course pointing in the direction of the ra- ~
dius; and in 'order to enable the- workmen to do this
correctly, the thickness of each cout'Se should be
marked upon the out~r ribs, arid its line of direction
-upon the lower part of the beams of the same ribs.
,Attention must also be had to carry. on the courses
equaUy on each side of the centre, and also to carry
up masonry over the so,lid part of each pier in the
spamlrels. If this is not attended. to, too much weight
on one side will derange the form of the centre; and
there is sometimes a necessity to lay some temporary
'weight upon the crown of the centre, un~iI.'the load
approaches the middle. In case of more arches than
one, arid the arches flat, care must .be had not to expose one ~ide of the pier until it has a sufficient weight.
upon it, or is guarded by resistance on the opposite
side. At the bridge of Mantz, by a neglect of this
sort, one of the piers was pushed 4}inches out of the
upright.
It was afterwards by loading the opposite
side, made to return 2' inches:
.
The keystones shocld be driven to.fill their places
firmly, but not so as to require much force, other..
wise they will derange the reat of the joints, and alter
the shape 0[. the arch. As soon.as the keys are driven,.
all the back and end joints of t:he whole arch should
be carefully examined; and if from the drying of the
mortar, or defect of any Gf the stones, some vacancies
appear.. th('1' should be run full of. mortar, andJirmly
wrdged with slates ;~the whole should then be left
for some time to dry arid indurate. The length of
this time must depend upon the state of the weather,
the qualities of the stone, and also the mortar. Whilethis operation is going on, the masonry should .be
brought up in the spandrels to the level of about ;}
ofthe rise of the arch. This may be of rubble work,
but'it should be laid closely, in regular courses, ill'
goodlime mortar, andabutti ng firmly against the archstones.. The outside stones sh~mld. in the part over
the pier, be carried up to the same height; but immediately adjacent to the arch stones, they shouM be
stepped or racked back; and left so. until the centre
is removed, because i£ finished close up to the hoick
of thearchstones, the: least sinking ohhe arch.would
. cause a fissure.. Thespandrels having been carried.
up to. the proper height,. and the mortar having .acquired a proper censistence, the centre may be eased.
arid removed in the wayfol'merly described..
., The centres having bee)) removed,. the' soffit of the

From 2 Jeet6 inches.to {, feet, is a good length
for the face or soffit of the archstones.
\Vhen they
are longer, as the beds can scarcely ever be 'worked
and set exactly true, they are apt to break when the
weight' comes upon them; and when shorter, thereis
110t sufficient space to overlap or break the joints.
properly.
Each course'. should be of equal thickness:'
quite through between .tbe headers. The thickness
of each course should be from one-third to one.half
their depth, ana they should be chamfered or .rusti.
ca~edalong the bed jpints, and also those of the out.."
side heads. The beds. should be worked as. true as
possible for the whole breadth of each stone, the ne~ arch should be carefully examined, and the joints ..if
glect of which de~troys every other precaut~on;. Each. necessary, pared, clean.edout, and pointed-with mol'''
s~one should be laid so as just to s~m in the mortar~ tar., Thead...antag~a'risiDg from champh~redo:r rustic
aRd bt; struck with a :maul two or thJ7ee good blOW9" JointS will, now appear:: they prevent the edges from
The jointS of the headers. should be of equal' thick.
chipping, and cover any trifling inequality.,.so that:it is
Desswith those of the other.stonesin the same cpurse~ tne crossjoints only which require paring :.thecham.
Inexperi~nced masons; by laying the headers with phen:d joints also
. give an. appear.anceof lightness,to
thinner joints for show of fine work, frequentlycre~
thearchstones.
Tt . is sometimes the practice tQ lay
ate an unequal pressure, which bursts or splinters the around the arch a thin cou.rse of stone, plain. or mould.headers, before the interior. a.rchstones c.ome to an. . edonthe edge, which projects a Jew inches below
«:qual bearing.
the face of the archstones.
Thisbecornesnecessary
.
.,'
The French. cramp the headers with iron to. the. if the heitders have any twist, b~causelt'adrriits of the
in~eriorarchstone~; but if the masQnry.: is good; ibis: spandre1s'beirig setcorI:ectly .straight, wit/lout,shew;';
'
s.e~ms totally'~nnecess~r,y, nor is .it, practised.in, Bri... ing. the twist er o.ther defect.
.
1<\11]...
'

"
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issues through a p1pe inserted in the arch stones; Practic~
Small doorways are also made through the walls; and ~
by a hatchway cons~ructed in tbetop pav~~ent, '3
person may; at any tune, descend, andexamme the
state of the interior parts of the spandrek See Plate l'I.ATl;CL
Cl.
'
The outside waIls are usually made, thicker than
the interior walls: they are generally in good bridges
faced with square masonry, and have a rubble back.
ing. The fac~ngis composed of]~eaders.and stretchers,
the latter bell1g from 15 to 18 Inches m bl'!~adth, and
the former from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet in length i
the whole thickness of square masonry and rubble,
making about f of its height upon an average. Wheli
these walls are very high, a wall is also built along
the middle of the piers; and abutments which cross
the other, and into which they are tied by bond
stones, or pieces of timber laid at about every six
feet in height. When these spandrels have been.
brought up t9 the level of the top of the arch.stones;
they are dressed into the slope whic/i it is proposed
to make'tbe roadway, which we recommend to be 1
in ,24<. B:ere there is usually laid a cordon or facia
course, and cornice, which extends along the whole
of the arches, spandrels, and wing walls. This is made
varying 'in thickness, heigbt, and shape, according
to the fancy of the engineer; but the upper' course
of it should be of sufficient breadth to allow for the
projection, and tQ pass quite through ui:ider the para-~
pet, which' will, by st,mding upon it, keep alHhe
work secilre; the upper side of the projecting part
should have a slope or-weathering, to thro\v off the
water which will fall upon it, ,and the upright joint.
should be set'andpointed with.Britisli cement.
,When arches are s6 construCted, thiteach .will
stalJd in&pendel1t of the others; 'and;whidiapf5e'3:t9
the true princjp~e of bridge b~fJ.dj.ng, tne',abtitinen'ti
are merely piers, placed neXt th~ shoie of the rivers;
alJdwehave aOi:;(,rdinglrhitherto consid'ered~thein:aa
such. The'French engIneers, from the' flatness of
their,arches, and the great weight of. the 'Vou$$oiri
and~asollrywith which they have loaded them,have
consIdered that the greatest push should be agait18t
the abutments, and have ma:de theifimuch thidt.er
than. the:piers. In NeuilJy,when' the pie:rs'were' 19
feet,Perronet
has made the. abutments 30 feet 9
inch~s.This
appears.tobi:i a mistaken'mode of 'pro"
ce'edmg, because the abutments; besi~stheirori
thickness, have generally wing wa1lsbehi'ld them,
upon whkh, by making, the back 'of the abutmenfS in
a cir.cularJorm, they will.abutand'be prevented fram
moving;backward1i; The wing walls have somHimei
their foundations.laid .at the samcdep'th as the: ab\'jtii
menta, and' are' similal'lysecured by 'pileli and'plat<forms.. ~£ ,the g.round,isfirm, they are founded by
steps nSlngupasthey retreat: This, when practicable~
saves'mucn masonry. .Then"' thid~ness is:'made from
about -}to fpart of tIleir height upon: an 3verage";'
but as the space,between 'is filled up'witheircll; thef
shol;1ld be. formed i,! curved lines horizontally' and' .
vert.lc~lr~ and also '~ave ,a batter offrom%do
of
theIi"lielgh,t,: andithlsrrshouldbe-; p1!Gvided,for '1nt"~i.t

,When the' arches have been completed, and the
centres removed, the points of the piers are brought
up, and are either linishedat some distance above high
watetmark, by sloping them back to the face of the
s.pan.drel, in either It triangular or circular form, or
they are disposed, so as to receive columns, pilasters,
circular, or, semi octagonal turrets; in all of which
,shapes very excellent works have been constructed.
The-two latter modes afford greatest stability to the
superstructure in acting as buttresses, and on this ac~
count they. agree more correctly with edifices of
,this kind. It is needless to.observe, that in whatever
way the points ofthe piers are terminated, it isabso.
lutely necessary that it be with stones of good quality,
"firmly connected :with the spandrels. The spandrels
.of arches have been finished in a variety of ways: in
man] of the old bridges they were filled up with earth,
or graveL; and in small bridges the masonry should
:-be brought up to the level of about one fourth of the
ri$e of the arch, and,then be sloped up Eo the top of
the back of the archstol1es, and the remaining space
.filled up witb. gravel or stone rubbish,. (not clay).
'In tb.e large French bridges, they have been fiJIed up
entirely with rubble masonry; but this .throws an unneces.sary weight upon thearcheli.
To remedy this,
arches bave been made sometimes quite through, and
kept open, and sometimes concealed; and in West~
~minster,~and Orleans,.vault1! have been constructed to
lighten the piers: .which ~unk, and those adjacent to
them; but as these arches .are easi1yderanged by, any
settlement of tb.e main arch, and by that meansren'deredinjurious rather. than beneficial;. another more
simple..and effectual way has. been devised. Thilt;has
becllpractised, wi$,perfec.t .success.in TongueJand
,bridge of IlS.feetiipan,.andDunkeldof
90; as weltias
in ,many other instances, and' ought .to .begene.PaHy
adopted in all, bridges composed of large arches.
'This mode consists of building walls longitudinally:
.they are founded upon the solid. rubble masonry;
w~ich has. alre~dy, been described;. and incr.eas.ingin
'length as they advance in.l1eight, they rest upon and:
abut again1!tthe backs of each row of archstone~
'and.'.act..as struts ,between. them. These walls are
place;dJro!1l:twot().. three.fe~t apart from each otber;
lAd are; madeJrotn; 18. inches to three feet in tbick'~
ness, accordingto,tbeirheight,
and the nature of the
materials .of whicl1theyare composed,. They are kept
steady, t>ylayiug longstoncs occasionally across;from
',Qne wall to. another... Theoutsidespandrd
wall.,
~ning,pariilleLwitb
these,and;being.connected w.ith
them. by long stones, become .a.pact:.of the general,
-{.tame'. These walls are all carried up to near the
lev.etofthe top.iof thearoostones,.where
they; are
oov.ered with two rows.offlat. stones. where they;can
.
b~,p..t'o~l'ed,. .or..where that is difficult, .the openings
are;,arc.hedover,. (Gothic .01'.pointed.)- to lessell.the
la.tet:a.lpressure. Somet~es the)midd,le,openingsiare
C\r~hed,-i\l1d.thosenext tne, outside:covered,with: Bat.
st.QDes.SmaUopeningsare madeilt tb.osewalIs, upon
tbetQP,of.the~b1?le;
masonry. throughwhicb:- ~y;
water that may faU into,.orbe by any meana.coUected.: ling. out ..their fOjIndations;. .When~the wmtfw1illS'ate';
in the spandrele, is conducted to one point, where it very long and highJ there ehould be a cross wall built,
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V~actjce. reaching between them, into which they should be channel; or British cement may 'be usedinst~a.d of Ptactice.
~
~
tied; and sometimes vaults may be constructed be- lead.
The outline of the cornice and parapet should be,
tween them, and converted to useful purposes.
At the terminations of the wing walls, there should. a curve for the whole length of the bridge, which
be newells or pilasters;. and these are made round;. abutting on Nch shore. conveys a stronger idea' of se.'
but
square; or octagonal, as is most s,uitable to ,th~ g~neral curity, than, when the top is a honzontalline;
design. The masonry of the wing walls IS sImIlar to the real advantage is the road way being kept con.
what has been described for the outside walls of the stimtly clean and dry.
In bridges when the parapets are made solid, and
spandrels.
where proper stones can be procured, it is advisable
to make each parapet, of one row af stones, about
OF PARAPETS.
three feet six inches in height, and diminishing from
The whole work having been brought up to the
120.1' 14 inches a.t the bottom, to 8 or 9 inches atthe
Parapets.
level of the cOl;don, or'cornice, and that. having also top. which is made convex.: each joint should. be well
been set. the parapets are to be constructed.
They. secured by iron dowels.
Where parapets are made of rubble masonry., from'
are. made from three feet six inche$ to six feet in
h~ight above the footpaths or roadway: four feet 18 to 24 inches in thickness is required, to aemit of'
two. stones in breadth. These should be carefully
four inches is quite sufficient for protection and de.
cqraiion, and, is not so high as to. obstruct the view. bonded to.gether,.and coped, either with a course of
Parapets of the best finished bridges, consist of a squared stones dowelled together, or otherwise with'
Rlinth, dado, and coping. In their large bridges, th~. stones about !line inches iD~epth set on ed~e. . These
,
parapets should have theIr top- andcopmg curved
French make the thick,ness. of the parapet twC)feet;
iit Britain, the dado or middle member is made only ~ d9wn .tathe gr.ound;' at each .end; and be there se.
frqm 10 to 12 inches in thickness, and the plinth so cured by a. stone of considerable size. fixed:firmly;'
much more as to leave an offset of about an inch o~ under the surface.
e~~h side. If the plinth has mouldings on the uEper
edges.. the thickness is made somewhat more. The. '
OF THE ROADWAY.
coping is made from. six to nine inchell in thickness.,
.
In places of great thoroughfare, there are usually- It ~!W2Y,
a~1dhas projections o.n each, side. The top is. most,
g~n~rally made to slope each way frqmthem19.d,le.; footpaths: indeed, for the protection and comfol't.of
foot,passengers,..who form the greatestp''Op'Ortioo'of
sometimes in straight lines, and,sometimes cil'cular;
andihere .areinstancesof the ~lopebeing made in one I mankind, footpaths ought to be made. along every
iI}flinationJ from thei[jside to ~he outside. Sometimes, bridge, and also every road. Nothing .can be more
degrading and unfair, than th-at those very persons.
the ed.ges are plai[j. and often moulded :wpenthey!
a~epl'!in.a ca,vetto, or small hollow,is c.ut in .the pro~ . by whose labours .bridges '.and, roads are obtained;
j~cting partJofthe bed. to prevent the water. which ~hould bemi~ed with, and exposed to be trampled
. . OD;
f<jlls;on,the ~op, fro,m runl}ing down the face of tlle. by horses; o.r crushed by wheelcarriag.es.
'When the spandrels have been covered by arches
da,~o~,: In ot:nea,rto.laJ;gecities and.1arge towns, or.,
n~ar, tqthedVo'elIingsof the wealthy, !nstead of the. or-flat. stones, it is only necessary; for the footpaths,
dado b$!~ng.a11madesolid, ballustq-sare intro,duced; ; to build with rubble stone foundatiul1s for the outsIde
a¥.d these occupy. a large,' or sq1allerspace, ac;cording curbing. This curbing should be ef,hardstone. (say
to the fancy of the. designer. Sometimes there are. granite,) abo ut from .12.to 15:inches in depth; and
half ballusters .on. the outside fOi appearance, the from 6 to 9 . inches' iu.thickness;on the upper,edge.
inside being. solid. There .are sit~tions which re- Ti)eidengthsshould
be as;great'ascal1be- .conYeDien't~'
qu~re.this.Thenortn
bridge.inEdinburgh being ex: ly procured, and they should be set in lime mortar.'
The-, Splice oetween .the ,curbing and the' parap!.>t!!,
p<?sefl,to violent gusts of .wind, the open b~usters
w$!f~f9};InAinconvenient, and the spaces between were., sh.ouldbe paved with hard flagstones,S or 4 inches in,
cIpScedal<;>ngthe inside.
. thickness, well faced and jointed.. They should-be laid
AJI .the stones for the parapets should be of the, in,lime mOltar upon a bed of coarse sand, or clean grA~
best quality theneighbuurhood affords: they. should vel. In large bridges, thewnole-of the. footpathsiis'
be worked and set very correctly.. The ballusters are, sqmetimes covered with granite. The breadth offoot" .
f~qllently turned in a lathe, and have spaces cut in : paths varies from three tomore feet: three feetwilladniit
th~plinth, and coping to receive their top; ,and bot~ of one personwalldng with safetn four' feet sir inches
tom. ends: tjIecoping must be secured if! the end. wiu. admit of two.audsixfee-tof~hree.
Thetop'of
jqipts, by do;veta~ls,cramps, or cast iron. dow~l~~ T~e
the footpath $houldbe ffom 6 to 10 inches,aboye.the'.
latter mode IS the best: th.e dowels are four mche~.In bo~t£)m.:of the side channel. Along ,the outside' of
lCI?gt!;J,and. about one inch square: theyareletintothe. curb. .st-ones, the French place borne or fender
tl~emidqle of the end joints as .tqe stones are set; the, ston~s ;. Dut passengers, horses, and carriages, may get
rest .of the joints. especiq!]y the !oW'erside, is ma.deup;; entang:~edal}d injur:ed,by them;, itls thereforeprevl7ITclosely with)ime mortar, or British cement.. and ferable,to have small paving stones set,' foi:mil'lg,an
a BiDall perpendicular channel is cut ,in each stone.
ilJj:linedp]ane between tqe'outeredge 0f the curbing,
w!iich,; whE!njoined,com!11:u!'Iicatesfrom the. top. to. , an~ the b6Uom..ofthe side. cltannel: thiswiILeffecthe dowell: do.wn this melted lead is poured" whi<;h tu.al!y prevent:carJ'iages froIn>coming 1.1ponthe footfills;:t!p the .:;p!\cerou.nd the dowe311imd also the small path.
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Ihhe carriage way is to be paved, there should be ges; for while the main b'ody of the ar~h 'has a 'rise I'~a~t~c,:,
laid upon the covering of the spandrels, and over the of about one.fourth of the span, the '01ltslde headers, ~
t<>pdf the arches, abed of gravel mixed with loam, by bein"ga flat. segment, gi~es an appearanc,e oflightness, and in hIgh floods SUItSthe contractIOn of the
about from 12 to 18 inches in thickness, worked
with water into the consistence of mortar. When this vein cif water entering the,arch. .
.
We have been minute m treatmg the PractIce of
nas become moderately dry and firm, squared whin
paving stones, about four inches square, and six to bridge building, considering it of im,portance to the'
eight inches in depth, are to be set andweU beat, YOUl1~engineer, to be thoro?ghly mformed o.f the
making' a curve across the road of four inches in most mioroved modes adopted IDddf~rentcountT1es by
24 in breadth '; and that curve should be terminated by . expenen'cedpersons, He will thus be enabled to judge
sinking f~ur !nches more i~ thedistance of two feet how far all, or anyof.them, are applicable to the w?rks
from ihe mdmed plane, whIch has been formed along he is engaged in ;. or he may draw from ,them hints,
which may lead him to improve upon an former prac.,
the outere<lge'of the i::urbing stones.
If the roadway isto ,.bemade with gravel only. it tice; and, at all evel'lts,this will prevent the waste of
.is necessary to lay it 22 inches in depth in the middle, time in conttiving modes already acted upon. We
lInd 18 inches near die sides,; It should contain a small also conceive, that candid foreigners may profit, by
mixture of ,loam, so that when worked with water, it being made acquainted with the Bri~ish manner of
shall consolidate MIdafterwards exclude water. There' conducting the v;:rious difficult operatIons. co~nected'
s110uld stilI :be about i8 inches in ,breadtb, on each with bridge building; fOl-by carefulJy conslde:nng the'
side next the before mentioned inclined planes; paved accounts given by the ablest French engineers, it will
with small squared whinstones; because by forming be evident, that perhapsone-third part of the materials
the roadway a -little 'convex across, and with adecli.
and labour they, have hitherto used, may be saved,
vity{)f I in ,24 le'ngthwise, it is meant that the and their defects avoided by adopting modes practi.
greatest pr<>,portionof water which falls on the bridge
sed in Britain. We freely acknowledge and admire
sh'all run along each side.
the portion of science which they have bestowed
In small bridges, where there are no cavities in the, u'pon those important works. We are greatly in'spandrels, it is necessary to fill them .up with coarse debted to them for so minutely registering ea~h ope.
gravel with a mixtUre ofloam;working it with water ration, and for so candidly describing their errors and
,as put in; and if this simple operation is carefully defects. In Britain, we have no such correct jourperformed over the arches, the trou'ble and expe,nse nals of similar works published, and very few we suscif coating with cement, and other substances, may pect preserved. The cause of this, we conceive to
safely be spared.
otiginate in the French bridges having been entirely,
The water which falls upon' the roadway of. the unde'!"the direction of its government, who employed
bridge, must be conducted beyond the extremity of men.oFliberal edu<:ation, and frdm whom the officers
the wing walls, and be'there introduced into covered at the head of their department re-qcired regular and
d~ains, ()r open paved sewers, and be afterwards car- minute .details of each operation, from the commenceried off in the mast convenient direction..
ment to the 'completion of every work '; and fot.this
In or adjacent 10 towns, walls or -quays are 'usual~ purpose, they were no doubt furnished with -a suffi.
ly carried from the abu.tments along the banKs 'of the cient number df supe1'intendants and clerks, who also
river; and even in the country it is frequently found acted agreeably to forms previously arranged. Where.
to be advisable for protecting theabutrnents~ but
as in Britain, with a very few exceptions, these useful
as the description of this sort of works falls more works have been constructed at the ex pence, and unproperly under that of wharfs, we shall refefthe read- der the direction of particular, and frequently verylimited districts, communities, or individuals, whose
e: ,to the articles HARBOUR,. and INLAND Navigat$on.
chief object has; in general, been ~conomy.' For .it)
We have: .known bridges, whose archeswete of they have had recourse to every means that ingenuity
'considerable size, constructed with bricks, In this' could: devise, both with regard to the plans and percase, it is cust6marYeither to have the, wh(}le of the' formance. The effect of this ,has been to create,a
piers, or atJeast the upper points cased with stone;
gteat competition amongst all persons who have had
'but if the points 'are circular, and bricks made of experience, or any idea of such works. 'The desrre
a suitable shape, ani! outside bricks laid headers in of the competitors to have their proposals accepted,
British cement, the work will be sufficiently substan.
has led them to 'recur to every project which could
tia1: It is necessary that the bricks. for the whole, reducethe-expence; andthough from the want ofknowbridge be made of good 'day. well prepared and tem- ledge, imd desire for economy in those who d~cided
pered, .be burnt h~rd, and laid wi:th thin beds of mor- on the merits of the proposals, very frequently infetar, but to be properlyllushed as -they are hid, and ribr-plans have. been adopted, yet, from the sa~city
grouted af.terwards. It 'is likewise necessary, after' and good management of the practitioners, we have
the arches are closed, that the centres be suiferedto
sCarc~ly ever k-n~wn, in any work of ,magnitude,
remain until the 'mortar has acquired,"a considerable defects similar. to those described in themost perfect
degree of consistence. It will gr~atly improve the 'of the French bridges : indeed such defects would
work, if laths or hoop iron are laid in as it advances. 'ha-verendered the works so inadmissible, that the conIn respect to' the formation of arches, although it tractors would have be~n oblig~d to take
d()wn and
,
has been .fully tr~ated under the head of, Theory,
reconstruct them;
yet we cannot help here observing, that the mode
q'his mode of-competition, joined to -the quantity
;a.do.pted by P~rronet at Neuil~y has manyadvantaoffioating-E:apital always in this country, ready to be
'

'

,
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way which promises profit, has, of
tate years, led to an extreme upon this principle,and
rendered caution necessary in selecting, even at an apparent increase of ex pence, the best qualified of the
compt'titors, of whom we have frequently knowIl up'
wards of twenty for onc project.
'\V OODEN BmDoEs.
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river from injuring the bridge. Fe'ndc!' piles. are Practic~.,
sometimes driven, so as to form a triangle::at'some little ~
distance above, and opposite to each pier. This mod~
has been adopted with perfect success by Mr Telford
on the:: Severn, 8 miles below Shrewsbury.
These
pilings and frames, in deep and rapid rivers, being
!lot pnly difficult .and expensive in the first instance,

but notwithstanding aD the precautions whicl~can b~

taken, Hable to injuries not easily remedied, wooden
bridges, of great extent, have been constructed
from baok to bank, without any intermediate Stlpports. This has been performed in different ways
with great ingenuity. When the banks rise considerably above the level of the river, it is usual to construct the supporting frames. chicfl y below the level
of the roadway.
1. Merely by means of two principal rafters, whose
lower ends stand on the abutments, and their pointS'
meet below the middle of tile beam; or sometimes
the upper points pa~s the outer beams, and Jneet below the top of the side railing.
2. By the principal rafters reaching fl"omthe abut~
menU to an intermediate part of the horizontal beam,
and having a stretching piece between their tops.
There are instances of this being repeated in the same
bridge below the level of the beams, and also again
in the side railing of the roadway.
a.By constructing a series of short framcs, and,
placing them vertically in the manner of stone voissQirs, and 'upon these .raising the structure of the
roadway and railing. This mode was pointed out by
Palladio, as suitable for wooden bridges of great extent. Gautier acknowledges that he had adopted Pal.
ladio's idea, in forming a design of a woaden bridge
for the Seine; and ia England, the east iron 'bridge.s
at Wearmouth, in the county of Durham, and at
Boston, in Lincolnshire, are also formed 01.1this principle.
4. A very ingenious m0de has been practised by
James Burn of Haddillgton, in a wooden bridge of
109 feet 3 ioc'hes spaLl,and 13 feet 4 inches rise, over
the river Don, about 7 miles from the city of Aberdeen; on the road to Banff. Mr Born takes a series
of frames in the form of an arch, but each set of
frames is laid' horizontaJIy across the soffit. The
brIdge is 18 feet in width; and there are two raws
of frames, or as it were two ribs placed four inches
distant from each other. Upon these arch frames.
a vertical framing is constructed to supFOrt the bearers, the joists, planking, and gravel of the road~
way. See Plate LXXXVIII.
This bridge was erected ' PLATE
crr.
Instead of driving piles for supports, frames are in 1803. Mr Burn built another' wooden bridge upon LXXXVIII.
sometimes constructed on dry land, which are afterthe same principles over the same river, at Granholm,
within four miles.of Aberdeen, to open etcommuniwards sunk in their proper situations. after the bottom has been made level to receive them. These up- cation with the extensive manufactory of lames Had.
right frames have grated frames attached to their den, Esq. and Co. This bridge .consists of two
arches, each, 71 feet 6 inches span, and lOfeet 6
b,ase, and which extettd on each. side of the upright
frames. Through the spaces formed by this exct'ss inches 1'ise: it has only 10 f~et 6 inches in width af
soffit; and, consists -of ORerow ofirames.
Here there
of breadth, short piles ate driven'to keep the gratiiig
and frames secure. These upright frames have theN-' is, of course, a pier in the middle ofthe r-ivel'.
The same artist has likewise: Quilt, on the same
~ides covered with planking; and in order' to add to
thei.c.l>tability, the lower part is filled with gravel or, principles, a wooderibridge of three arches over the
river South Esk, in the park ofWilliam Maule, Esq.
small stones. Upon the edges of the frames.which
The middle arch is 58
face the stream, triangular pieces of cast iron are fix-. at Brechin in Angus.shire.
cd, to prevent ice or other ,platter Boating do~vn th.e feet.spau, and 10 feet rise; the bridge ,is 15 feet ill
3:y
"l'ART n. VOL. rv.
The superstrt1ctm:es of wooden .bridges have been
constn/.cted in a variety of ways, but their abutments
have usually been made of stone. In an, therefore,
which regards the foundations and masonry of the abutments, the process is precisely similar to what has been
described for stone bridges, only the weight and hori-,
zontal thrust of wooden bridges being much less, require a smaller proportion of masonry. Where the
streams are narrow, it is only necessary to lay beams
across,~eaching bet ween the abutments at the distance
from each other of fourto five feet from middle to middle, and to have braces reaching from some part of the
face of the abutments to the lower side of each beam.
BC'5ides these supports, the outer beams are usually
trussed up by means of the side railing. Across the
bt'ams, plan king of three or four inches in thickness
is laid to receive the gravel. A plank is also fixed
along the inside of each railing, to support the side of
the roadway.
The railing ill secured by braces fixed
on the outside, or by strong iron knees on the inside.
\Vhen the stream is wider than to be reached across
by one lengt.h of beams, the most usual way has been
to drive rows of piles at each Jength of beams, in lines
parallel with the current of the river, at about fourO'r
five feet distant from each other, (middle to middle,)
and also fixing braces up and down the river to support each pier, or row of piles. These piles are'
driven and fixed in the lIame manner as described for
the foundations of stone piers. They have usually
diagonal braces crossing each side of the row of piles
in tht: form ofan X, and which are bolted together at
each pile. Tenons are formed on the top of each
pile, upon which a cap is morticed; arid in oruer to
shorten the bearings, pieces of timber are laid immediately under each beam, extending five to ten feet
on each side of the cap. The rest of the strnctUre is
completed in, the same manner as has been described
for.olle bay of beams. A very perfect model of this
Sj)rt of In'idge was constructed by Mr Peter Nicholson, upon the river Clyde at Glasgow. It is only a
foot bridge, but tIle principle is excellent. See Plate
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Practice. width 'across the soffit; Cli).d'there are two rows ?f t!1e versed sine about ,9D feet. .The:!e brace$are .
kept -in a straight direction by the upr!ght~, wmch ~
~
frames in each arch, with a space of one foot~weeIl
are placed 17 feet 5 inches apart. If thIs bridge had
them. The piers are of stone, and the spandreIsof'
the arches are covered with. boardi-ng, and. painted been formed in a straight line between the abutments,
and sanded in imitation of stone, so that the whole we can set' no reason why this form of construction
has the appearance of three neat stone arches; but should not have supported a roadway of about 18
the apparent effect of the carpentry by this means is feet in breadth, as well as a sJight roof; because, in
that case, all the weight arising from the braces which
lost.
proceed from the middle pier would have ~een savt;ci,
We know otno wooden bridges in Britainso'judiciously constructed as those executed by Mr :Burn. and the roof might have been made much simpler and
lighter; but tlte general direction b~ing 8 feet out of
Short pieces oftimber may be employed. Thepril1cipal
pieces abutting.cn~wise, little change can take place a straight line, a1!'dbeing loa~l'd with. an UUI1ecessafrom shrinking; The principle will admit of carrying rily heavy roof, It was certarnty advisable to make
an arch to a very great extent; and by judicious ar- use of the braces from the middle pier, and thereby
rangement; the parts mC\y be take~ out and renewed composing two distinct arches.
Although the principles, and even the form of con.
separately.
...
When it is necessary to keep the roadway 10"', the structing this .bridge, might have been drawn from.
trussing is. performed chiefly above its level. When Gauti{'r's publication, or even Palladio's designs fOt"
the bridge is narrow, the supporting framing is made wooden bridges, yet from the account of UIric Gru-'
entirely on each side, and the roadway suspended benman, being an illiterate man, there is reason tobetween. When it is wider than is advisable to have think it was from his own inventive genius that the
supported entirely by outside frames, another is in. whole design originated. There is not only a great
boldness in the principal members, but also a wondertroduced on each side of the carriage way, separating
it from the foot-paths; or there are two carriage ful attention to all theminutire of the edifice; and from
even the rooling bein~ overdone in aiming at excel.
ways, with a frame or truss between them.
DescripThe following short description, extracted chiefly lence and security, it IS evident: this was a first at.
tion of the from a publication byMrTaylor ofHolbol'D,to whose
tempt, and that there was an anxiety to avoid the
wooden
possibility of failure, in what he conceived, and what,
judicious
exertions
the
British
ar.tists
are
much
indebt.
bridge at
ed, with the annexed Plates, will convey a distinct as far as regards him, was really a totally new project.
Schau1F.
We are informed that John Grubenman construcidea of the manner. in which tbe ingenious Ulric Gruhausen.
benman constructed the celebrated bridge. over the ted a bridge upon the same principles, of 240 feet
Rhine at Schauffhausen, in Switzerland.
Fig. I, span, over the Rhine, near Richenal1; also that the
P.late-LXXXIX.,
exhibits
an
elevation
of
one
side, in. two brothers erected one 200 feet span over the river
PLATE
LXXXIx.. eluding the roof, which was covered with shingles. Limmat, near Baden. And that the last work of
Fig. 2 is a cross section at AAA, shewing the up'
Ulric was a bridf!;eof 230 feet span at WittingeI1.
rightswhich<!re placed on the pier, the framing un- 111this last, the form of construction was varied: in..
del' the level of the roadway, the points from whence stead of placing the braces diverging from each other,
the braces proceed, the mortices for die beams which seven beams were built dose upon each other, formsupport the roadway, and the interior construction of ing a caten<\rian arch between the abutments, of
th~ roof at these uprights. Fig. 3 is also a crOss-sec- which the rise was 25 feet. These beams were of
tion at B, she-wing in what manner the aforesaid oak, in le.ugths of 12 or 14 feet, breaking joint in
roadway beams and the braces pass through the the manner of masonry. They were not fastened by
other uprights, hoW' the uprights are connected im- piDS,bolts, or scarlings; but were kept together by
mediately below the roof,. and also how the two pie- 1ron straps, placed five feet distant from each other,
ces of which they are composed are bolted together.
and fastened by bolts and keys. The roadway- inter~~ig. 4 shews the fo\m of ~he roof at that place. Fig. sects them about the middle of their rise.
.tr.shews the manner IDwhIch the roadway beams, and
Over the river Portsmouth, in North America, a
thGSt'aleng the top of the uprights, are united. And
Mr Bludget has constructed a woodeJJ bridge 250
Fig. 6 explains the nature of the points at C andD~
feet span, nearly in the same form as the last menoywlHch the several pieces which compose the beam tioned of Grubenman; that is to say, each truss or
al'~ conn~ded to~th~r leng~hw~se. I? Plate XC. arch consists of three rows of beams placed parallel
.~
..
...
I U:'I'.~
Flg; 1, Isalongitl1dmaI sectIOn mcludIng the lower with, but at some distance from, each other, and each
~c.
spa!'t
of the roof, and in which the situations of all. beam con~ists of two halves, connected by dovetailed
'gs. I , 2, .- the uprights, beams, braces, andiron ties, are distinct- keys passrng through them horizontally; and similar
ly. shewn.Fig.
2 is a plan of the Boor, with every keys are also passed vertically through all the three
part of its framing ; and Fig. 3 is a similar plan of beams. This has a ~ore elegant appearance, than
the roof.
~here the be~ms are laId close together; but we doubt
In. these Figures every pa:rt of the construction
If the fTame IS equally firm.
.
is. -so particularly delineated, as to render its ofWe have now given a succinct account of the diffice evident by inspection. The braces :proceeding
ferent modes in whic.h wooden bridges have been
frem-each abutment,. are continued to the beam which ~onstructed: from thIs, the practical mechal1ic may
passesahmg the top of th:e uprights, and the lowest Judge ~ftl:1eJ\ co~par~tive merits, and the propriety
of.these general braces are actually united under that of theIr applrcatIOns In the various situations occur.
beam, thereJ.y forming a continued arch between the ring in practice. Their principles will be discussed unabutmentsJ the chord line of whkh is 364 feet, and der the head of CARPE1'<TRY,as connected with roof.
S
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Practice. ing, centreG, domes, &c. and we must therefore refer
.~
the reader to that article for further information upon
this useful and generally interesting subject.
IRON

by, of Coal brook dale ; and thewholewas

BRIDGES.

In the practice of bridge building, there yet remains, to be described a mode not only unknown to
the ancients, but unquestionably a late inveption of
British artists. We are not perfectly certain with
whom the proposal first originated, whether it was sole.
ly with the Coalbrookdale Company, or whether the
late Mr John Wilkinson had some share of the merit;
certain it is, he was very active in promoting the first
iron bridge.
'
A thorough discussion of this subject would involve an investigation of the principles of working
witll iro'n as a material; but for this we must refer to
the article IRON; .yet as our readers would naturally
. he dis<ippointcd, if, under the head of Bridge Building,
no notice was taken of the modes hitherto..practised
iu this important change of bridge operations; we
shall therefore, notwithstanding the length to which
we have unavoidably been led to extend the present
article, give a short account of the different modes
practised in thc principal il"On bridges which have
hitherto been constructed.
The first, as has already been observed, was that
At Coa!.
brookdale. erected upon the Severn, a little below Coalbl:ookdale, where that river is narrow and rapid.
See
Pb,te XCI.
The abutments are of stone.; they are
Pun:
XCI.
brought up to about 1.0 feet above the surface of
common low water; here they have each a platform
of squared freestone for ten feet breadth, which serves
for a hauling way, and a base for the arch to spring
froll!. Upon this platform, cast iron plates, four
inches in thickness, are 14id, al'ld formed with sockets
to receive the ribs. These plates, in order to save
metal, have considrrahle openings in "them. The
pri\1cipal, or inner ribs, which are five in,number, and
which form the arch, are 9 inches by 6;t. The
2d row behind them, and which are cut off at the
top by the horizontal bearing pieces, are 6{. by 6
.Inches; the 3d row are 6 by 6 inches; the upright
standards behind the ribs are 15 inches by 6{ inches,
;but tbey have an. open space in the breadth of 5-i ;
the back, st<!.ndardsare 9-inclJes by 6.}, with projections for the braees; the diagonals,' and horizontal
tieli, are 6 inches by 4 .inches, and the cast iron tie
bolts are 2* diameter. The covering plates, which
are 26 feet in length, reaching quite across the bridge,
are one inch in thickness. The great ribs are each
cast in two pieces, 'meeting at the keys, which, as the
arch is circular, 100 feet 6 inches span, ~nd.45 feet
rise, are about 70 feet in length. There are circular
rings of cast iron introduced into the spandrels, and
there is a cast iron railing along each ~ide.of the roadway of the bridge: the weight of the whole of the
irOIl work is 378' tons. .Behind the iron wOl'k.at
each extremityo{the
arch, the abutments are carried
up perpendicularly of rubble masonry, faced with
.s.quared stone, and the wing walls. are, also Df the
same materials<.
The iron work was cast and put together in a "ery

SS9-

masterly manner, under tIle dil'fCtlOnof Abraham Del'-

Iron
bridges.

.

completed

in

Practice.

~

the year 1777. The design was original and very bold,
and was, as far as the iron work goes, well executed;
but .being a first attempt, and placed in a situatlQR
where more skill than that of the mere iron master
was required, several radical defects are now apparent.
The banks of the qevern are here remarkably high
and, steep, and consist of coal measures, over tbe
points of which vast masses of alluvial earth slide
down, being impelled by springs in the upper parts of
the banks, and by the rapid stream of the river, wbich
dissolves .and washes away the skirts below: The
masonry of the abutments and wing w<llls not being
constructed to withstand this operation, has been. torr.
asundel', and forced out of..the perpendicular, more
particularly on the western side, where the abutment
has been forced forward about 3 or four inches, and
by contracting the span, has of course heaved up the
iron work of the arch. This has been remedied un.
del' the direction of that able mason MrJohn SimpSOD,
of Shrewsbury, as far as. the nature of the case will
admit of, by removing the .ground, and placing piers
and counter arches upon the natural ground behind
it. Had the abutments been.at first sunk down into
the natural undisturbed measures, and constructed..Of
dimensions and form capable of resisting the ground
behind, and had the iron work, instead of being fo!!med in ribs nearly semicircular, been made fiat segments.pressing against the llpper parts of the.abutmenta, the whole edifice would have been much more
perfect, and a great proportion of the weig:ht of metal
saved. We have already stated, that one.row of the
principal ribs formed the arch ; the two .rows behind
are carried concentric with the inner.row, until intersected b.y the roadway. which passes immediately at
the level of the top of the inner ribs. This has a mutilated appearance; the circular rings of the spaadrels
are less perfect than if the pressure had.been UPOR
straight lines; for a circle is not wen calculated for
resistance, unless equally pre$Sed all round.
We consider it our duty to introduce these observatioRs, in order to shew the necessity for greatprecaution in similar works, and how liable first attempts
are to be defective; .but they derogate nothing from
the merit of projecting a great arch of cast iron, in,.
trodueing a material almqstincompressible,
which .is
readily moulded into any shape, and which is peculiarly applicable in the British isles, where the mines of iron
are inexhaustible and the means of manufacturing
cast
.
iron unrivalled.
The second iron bridge was built. upon the same At Bui1~
river, about three miles above the former one, at a' was.
place called Buildwas. An old. stone. bridge was
~arried away by a very high Rood early in 1795,. and Pu TE
the county of Salop waaobliged to. restore. the com~ XCIf.
munication.
Mr Telford, who was then, ,and:is now,
surveyor for the public works of. that ceunty,- perceiving. that although, in a former repair, the middle
!>ier of the four arches. had. been taken away, and
that space, as well as the two adjacent arches, CGUverled into one arcb, yet that the water way had still
been',toomuch confined; and being a.ware that a few
years previous,to thattimej th,eextensive low 11l1;\ds
in t~
MOJltgomeryshirelwhich formerly act-edu arese:rvoi!)
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l"ractkt'. -had been embanked, so that the ftood'waterspassedbridg~,which

,~
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off more

hastily ,and

in a greater

body

tban £or-

was eomple,ted i? 1796, ~asn~:~~ra~;ce;
of failure 10 any ~f Its pal'ts;

$hewn ,any appearance

~

merly ; ,in order, therefore, to, remove all obstacles
~o~hing :can-be more perfect, than, the lJ:Qn work ;
out of the w.ay of future floods, and on account of It IS fitted as con:ect1y as a ~Ieceof good !=arpentff.
being within two miles of the best founderies in the
It, has ?een obJ,ected to this structure, that by con,world, he recommended a cast-iron arch of. 130 nectmg nbs of dl~erent lengths and curvatu:e, they
feet span. (See Plate XCII.)
The magYitra.tes are expo.sed to d~fferent de~ree~ of expansl~ns.and
of the county agreed to this, and the Coalbrookdale
contractIOns. This appearosJust1O theory; and tha.t
Company became contractors, both for the iron work no discernible effect ~as hlthert~ been produced'i ~s
of the arch~ and the masonry of the abutments.", Mr pro bably from the difference bemg small; ,but dUI!
'I'elford, we understand, had some trouble ill making point will ~e d~scussed under the ar~icle ~RON. ADothat Comp~ny depart frs>m their fo~mer m?de ofther
objection 18, a~ appare~t heaVIness 10 t~e s~an.
'Construction; but heat last prevailed ID keepIng the drds, from conceallI1g the Circular arches WIth I,ro~
.roadway low, .and adopting the suspending principle, ,plates. For appearance, these spaces had c~rtaIDly
by means of a rib on each side of the bridge, which better not been concealed, b.ut they are, not hable to
'sprting from a lower base tha.n the bearing ribs, and -the objections made in the former iron. bridge, be.
:rose above them to the top' of the railing: thus the cause the space around them is all c1oseJy:filleGup,
bearing ribs were -supported by the lower parts of and the roadway being formed with materials similar
those before-mentioned, and were suspended by their to this filling up matter, distributes the pressure -very
upper _parts. The bearing ribs have a curve of 17 in regularly. Upon the whole, considering the strengtk
130, or nearly one-eighth of their span. The sus- acquired by placing tne covering. plates with, their
pending ribs rise 34 feet,or about one.fourth of their
deep flanches, in the form of an arch, we doubt
span. There are cast-iron braces, and also horizonwhether a greater degree of strength can be had by'
tal ties. There are 46 covering plates, each -18 feet any other distribution of the same quantity of castin length, and one inch in thickness. They have iron, viz. 173~ tons: it appears to us, that the' upHaunches four inches in.depth, and are screwed toge- right standards, braces, and king-posts, might be
,ther at each joint;, so that, by taking the curvature
made of smaller dimensions.
ef the bearing ribs, and being firmly secured at the
We hne been informed, that each of these two
abutments, instead of a load, they compose a strong
first iron bridges; including abutments and roadways,
arch. There being only one rib in the middle of cost about L.6000.,
18 feet 'breadth of bridge, on each covering plate, a
The third iron bridge was constructed-over the At Sunder~
cr,oss rib or Haunch, four inches in depth, is cast at an river Wear, near Sunderland, in the county Of Dur-land.
equa~ dist~ce between the ~earin&, ribs. The sus- ham. Its project~r was Rowland Burdon, Esq. a
pendmg-rl~s are each 18. Inches m dept~, and 2f gentleman of consIderable lan?ed property in that
mches m tblcknes~excJusJve
of a mouldmg. The
county, and who, for some time, represented it in
bearing ribs are 15 inches in depth, and 2{, inches inparliamant.
The iron wot(kwas cast at the foun.
thickness. and each of the ribs are cast in three deries of Messrs Walkera of Rotherham, and erect.
pieces o.nly, of about 50 feet each; the braces are ed under. the inspectIon of Mr Thomas Wilson. Tl>1e
J} by.3 inches. The 'pri~cipal king posts are !Of by conlidence in t~e ~se of iron, for arches of great ex4~ mches. -The spnnglOg plates are each, 3 feet tent, was by this time established. The span of the
broad, and 3.inches thick, with openings to save me. second a:rch, we have seen, is 30 feet more than that
~al. The uprights against the a?utme~ts, are ~-~ of the first; and, in this third instance, the spania
~nches sql~are. The strongest uprights 10 the raJ.}. ~O6feet heyond that of the second, although itsrise
~ng are 3, Inches square, and ~hose between them 1 IS ~nly the ~ame as that of the suspending ribs at
,
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,1n~h.

They

are

placed

6. !Dches apar~" between:-

JUlddle and middle.
The he-Ight of the rallmg above
,th.e surface of the roadway, i~ 4 feet 9, inches. In
each 8pandrel there ,ar,e three circular arches formed
.with hard burned bricks, which preserve ~ost of the
JjPaC~ op~n, -b~t they

ar~ concealed

by ~ron pl~tes,

one mch 10 thlc~ness, wInch form the Qutslde facmgs.
On the eastern sld,e Of the river," although:the banks
are,lIot so. vel1':~lgh or steep, the qu~lIty, o~ the
gro~nd bemg similar tQ that of the other Iron bndge,
partlcular'care
was bestowed upon tl1eabutments :
tile, space for t~em was !"xcavated down to ther?ck,
.whIch lay considerably ulI~er the be~ of tne river,
:md the masonry:vas sunk I_ntothe sobd part of the
rock. It was buIlt up chiefly of square ma-sonry ,
. :reO'uJar
nnd t he rest o.f ru bbl e, Ial' d very c Iose ID
cOllr ses,an cl haVIn,g
- ,.'t h e bac k part formed In-<> the
_I
;ulape 0 f a we d ge, pOl~tlng
to tJte han k . , ".The wing
JVij.llswer~ C\lrved hOIlzo.J1tally and verticall y . At
r
,tIe
a b ove t h e low water, there IS
I . !lC)g
' lIt 0 f 10 leet
'
,

'
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1
h vII caeh SIC
cl
. ll4iuwgpat
of the river.
1"his
'
'6.

BUIld was,

fhe arch at Sunderland

s.prings, 6()' feet

above the level of the surface of low water' the
span is 236 feet; the rise, or versed sine, is 34' feet;
the width of tbe roadway 32 feet. and there are six
ribs. S~e Plates XCI. and XCIiI;
,i~I~E1
In tIns arch? the mode

of construction

is very XCIIf.

dIfferent
from either of the former. Instead of working with pieces of iron from about 50 to 70,feet in
length, each rib is here composed of 125 small
frames, each about two feet in the length or curve
o~ the rib, and five deep in the direction of the ra?ll1s. In,each frame there are three pieces of four
IIIches square, wbich run in the direction of the
c~rve ,of the arch; - and these are connected in tile
dlreCtIoh of the radius by t\ ¥ O oth ~r pieces,
r:
lour
, by
three !lJches
I n oa ch sl' de of the Iarger 1eces,
IS
,"
'
. 111
. d ept
- II a;
g roove three inches broad by J of an mc
and opposite each cross piece4' there
is a hhole
in the
middle of the g r OOve . Whenth e a b utments ,wel'e
brou g ht U ,
jjI,
and a sca1r
P,
old 'lng cons t mcte across t h e
river betwee n t hem SI of the oe f . d
rames were pIacecl
""
~

'

.

,

I"..

'
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practice, against th~ abutments in the manRer of arc11stones.
~
Wrought-Iron bars, of a length to embrace sundl'Y
trames, were then fitted into the ,grooves. Hollow
pipes o(cast-iron; four inches in diameter, fitted to
rC3.ch between each two frames, across the soffit,
were introduced.
Upon the ellds of these pipes are
llaunches, in which there are holes, answerable to the
holes in the four-inch pieces of the frames, and also
to tbose of the wrought-iron bars. Through these
holes; wrought-iron bolts' were introduced, which
brought aU the before-mentioned parts together by
means of fore-locks.
The frames do not meet at the
upright pieces, but on the three points of the fourinch pieces only. On the ends of the hollow pipes,
there are small projecting pieces, which embrace the
upper and lower edges of the frames opposite each
joining. These operations were repeated until the
whole of the frames were placed, and,the arch keyed, forming six ribs between the abutments.
Upon
,the fibs perpendicular. pillars are placed; and be.tween them are cast-iron circles, which come in con.
.tact with the extrados, the upright pillars, and the
,bearers of the roadway. The bearers and covering,
we suppose for cheapness, are made of timber. The
.railing is cast. iron. The inclinations each way upon
the arch, probably to save weight, <Ireinconveniently steep.
From its great elt:vation, and lightness of construction, this bridge is justly esteemed a bold eH"ort
of art, and a magnificent feature in the country. 'i'he
,wooden bridges In Switzerland, and that in America,
are of greater span; but, being placed near the sur.
face of the water, and from the difference of mated,aI, their parts being of larger dimensions, there can
be no comparison as to the fineness of effect. This
arch is incontrovertible evidence of what may beaccomplished by means of cast-iron, since it answers so
'well, charged, as it. is, with the faJlowing, we conceive, material ,defeCts :
1. 'The frames are much too short, thereby multiplying, very unnecessarily, the number of joinings in
the main ribs to 125X 6=750;
and, in the same ratio, increasing the number of braces, ties, and bolts.
The pieces of the frames, being of uoequal dimen.
'

slons, is also improper.

£.

The

preservation

of the due position

of,the

frailles is' made to depend too much upon wrought.iron bars, and bolts, which should be, as much as
possible, excluded from structures of this kind.
S. The circles in the spandrels, placed as supports
.for the roadway, we have already stated, are improper in a situation where they are not' equally
pressed around.,
'
We shall observe ndthing respecting. the tim~r
in the superstructure, because this is mere.ecolJomy;,
if properly managed, any.bad effects from the differ.
ence of. expansion and cont~ctiofi in the two mate~
rials, may be easily avoided; and the timber, notinterfering with the essential parts', it may, w\1en necessary, be removed, with little interruption t9 the
if\tercourse over, an4 none to "that; under this 'noble
arch.. We cannot here resist drawing tlJeattention
of our reader to the perfection of this dqubleaccomJt\odatiQp,: in c.rQS$illgthis deep ravine with facility,
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while vessels of 200 tons are paSsing full rigged b'e. practice.

~
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A cast-iron bridge has lately been built over the At Boston.
river Witham, at Boston, in Lincolnshire, from a de'PL4 TE
sign by Mr Rennie. The span is about 85 feet, the XCIV.
r.ise is about five feet six inches, the breadth is 36
feet, and there are eight ribs, each rib is composed.
of eleven frames, three feet depth in the direction of
the radills. At each joining there is a cast. iron grating across the arch, which eonnects the frames, 01'1
the same principles as
practised at Pontcy~
sylte aqueduct. Instead of three piec.es in the direction of the curve, as at Sunderland, here there are
only two, but they are seven inches by 4}. Thooeare, in each frame, connected in the direction of the
radius, by pieces four by three inche~; Upon the
back of the ribs,: piUars, four by three inches, are
p1aced perpendiclJlarly to support the roadway. The
suparstrncture resembles that of the first iron bridge
at Coalbrookdale. The arch has been kept very
1Iat, to suit the tide below, and the streets ahove.
The rise being only about'T'r of the span, is anotber.
proof of the facilities which i:najr be acquired by
using cast-iron. The frames being made about four..
times the length of those at Sunderland, and being
connected with cast.iron gratings instead of wrought~
iron, are essential improvements;
but from '1h&
pieces iR the frames, which are in the direction of thl:
radius, being only four by three inches; wllile, the
main pieces, in the direction of the curve, are 7 by:
4f, a great!proportion of the former are.hr6ken. This
is a defect; and the pillars which support the' road.
way,:being perpel1dicular, do not correspond with
~he radiated pieces of t~e frames. The ribs, in spring.
109 from the perpendIcular face of the masonry of
the abutment, have also a crippled appearance..
'
..Iri improving the port of Bristol, Mr Jessop found At Brist!}r.
it necessary to change the course of the river Avon, PUTE
'aRd to make two cast-iron. bridges over the new XCIV.
.channel. The span of the irol}-work of each arch is
.100 feet ; the'rise 12 feet 6 inches, or ]-of the span,;
the breadth. is 30 feet;. 'a!ld thene,are silt ribs; each
1!ib'is composed of two pieces, nieeting,in-.the middle,
and they are connected crosswise by. Dine cast;irort
,ties, which are dovetailed, and we,dgedihto the ri.bs.;
; 'the, crOss sections of these ties are in this form T.
The ribs s~aIid upon abutment-plates, wbich are laid
.in the direction of the ra.siua., These; plates ate
32 feet in length,2'feet
4 inches in breadth, a;nd.4
inches in thickness;. in each plat~' are five apertures,
,'each 5: feet long and20'inches in width. The ribs.
'are 2 feet 4 inches i.n.depth in the direCtion, of the
-radius, and two inehes. iD thickness" a.nd haye,eaGll
,80 apertures, oee', foot squal'e,separ-ated"l;!y' bars
"threeiIicbesbroad,
excepting opposftet.ne cl;()&:!ties,
where the SQ11d i,s,12 inches. b.'oad.. 'Where the. ribs
meet in the middle, they: havefbuncheseigbtinchfiJ
broaCl and 'two thick,. and they are connected by cast'.iron scpcw.boks three inohes diameter., Betwt:en the
r.ibsilld the bearets of the roadway ;perpendi~ular
,pqlar;$, with crosssectiOJ:;IS6ftbis form T, 'are placed.
,The bearers ate of the same fOl'ro.,:The wh"ole'is co,vere~ with cast~ironplates, and'there hte.'riu~\Jg,.:~>Q[
cast'lTon.c

-

",

,

Siff!

B.i~_l, l>G:.E,,:;
through. This disposition'6f~iJ:~n..;w~~l:'~~
cially . in the spandrels, also :greatIIt ;~ttie

.,.practice. ".Tht\l~ :is.gre~tsilnplicity,
and ,mmoh, t1f' con'eat
prin ciple in ~h~s dcsi~IT:,~: T~e spriJjgin.g'plates~e~
"""'""'~
11'lg'placed m thedirectlon.of:theradms!
~ndthe
abutments recedingtopr.odl1d~~,~pac~MhJnd
the
, ribs equal to that betw-ctnthe .uprrght pl11ar<l:
~~The'
ribs f>cjng composed °rtWO:pl,~~es, aoo O1~ejOJnton~
ly: and, 3. Wr9ught.lrO?' beIng W'h?lly:!Xclu~ed.
:But we' regret stIll .()b~rvtQg the. varrmg. dlmenSI?ns
,of the parts of th8'rl1>s,; and that the supportmg
pillars are ~tiIl placedperpendicuiarly;and
which,
'1lSthe arch has more curvat-ure,has still a wo't'~eeffect
than. at, Bo!!ton.
Over the
In the' com:se.ofhis'emplor-ment as engineer to ,tb~
~enai.
Board of' Parliamentary Commissioners
,for making
,

general 'appearance,
,
'..
',"
".'
In: a printed report of a 'comml~'~"a(e,H~
"
of Commons,. of the ,last session, ~ ~~-~J~
infor~tion
respecting centering foi}atr~,l)r~,~
which, as it promises, to form'a Dewt.era~';,~~
bujlding, w:e are happy in being enabled to;li¥}i~be+
fore our readers.
This subject has been brought uridei-c:bscasnoo",m New me.

,

,

"

th~ cours: ofirivest!gating-themost

'Roads andcQnstrncting Bridges in the Highlands

Pun

of Scotland, ,Mr Telford haslatdy', made a idesigu
for a cast-iron bridge now constructing upon an arm
of the sea'which divides the county .of Sutherland
from that .of Ross, at a part ,wheresereral of these
roads.unite.
In this bridge, the .defects noticed in
the former works of this sott appear to 'be avOid.
C. ed. See Rkrte C. T!)earc.h)s
15Qfeet,'9pan; it
rises,2Q feet, it fs 16 feet in' width, and has four
ribs. In the abutments, not only are the springing~lat~s laid. in the direction of the radi-us,b~t .t11is
line.1scontmued up .to the roadway. The sp-rmgmg-.
plates are each 16 feet in length, g feet in breadth,
.and 4 inches in thickness, with 1!ockets and shoulder.
pieces to receive the ribs. Ineathplate
.ire three
apertur.es,threefeet
in len~th, and 18 inches in
width. 'Each of the ribs, .fortheconveniency
of
distant sea~carriage, is cbmposed of five pieces, three
feet in depth in the direction of the radius, and two
,and ahalf inches in tbickness. There are triangular
ap~ures in the ribs, formed by pieces in the direc.
tion of.the radius, and 'diagonals between them; but
~very part is of equal dimensiotm 'At every joining
of the pieces of the ribs, a cast-iron grating passes
quite acroSs the arch ; upon these are jogglesoi'
shoulderings to receive the ends of the ribs : the ribs
-have also Haunches, 'which are fixed to the gratings with cast-iron screw-bolts. Each rib is pte.
,served in a vertical plane, byco:vering.tbe
whole
with grated, llanched.plates. properly 'securedto~
gether, and to the top of the rib:s,bycast-iron
,screws and pins. In the spandrels, instead'of circles
or upright pillars, lozenge,OI-rather triangular forms
,are introdU'~d, each cast .in \)nc fr<lme, :with a joggle
"atitsup~r
and- lower extnft'i.ities, which pass into
the ilocketa formed on t!ie top of the ribs, and in the
:bearers of .the roadway. Where -the lOZenges meet
in the middle of their Might,eacbbas
a square notch
to receive a ,cast.it.en -tie, ; which passes from each
side, andnieets in the middle of the breadth of the
arch,where.theyare
secur(>d by forelocks. Next to
the abutments, in order to- suit the inclined face of
-the ,masoD1j,-the:r.earehalf lozenges. By means of
dre~e hzengeo:r'tJ'iangu]ar forms, the points of pressure ,are presei1wed'in the direction of the radius.
The covering- plates, in order to' preserve a sufficient
degree of, strength, -and lessen thew{>ight, are, instead of solid, made of a reticulated shape; the a.
pertures widen ,bel~w, to }(!avethe matter between
them a narrow edge; and contract upwards, so as to
prevent the matter of the roadway from falling
'
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of improvmg the mail.roads from Holylrood ;tbrou~center ~~ .
North Wales. ,T~e island of Anglese<a,i~,d5.yidttd&;°£r~ Tel.
from Caerharvonshlre by the celebrated'6trllJt';oramt.,tl;ird.
of the sea named the Menai, througq which. the tide
flows with great velocity ;and,- from loc~ ;~i~
stances, in -a very peculiar manner,' [,bis ~~
the navigation difficult; and it has alwayS'been'2
formidable . obstacle in the before-mentioned cOl11mn..
nication. It has hitherto been crossed 1>yaferry'.
boat at Bangor; but the inconvenience andriak at:.
tendingthii
mode, has led to 8peculatioD.s, of. im!provement for half a century past; woodel1 bridges:.
and embankments, with draw-bridges, have been al:.
ternately proposed and abandoned. Fro-m a report
of the House of C°lI!mons, of Jll~e I8H), it appears, .
that Mr Rennie the engineer, had given plansan.d
estimates for bridges at this plac~ in 1802,a,nd had
been called on to revise them in 1810. lIis~a11>ll,
which, appear in the last-mentione.dre~rt;
ale,
1st, One arch of cast-iron, 450, f:eet ,~p.an..o-ve-r
the
narrowest part of the strait, at apr~'r~k
'named Ynys-y.Moch: and 2C1,AROther\1piJe 'the
~willey Rocks, consisting of three cast~iroA $t&f~
each 350 feet span. The expenceof that: a.tYays-y.
Mochisestimated at L. 259,14(), and.of that"aUbe
Swilley, L.290,147.
He prefers the latter, 'be1.
1;aU,<Je
he ~ays, "On account of the great spail,j)f
the arch at Ynys.y.Moch, :aDd tile difficulty,aad
hazard thert will be in constractinga centre'l:oS'pan
the whole breadth of the channel at low water,;w(d{..
o,:t any convenient means of supporting it in1!bie
-~Iddle, ona?count of the d~pth of wa~er arid rapi.
dlty-of the tIde, or of gettll1g any asslstan~ from
v~ss~ls moored in. the channel to put it u.p; IWIU
not say it isirnpracticable, but !think ittGO naiard.
-(Jus to be recommended."
..!\ndagain, in too.sa.me
report:
I should be little inclined to undertake
" a bridge at Y nys.y-Moch."
.
the building
.
Butfrom
the
report
of
June
18~
1,
it
appears,
th!!-t
.
1n May 1810, Mr Te1ford was It~structedby the
Lor4s of the -Tre~sury, t06Urvey, and report- upon tl{e
best met~od of improving the lines of conuvumcltt"~
between Holyheadand Shrewsbury, and a1&o between Holyhead and Chester; and to coa.idel';.and
'give plans ,for passing the, Menai. In the afQ1iejlaid
reJ;>ort{of 1.811) we have his- plans and estimate.
,HIs expla[)atlons we shall give in. his own worde; "The dut.y assigne.d me being to cOlJsider,aoo,report respectmg a brIdge acr06S the Menai, I &hall
confine myself to this object. Admitting the importance of the communication to justify acting on a
la~ge scale, I. not only <:onsider the cOl1StNcting a
l>ndge practI(:able" but that two situations are re.
markably favourable. It is scarcely necessary to ob.
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Practice. serve, that one of these sitnations is"at the SwilIey
~
rocks, and the other at Ynys.y.Moch.
These two
being so evidently the best, the only question that
can arise is, to which of them the preference' ought

perfect scheme of pas8jng the Menai; and it would, Practice.
in my opinion, be attended with the least inconveni. -.,-.,
ence and risk in the execution.
In order to render this evident, I have made a
"
drawing,
(see Plate C.) to she\v in what manner PLATEC.
to be given.
,'.
From the appendIx to the second report to the ' the centering or frame, for an arch of this mag.
"
Hitherto, the' ce)1Holyhead roads and harbour, it appears, that a con- nitl](~e;may be constructed.
s,iderable number of small coasting-vessels, viz. from iering has been made by placing supports and work16 to 100 tons, navigate the Menai, IInd that there ing from below; but in the case of the Menai, from
have been a few from 100 to 150 tons. By state. the nature of the bottom of the channel, the depth at'
ments from the principal shipbuilders in the river, low water, and the great rise and rapidity f)f the tides,
[
made in the year 1800, to the Committee for im- this would be very difficult, if not impracticable,
proving the Port of London, it also appears, that
therefore propose changing the mode, and working,
vessels of 150 tons, when they have all onend,are
entirely from above, that is to say, instead of suponly 88 feet in height above' the water. line ; and porting, I mean to suspend the centering. By in.
further, that even ships of 300 tons, with. their topspecting the drawing, .the general principle of t~is
gallant.masts struck, are nearly the same height:
will be readily conceived.
tbese, in the Menai, are extreme cases, and, if proI propose, in the first plae,,",to build the masonr}'
videdfor, ought, a~ to navigation, to satisfy every of "the abutments as,far as the lines AB, CD, and in
reasonable person;. It may, indeed, rather be a ques- the particular manner shewn in the section. Having
t~on, whether the l1eight should not be limited' to carried up the masonry to the level of the roadway.
Vessels under 100 tons, "by which the expence of a I propose upon the top of the abutments to con&truct
bridge would be considerably diminished.
as many frames as there are to be ribain the center ;
~,'In the plans I have f?rmed, provisiolds made and, of at least an equal breadth with the top of each,
for :admitting vessels of 150 tons to pass with all on rib. These frames to be about 50 feet high above the
end; that is, in one design ,preserving 90 feet, and top of the masonry; and to be rendered perfectly
in the other 100 feet between the line of high water firm ami secure. Thai this can -be done, is so' evi.
acdthelower
side of the soffit of the arch. The dent, I a.void entering into details respecting the mode."
nrstdesignis
ad~pted for passing across the three These frames are for the purpose of receiving strong,
rocks, named the Swilley, 13enlass, and Y nys.well. blocks or rollers and chains, and to be acted upon by
dog; which, by their shape and position, are singu- windlasses or other powers.
Jarly suitable. To embrace the situation most per- . "I next proceed to c::onstruct the cent~r itself: , it
fectly, .I have divided the space into three openings }Sproposed to be made of deal bulk, ,and to consIst
of ,26Q feet, and two Of 100 feet each; !I)aking piers of four separate ribs; each rib being a continuation
eabh 30".fect in thickness.
Over'the three large of timber frames five feet in width at the top and
openings, the arches are made of cast. iron ; over the' bottom, varying in depth from 25 feet near the abut':
smaller spaces, in order to add weight and stability ments to 7 feet 6 inches at the middle Qr crown.
to, tbe piers, semicircular arches of stone are intro- Next to the face of the abutments, one set of frames,
dUced; but over these, as well as the larger open- about 50 in length, can, by means of temporary-scafIl?gs, tbe spandrels, rOl\dway, and railing, are con- folding, and iron chain bars from the beforementioned '
stru,cted of cast-iron. In this way the Navigation is frames, be readily constructed, and fixed upon the
oot'impeded, because the piers standing near the out- offsets of the abutments, and to' horizontal iron ties'
laid in the masonry for this purpose. A set of th~se
er edges" are guards for preventing vessels striking
upon the r<;)cks; while the whole structure presents frames, (four in number,) having been fixed against
V'eiylittle obstruction, to the wind. From the ex- the face of each abutment; they are to be secured
tremity ,ofthe abutments" after J>uildingrubble walls together by cross and diagonal braces, and there being
only spaces of 6 feet 8 inches left between thenbs,
a~e'the~evel
of the tideway, I propose carrying
( of which these frames are the commencement,) they:
emualtkn:ients until the roadway reaches the natural
ground. The annexed drawing will sufficiently ex. ~re to be covered with planking,and the whole con-,
pl'ain the nature of the design. I propose the bridge
vel'ted into a platform, 50 feet by 40. By the nature,
to be 3~ feet in breadth; and, .from minute calcula- of the fraining, and being secured by hprizontal and' .
tionsmade from detailed drilwirigl1,lfii1dthe expence suspending bars, I prt:sume .every person accust(jmed:
of executing the whole, i,tn perfect manner, amounts to-praatiCal.operations. will admit, that thesepIa.tfOrfl!sDJay be reJldered perfectlyfir~and
secure.
toL.158,654.
cc The second portion of the, centre frames; hav~
.,' The other design 'is for the narrower strait,
ing beeh previously, prepared and fitted in the carpen., '
cal,iedYnys.y~M:och. Here the situation is particuter's yard, are brought, in separate pieces, through.
la:t'ly favourable- Iorconstucting a bridge of one arch;
and makingdthat 500 feet ilpan, leaves the naviga- passages purposely left in. the masonry, to the be~
don'aS' free as at present. ,In this I have made the fe~e.ment~oned platforms. Theyarep,ere .put together, .
anqeach frame raised by the suspend.ingbar.-; an~
~I!ight l09feet in the' (:~ear:~t nigh-water sprin~tIdes; a* I propose this brtdge to be 40 feet m other means, so that tbe end ,which is to be joineid to'
thdrameakeady fixed, shan rest upon a.smallm°v-ea1?le::,
bteicl1:h. ,E1!timatiJ.1gfrom dr'l\viJ,)g~, asalre,adyde~
scribed, I' fibd the. expeIice t1) be L. 127,3~I, cOT carriage. It is then tp be p~shed forwa~, peThap~.'
L.91,323 less than the former. F:roID leaving the , upon an iron r<lil road, until the, stro,ng tron forks,
fall upon a round
whole' channel unimpeded; it is eertainly the most which are fix-edon its edge,siWl
"
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~QD1plet~~ 'And as, ,from a.ccurate experimeRts Pr~c;tj(e~.
iron bar, \vhich forms the outer edge oftIiefu'St;\(i)r
abutment frames. When this has been done, &~~oIl;g mJ}de.'and cQmrnul)icatedto me by my friend, the '~
iron bolts are put through,cyes in ,the forks,an<l;tQ.~' .)~~'WaHilm Re:ynolds of Coalbrookdale, it requires
aforesaid second portion of t he frame. wQrk-is ;sltffer7 *a,OOOlbs. t9crl.\sh a cube of on,e.qoorter of an.
ed to descend to its intended position;.by
111~n:s;9:£ incnof cast iron; of the quality named gun,metal,
the suspending chain bars, until it closenvitb t4~ it)eclear,
while the .ribs are kept in their true po~
cnd of the previously fixed frame, like a ru~.ioirftli
sition; that the strength provided is more 'than ~mpll:":
Admitting the firs,t frames \\'ere firmly:fixe:d.,;~n~l
;'" WDen advanced thus far, "I propose, though,
that the hinge part of this joint is sufficiently,strong,:
I\ot to remove, yet,.to ease the timber cf'ntering by'
and the joiHt itself £0 feet d~ep, I conceive", Jhat. haviJ!g .the f~et,Qf ,the centerjng ribs (whIch ar~ suP~.
even without t:he. aid: of the suspending pat:s;,.th.at, pGrt~d"Qy offsets'in the lI'1a~onryof the fl-ont of the
tJ]is .secemd p'ortion of the cei1tering .would .b~BtlPI1' ab;\1~!J!~t,)placecl upon proper wedges; the rest.of
ported; but we will, for a moment, suppose, .that,it
th£:;~entering to be eased at the g~me time by mean.s
is to be wholly suspended. It is known, byexperj..
of:-1h!:l.chain baJ:s. Thus the hitherto dangerous
ment, that a bar of good malleable ir:(;Jn, one i1Jch. o):lerition of striking: the centering. will be rendered,
$quare, will suspend 80,OOOI~s. and. that the powers-. grad:uaJ.and perfectly safe ; inasmuch that tbis neW'
of Slispension are as the sections ; consequently:,
a, mGlJeof s1,!spending centering, ,insteaJof supportin~
bar 1{ inches t1quiil.rc-,will suspend 180.0001b3.'.;: but it from qelow, may perhaps hereafter be adopted ~I,
the whole weight of this pcrtion of the rib, ,inc11Jd-, an.impro.vement. Although the span of the arch is-w.lUsnalIy great, .yet by using iron asa material, the
ing the we.ight of the sil~pending bal",. is" onlyaboJl't.
30,OOOlbs.or one-si~th"of the weight that might safe- weight'upon the centre, when compared with)arge
ly be st)speRdecl;. and as I propose two suspftndiIJg st~l1earches, is very small. Taking the mere ring of
archstones'in the centre arch of B1ackfriars bridge,
chaiR.bars to each portion of rib, if they had.,the
atl56x43X5, equal to 33,450cubic feet of.stone,
whole to support. they would "onlybee}:erting'ab()ut.
one-twelfth of thd-r power;' and consideriI)g ~he itaqJl)Urits to 2,236 tons; whereas the whole of .the
proportion of the weight which J'ests u.pQnthe abuti1"ol1;
'fork. in the main .ribs, cross plates, and tie~~
ments, they are equal ~o t-o SupP9rt .all tbe ir:on. and g~tedcoYering plates, that is to say, all that is
lq#Jg on the .centering at t~ time it is to be eased,
work of the bridge, and be still far within their
, .
.
weighs only 1791 tons. It is true, that from the,
power.
.'
Having tInls provieed for the secOl~<l p<>:rtion lla:rn,r,ssof the iron arch, .if left unguarded, a great
of "the centering, a degree of security far beYO!id proportiQII'of this weight would rest upon the centerwhat can bt? required, similar operations are cCJ;_rl'ied il1g ; but this iscounterbalanced.by the operation of
on from' each abutment until the parts are joineEiin'
th~ iron ties inthe abutments, and wholly command.e,d by the suspending chain bars.
the middle, and form a complete centering ;and:bec,
ing then braced together; and cO'vered wjthpla;nk.~ YVhen the main ribs .have been completed, .the
next .,step .is to, proceed with the iroR suppor.ters cif
ingwhere necessary, the whole becomes one gener~
platfor.m, or wooden bridge, to receiv~ tbe iron the roadway; and these. instead of being constructed
. .
iri the:form of circles, or that of perpendic.lllar pillars,
work.
as hitpe~to, are h~reaseries of triangles, thus includIt is, I presume, needless to ooserve, that .tlpon,
" a centering or p}atform, the iron work, which~ ivgt,he true line of bearing. These triangles are, of
'such
it is.understood,. has. been. previously fitted, .ca!).'be, c!1urse, preserved in a vertical pl~ne by cross ties. "and
put together with the utmost correctness and fac::i- braces.. .Iron bearers are snpported by these triangles,
Jity; the communication from the shores to the~en.and' UP.°IIthe bearers are laid the covering plil-tes un'"
del' the, roadway,. which, instead of being solid, ar~
tre. will be through ).hebefore.mentioned pa8s ag~s.in
(.in order to lessellthe weight,) . proposed to be retitbe masonry. T.he form of the iron work . of. the
main ribs will be "seen, by the dl-awing, to COmpose a culated.
system of triangles,. pre5er~-ing the principal ppipts
',~If I have, throughout this very succinct descriptian,-made, myselfunderstood, it will, I think, be ad.
c.f .bearing in the direction.Qf the radius.. It is proposed in the breadth of .the bridge (i. 1].40 feet) 11> IIIitted, that the constructing a sing-learch across the
have- qine ribs, each cast in ~3 pjeces,.and these con-. ¥enai, is no~ only a very.p~actIcable, but'a very
nected by a cross grated plate, nearly in ,the ,sa!Ile slInple operatwn; and that It ISrendered so,chiefl}by,.adopting the mode of working from eilCh abutmanner as in the great aqueduct of Pontcysy1te,~v8r
.
the valley of the Dee, near Llangollen.
TJ:Jt~.fui!-- men~;:without at all interfering with the tideway.
In the case of the SwiUey bridge, although
the
tion of the several ribs in' a vertical pl~ne, appearing
"
(after the abutments) to be the most important 00- ar~~.s are .smaller, yet being placed on piers, situated
ject in iron bridges~ I propose to accomplish, this op rocks, surrounded by a rapid tide, the inconhycovering.1he
sevel'al parts or ribs" as they are venience of carrying mat~rials, and working, is greatly
progressively fixed, ,with grated or reticulat~d and il)creased; and supposing the bridge part constructed,
an enorJ:I1()usexpence. h,!s still to be, incurred before
Baunched plates acro,ss-the top of the ribs. This would
be. carried over the flat ground 011
keep .the tops of the ribs immoveahle, ,and c()n.yert tberoadwaycan
t~,: ~nglesea shore. Therefo~e, whether <:economy,
the .whole breadth,of the bridge into o"efr-~me..Be" J<!,cIhty of performance, magmficence, or durability
sides thus securing the top, I propose alsoJul¥ing
,
.'
!>e.c?nsulted, the bridge o,f~ne arch is, in my opinion,
cross braces near the bottom of the ribs.
The ribs being thus fixed~ covereq,an,d con- Infimtely preferable ; ~nd It ISno less so, if considered
" toge~her~the' gr.eilt feature of the bridge is in .wh.at regards the navigation."
Bccted
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This'mode of constructing centres, applicable to
stone as well as iron arches, being an original idea, and
perfectly simple, and the effects of all its operations
being more capable of COI"rect demonstration than
those of the former mode of supporting from below,
we were ghd of being enabled, while this article
was in the press, to communicate the outlines of the
scheme, as given by the engineer in his report to the
Lords of the treasury. If this should be successfully
practised on so large a scale at the Menai, all diffi.
culties with .regard to carrying bridges over inacces.
sible ravines or turbulent streams, wiII, in future, be
done away, and a new rera formed in bridge buiiding.
We have only given a Plate of the centering, be.
cause the construction of the ,iron work is precisely
the s<;\mein principle (though on a larger scale) as
what has been adopted by the same engineer in Bonar bridge. Sce Plate C.
. We

have now given our readers a distinct view of

the progress of the practice of constructing bridges
with cast iron, as far as it has hitherto been carried.
We are well convinced that much more will still be
accomplished; and when we come under the article
bPN, to treat generally of its qualities and \tiff'erent
1nodes of application, some light will be thrown upon
the subject, which we expect will tend still further to enhance its importance in the great practical
purposes oflife.
AUlhon.

Although ,it is trusted the reader will, in this article, have founei bridge building as fully discussed as
he could expect in a work of this nature, yet if disposed to prosecute the subject more at length, he will
be, enabled to do so by consulting the following able
authors, who have written on the subject either generaIly, or in describing particular works.
It is rather surprising, tnat although the Romans
had, before the time of V.itruvius, introduced the use
of the arch, not only in bridges and aqueducts, but in
theatres and temples, yet he has not been led to discuss, or even particularly to notice this prilJ4:ipal fea"

ture in Roman architecture.

.

Leoni Baptisti Alberti first wrote upon bridges in
In Italy.
1481. PaUadioJollowed about a century afterwards.
Serlio and Scammozzi also treated the subject, ;lDd
the--latter gives "Useful rules respecting foundations.
See also Ferrari On Arches, in the Act. Sienn. vi. 143.
Blonde! has described the bridge ,\thich he built in
In France.
1665, ill the tideway upon the Charante at Xaintes.
Gautier, in 17J4., published a treatise expressly upon
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B RI.
BRIDGEND,
a town of .south Wa-les,: in the
~ountyof Glamorgan, situated on both' sides of the
.rive-r Ogmore, ovC!rwhich there isa good stone bridge.
The town, which consists of a street on each side of
the river, .is tolerably well built, and is divided. into
~hi'ee parts, called New Castle, Old Castle, <lnd Bddg.end, .~hctwo first deciving their names from tWo' .cas'
tles, the remains of which .are still visible.. The townball is a neat building, themarket-plaeeit
very com.
VOL. IV. PART II.

bridge building, systematically ananged, and coutain- Practice.
il1gmuch usefnl practical information. 'Perronet, in ~
1768, published an elaborate work, containing very
minute details of the progress in building someof the In France;
principal bridges in France, and aiso valuable information respecting materials, foundations, centres, arches,
scaffolrling, and machinery. Regemotte gives an account of a bridge of 13 large arches, built by him 011
the Allier at Moulins. Cessart, in his 1'ravaux Hydrauliqucs, gives an account of the bridge of SaumlfI'
of 12 large arches, upon the Loire. Belidor, in the 4th
vol. ofhisA,'cllil. H!Jd1'aul., treats of bridges. Parent,
De la Hire, and Bossut, treat the subject scientifically.
See also Abeille Mem. Acad. Par. i. 159. Sebastien,
Do. i. 163. De la Hire, Do. 1702, 1712. Senes, Do.
1719,363. Couplet, Do. 1729,'1730. Chal'don, Do.
17SI. Bouguer, Dd. 1734. Bossut, Do. 1774-, 534;
1776, 587. Coulomb, Mem. des Savans Etrangers,
1773, 343. Giral, Sur les constructions des ponts,
4.to.
Trembley in Rozier's Ob,~ervations, tom.
xxxiii. p. 132. Montpetit in Rozier's Observe tom.
xxxii. p. 430.
1Epinus wrote on the abutments of arches in the Iu l'russ;a
Mem. Acad. Be.rl. 1755, p. 386.; and Euler on the and Russia.
method of judging of the strength of a bridge from a
mJdel in the Nov. Comment. Pelrop. tom. xx. p. 271.
See also Lorgna on the Curve of an Arch, in the
Acta Pet1'Op. lII. ii. 156Labelye published a short report respecting West- InEngland.
minster bridge.
Goldman and Hawksmoot" also'
treated on the subject of bridges. Semple published
a d('taiIed account of the mode of conducting- the
bailding of Essex bridge in Dublin.
He also treats
of building in water. Dr Hook, Emerson, and :Muller, have discussed the principles of arches scientifical.
ly. Dr Hutton, in a separate treatise, and also in his
Dictionary, treats ofthe prinCiples of bridges j and his
valuable works contain many useful remarks and directions respecting ,those edifices. ,The late MrAtwood published an essay upon the principles of arches,
in two parts, in which, much science and origimility
of mind are displayed: See likewise Robinson jn the
Phil. Trans. 1684" vol. xiv. p. 583. Robertson. on
the fallQf water. lt11.derb,'wges, in the Phi!- Trans.
175S~ p. 492. ;. and Dr Thomas Young's Natural
Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 175, &c. ('Y)
It7 For this valuable and original article on the theory and
practice.of Bddge.building,
which is the only complete treatiseon the sUbject that has yet been published,
the Editor is
indebted to THOMASTELFOR.D. F. R. S. E., civil engin~er, a,nd<
to 4LEXAl!DIIR NlJlplIO, F.R.S.E~
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modiqtIs1 and the parish church is well! built, and BriJgend.
commands

anne

prospect.

The soil of the adjacent

cou,ntrris fertile, and in astate or goodcultiva.tionj
and great quantities of sillmon, se.win, trout,-:ti1dflat
fi.h, .are caught in theriveIl.. The chief tra'des'car'rie~ on' if! the tOWn are tanning and tallow chanalery,
and a largewooHen manufactory has'been.est<tblishedby the agriculturalB~ciety of the coilnty..:Whollen. clothS. and. blankets are manufaotured.by meaiia.of
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